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Responsible for more than one-sixth of the world’s CO2 emissions and growing, the road
transportation is an unavoidable component in tackling the global carbon reduction challenge.
Within the subdivisions of infrastructure management and traffic management, different
carbon mitigation approaches have been discussed to contribute to a greener transportation
system. However, given the complex interactions that exist between the road users and
the infrastructures, certain carbon mitigation proposals are best evaluated within a compre-
hensive environment to ensure the correct consideration of the interactions, as well as the
comparability of the results.
It is the aim of this thesis to develop such a unified framework to reflect interactions and
outcomes of different CO2 mitigation approaches from both the road infrastructure and the
traffic mobility sides. This allows combining and comparing the effectiveness of a single
or multiple carbon mitigation approaches across different perspectives. Specifically, on the
traffic operation side, a mesoscopic traffic model is adopted for simulating drivers’ route
choices with varying percentages of travellers to choose the eco-friendly routes. From the
infrastructure asset management perspective, a city-scale pavement degradation model is
built and utilised in testing pavement maintenance scenarios. San Francisco is chosen as the
case study area due to the availability of various traffic mobility and infrastructure condition
data.
In Chapter 3 of the thesis, the traffic simulation module is developed that implements
the efficient macroscopic road link-level speed-flow relationship while retaining detailed
origin, destination and departure hour information for each individual trip. The traffic
simulation model uses a highly detailed network representation for the study area and has
the hourly traffic demand informed by Traffic Network Companies (TNC) data. The model
is capable of capturing the spatio-temporal variations in traffic distributions. In addition, in
Chapter 4, assumptions are also tested as for the extent that the availability of real-time traffic
information affects the travellers’ behaviours and model results.
As ageing pavements induce additional carbon emissions, in Chapter 5, a city-scale
pavement degradation model is proposed based on 20 years of survey data. After comparing
three model forms (non-spatial categorical, non-spatial individual road based and spatial
viii
hierarchical models) and two independent predictors (pavement age, cumulative traffic load),
the spatial model with age as the predictor is found to give the best overall performance in
terms of model fitting and complexity. As a result, it is used later in this thesis for degradation
forecasting and maintenance planning.
The traffic simulation and the pavement degradation models are joined together in Chapter
6 to test the carbon mitigation scenarios, including the eco-friendly route selection (eco-
routing) and eco-friendly pavement maintenance scheduling (eco-maintenance). Interactions
between the road users and the pavement management occur when: (1) pavement maintenance
site selection is based on both pavement roughness and traffic volume (the eco-maintenance
case). (2) The renewed pavement condition, with a smoother surface and reduced emission
factor, becomes part of the route selection criteria of the drivers (the eco-routing case). It is
found that the outcomes of eco-maintenance are sensitive to a variety of factors, including
the budget level, the pavement degradation rate as well as the maintenance quality. The
eco-routing approach tends to shift travellers to the local network but is effective in reducing
the overall emissions. However, the reinforcing interactions between these two strategies are
the most noticeable only when both eco-routing and eco-maintenance strategies are enforced
to an extreme.
Through the simulation of city-scale traffic and infrastructure dynamics, it is able to
quantitatively compare carbon mitigation scenarios and understand how an action from one
specific perspective ripples through the transportation system. Also, sensitivity tests suggest
limiting conditions for each approach to make a difference. This research highlights the
need to include combined simulations in certain cases and such results are expected to give
confidence to decision makers as for the potential induced demand or other secondary effects
whose influences extend beyond a single sub-system.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The transport sector is a prominent contributor to the greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions,
estimated to constitute 14% of the global sum in 2010 and 28% of the US inventory in
2016 [9, 71, 112]. The question of how to reduce the transportation CO2 emissions has
been a primary concern for many transportation agencies across the world. In many aspects,
innovations and conscious efforts to reduce the transportation system carbon emissions have
been actively explored, which have brought a great amount of insights in fields such as traffic
control, asset management, alternative energy and so on [29, 31, 145, 240, 248].
One challenge when extending the field-specific knowledge to the real system is to account
for the multiple players operating on the same canvas. First of all, there are interactions
to consider. For example, a unilaterally designed eco-routing system may lead vehicles to
pothole-riddled street that ends up with higher emissions and vehicle operating costs [45].
Also, without a systematic perspective, it is often unclear how significant savings from one
particular measure are in a broader context, such as the emissions due to traffic delays at
pavement rehabilitation sites.
So far, most of the emission mitigation measures for the transportation system have been
studied in silo, on project level or by reductionist approaches. Fortunately, with opportunities
brought by the massive amount of open data in transportation, it is now feasible to scale
previous analyses which rely on meticulously curated specific datasets to the system level. In
this thesis, one vehicle mobility model and one pavement degradation model are developed
in this manner with the aid of city-wide open data for the city of San Francisco. The vehicle
mobility and pavement degradation processes, representing two most visible strands in the
transport system, are brought together for the simulation of the carbon emissions in a full
urban road network. The contribution of this work is (1) to develop efficient city-scale
models that can simultaneously evaluating multifaceted carbon mitigation policy analysis
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on one integrated platform; and (2) to quantify the strength of interactions and values of the
combined carbon mitigation measures.
1.1 Background
1.1.1 The traffic-related carbon emissions and mitigation measures
Globally, road transport represents over 70% share in the total fuel consumption and carbon
emissions in the transportation sector, compared to air or rail transport [113]. As a result,
many options have been proposed to decarbonise the transportation sector from the road
transport aspect [29, 107]. These options often include:
• Improving vehicle fuel economy.
• Developing low carbon alternative fuels.
• Reducing travel demand through modernising public transport, tele-working, etc.
• Increasing network efficiency with intelligent transportation systems (ITS).
These approaches are often the basis for estimating changes in transport fuel use or
emissions in the future. For example, United States Energy Information Administration
(EIA) projects the fuel economy of light-duty vehicles to increase by more than 40% from
2015 to 2025 with technology improvements and policy standards, even offsetting the
forecast increase in travel demand in terms of vehicle-miles travelled in the same period
[70]. However, such predictions are based on a series assumptions about technology, market
acceptance rates, financial situations and fuel prices, which may lead to big variabilities and
substantially different outcomes than reality as indicated by the past experience [165].
ITS has been identified as a promising niche innovation in the transition towards a low
carbon transport system [88]. The central promise of ITS innovations are the enhancement
of system efficiency with information, communication, control, computer technology and
other current technologies [5]. The benefits of ITS include improvements in terms of safety,
reduced congestion as well as sustainability impacts. The carbon mitigation potential of
ITS applications have been demonstrated on intersection level (adaptive traffic signalling,
self-coordinated virtual intersection control), link or corridor level (incident management,
cooperative adaptive cruise control) and network level (eco-routing) [29, 81, 149, 230].
However, current evaluations of ITS application scenarios have two major drawbacks. The
first is that many studies are reported at a single intersection or for a single vehicle that may
not generalise to the real city-scale situations. Secondly, despite the great advancements in
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traffic technologies, the transportation infrastructures are ageing quickly and can cast negative
impacts on the total carbon emissions due to maintenance needs and increased operational
costs. However, the impacts of ageing infrastructures are not considered in the evaluation of
most ITS technologies. This thesis aims to conduct a city-scale evaluation of transportation
carbon mitigation measures by incorporating the contributions from two sides, the ITS
information that brings about changes in traffic patterns, as well as the contributions from the
infrastructure asset maintenance, specifically road pavement maintenance scheduling.
1.1.2 The pavement-related carbon emissions and mitigation measures
Similar to the decarbonisation efforts from the traffic operation perspective, the CO2 mitiga-
tion issue is also attracting awareness among the infrastructure asset managers represented by
the pavement engineers. CO2 emissions related to the pavement infrastructures are often as-
sessed through Life Cycle Analysis (LCA) by considering the emissions in the following five
phases: raw materials production, construction, use, maintenance/rehabilitation (M&R) and
end-of-life dismantle/recycle [205]. Similarly, in the European Standard EN 15643-5:2017
prepared by the Comité Européen de Normalisation (CEN) technical committee 350, pave-
ment, as a form of the civil works, has the following life cycle stages: pre-construction (A0),
product (A1-3), construction process (A4-5), use (B1-8), end-of-life (C1-4) and those beyond
the system boundary (D) [75]. Opportunities for emission reduction arise in various aspects
in the pavement life cycle components, as indicated by existing research [47, 240, 247].
Components associated with the greatest energy use and GHG emissions are: material
production, use phase and delay/congestions during the construction or M&R. For the
material component, large amounts of asphalt concrete and Portland cement concrete are
typical used for new pavement constructions (rare in many urban areas) or rehabilitation
(replacing the existing surface with new materials). The production of cement or asphalt
emits GHGs including CO2, CH4 and N2O, with the quantities of CO2 dominating by three
to six orders larger over other GHGs [249]. The proportions of material-related carbon
emissions over the whole life cycle vary depending on the assumptions used in each study
(e.g., the traffic level, materials used). For the a fairly busy road with Annual Average Daily
Traffic (AADT) of 70,000 vehicles (8% trucks), the material component accounts for 30%,
14% or 11% of the total life cycle CO2 emissions for pavements with surface type of Portland
cement concrete, hot mixed asphalt or composite materials [249].
The CO2 emissions from the pavement use phase encompass a variety of items: vehicle
energy loss to overcome rolling resistance, albedo (reflection of solar radiation), carbonation
(for Portland cement concrete), night lighting and leachate [206]. The use phase emissions
have been shown to be a significant component in pavement LCA, even though this phase is
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frequently ignored in studies due to the complexity [93, 106, 159, 178]. Like the materials,
contributions of use phase emissions depend highly on the individual context of pavements.
In a comprehensive sensitivity study, the global warming potentials (emissions of CO2-
equivalent) of eight LCA components are compared subjected to uncertainties in traffic
volumes, pavement classes and other parameters [204]. They found that some components,
such as carbonation, only have small contributions to the overall impact. While the rolling
resistance component during the use phase becomes the dominant one in high traffic volume
circumstances.
The use phase emissions are closely related to the pavement M&R, as well maintained
roads can offer significant benefits in reducing the emissions from vehicle operations. De-
graded pavements, usually characterised by a higher surface roughness caused by surface
defects, will create more vibrations and rolling resistance for vehicles, thus increasing the
fuel consumption and carbon emissions. A widely used indicator of pavement roughness is
the International Roughness Index (IRI). It measures the cumulative suspension motion in a
moving vehicle over the travelled distance [179]. An IRI of 0 m/km represents a perfectly
smooth and flat road surface, while an IRI of around 10 m/km indicates severe defects.
Airport runways usually maintain an IRI around 1 m/km while newly constructed urban
roads have an IRI around 1 or 2 m/km. Previous studies suggest that a 1 m/km reduction in
rolling resistance will lead to 1 or 2% savings in fuel consumption [240, 251]. The M&R
works to restore pavement roughness induce additional energy use and emissions depending
on the treatment type, but this extra cost can be offset in a short time by the savings of the
subsequent use phase for high traffic volume roads and result in net reduction of the life cycle
emissions [240, 238].
The last component with potential significant contribution to the reduction of life cycle
emissions is related to easing the congestions or disruptions to traffic during the construction
and M&R. This component captures the emissions from vehicles that are slowed down or
detoured due to roadworks, but quantifications of its impacts from existing studies vary
greatly. Generally speaking, the impacts of roadwork-related traffic delays depend on several
factors, including the traffic volume, construction hour (peak vs off-peak), the loss of capacity
as well as the availability of detours [204]. In Inti et al. [114], the GHG emissions due to the
traffic delays of a 1.6 km six-lane highway (major rehabilitation, with partial lane closures,
130,000 vehicles per day) are found to be several times higher than the material component,
while the use phase is not considered. In Huang et al. [108], the extra CO2 emissions due to
roadwork disruptions on a 2.6 km dual carriageway (full reconstruction, with partial lane
closures over five days, 26,000 vehicles per day) are only about 1% of those from the material
component and almost negligible compared to the usage phase. The extra CO2 emissions
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of 0.5% to 11% from traffic disruptions are reported on top of those from the rehabilitation
process of a 0.7 km carriageway (major rehabilitation, with partial lane closure or diversion,
about 10,000 vehicles per day) [83]. Emissions from roadwork-related traffic disruptions are
not considered in some studies on the ground that M&R are carried out overnight in places
such as California [138, 240].
Similar to the evaluation of traffic-related emissions, assessment of pavement CO2 emis-
sions also suffers from the problem of scale and the simplification of the complex traffic
patterns. Many the studies reviewed are conducted based on one or several representative
functional unit, usually one lane-mile of pavement section. However, in reality, the pavements
in a transportation network have diverse characteristics in terms of material and construction
quality, traffic loading, micro climate and maintenance history. Estimations of emissions
based on one pavement section may not generalise to a network. In addition, the represen-
tations of the traffic patterns are usually simplified by assuming a fixed traffic level. The
traffic redistributions due to increased user cost during the use phase or roadworks are not
adequately addressed. These deficiencies point to the need of a more integrated perspective
(e.g., coupling with traffic simulation) in the evaluation of the CO2 emissions of the pavement
infrastructures.
1.1.3 Interdisciplinary perspective: combining and comparing carbon
mitigation options in traffic operation and infrastructure asset
management
It is evident from the existing studies that both efficient traffic flow operations and well
managed road infrastructure asset can contribute to the reduction of CO2 emissions in the
transportation system. However, carbon mitigation strategies from the two perspectives are
seldomly compared or evaluated together. In fact, the infrastructure provisions are seldomly
taken into account in the emission analysis or policies designed from the traffic perspective.
Similarly, the changes in vehicular flow patterns devised by traffic engineers towards the
low carbon emission goals are not reflected in the pavement management scenario analysis,
either.
There are some literatures taking the interdisciplinary perspective to evaluate the carbon
emissions of the transportation system. In Saxe et al. [207], a holistic framework is proposed
that assesses the GHG emissions of the rail infrastructure projects in a complete manner,
accounting for the capital GHGs, operational and maintenance emissions as well as the
impacts of new infrastructures on ridership and urban forms. This framework is later applied
to calculate the GHG emissions and payback time of the Sheppard Subway Line in Toronto,
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Canada [208]. Chester and Horvath [46] proposed a comprehensive LCA that includes the
infrastructure and supply chains into the assessment of passenger transportation. They found
that by expanding the system boundary, the LCA energy use and emissions increase by an
additional 40-70% for the road transportation system over vehicle tailpipe operation. Their
study is based on breakdown of factors to normalised analysis units (cost per passenger-
kilometre-travelled for each manufacture procedure, vehicle operation mode, etc.) rather
than a full-scale simulation. Given the complexity of the problem, the breaking down of
individual factors facilitates the quantification and comparison of contributions from each
component systematically. However, it is still difficult to model the interactions between
different components. For example, maintenance is scheduled every 10 years regardless of
the type, traffic, condition of the pavements or budget constraints. Vehicle fuel economy
is also assumed to be independent of the change in pavement roughness. In another study
[230], the authors compared the energy and environmental benefits of an ITS based highway
incident management system against four conventional construction phase carbon mitigation
strategies (using regionally provided materials, reducing fossil fuels, recycling pavements
and using warm-mix asphalt). They found that the long-term energy and environmental
savings will far surpass the one-off savings from the construction phase strategies. Although
not including the long-term benefits of well-constructed and well-maintained pavements,
their study certainly highlights the uneven contributions from different carbon mitigation
strategies.
1.2 Research objectives
The overarching objective of this research is to compare the effects of carbon emission
mitigation measures from the traffic operation as well as the infrastructure management
perspectives by building the traffic simulation and the infrastructure degradation prediction
modules into one unified computational framework. These two perspectives are both crucial,
and possibly interconnected, in reaching the low carbon emission goals. However, as
introduced in Section 1.1, they are seldomly considered together for emission analysis. As a
result, a necessary step must be taken first that ensures suitable and compatible methodologies
are employed for developing the traffic simulation and infrastructure condition prediction
modules. Based on this step, emissions and other network performance metrics can then be
evaluated. The overall research objective breaks down to:
1. Development of models that are efficient for large scale analysis, complex for repre-
senting realistic behaviours and straightforward for system-level integration.
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(a) Hybrid mesoscopic traffic simulations that combine the macroscopic traffic be-
haviours with disaggregated microscopic travel demand have been known for its
efficiency, fine granularity and scalability to a large network [40]. It is adopted in
this research with inputs and validations based on open data.
(b) A spatially autocorrelated link-level pavement degradation model is also adopted
for its ability to represent the spatial variability and spatial structures in the
pavement degradation process, as well as the compatibility with the link-based
mesoscopic traffic simulations. Unlike the simulation-based traffic model, the
pavement degradation model is statistical in nature. Model coefficients are learnt
from the open infrastructure data.
(c) Identification and quantification of interactions between the traffic movements
and the infrastructure conditions.
2. Application of the developed traffic and pavement degradation model to the study area
to calculate the carbon emissions under different mitigation measures. Specifically
including
(a) Determination of the carbon emission calculation procedure that takes into con-
sideration the traffic as well as the pavement conditions.
(b) Quantification of the network performance in terms of the CO2 emissions, the
traffic efficiency and infrastructure conditions under different short and long-term
scenarios.
(c) Evaluation of the individual and combined effects of eco-maintenance (road
works prioritising CO2 reduction) and eco-routing (route selection prioritising
CO2 reduction) at the network level.
It should be noted that it is not within the objectives of this thesis to conduct a LCA
of the transportation system. Given the few new construction projects in big cities and the
high levels of traffic, this thesis chooses to focus on the use phase emissions due to vehicle
infrastructure interactions. Embodied carbon emissions in the road infrastructure, which refer
to the emissions contained in the construction and maintenance materials or those produced
due to construction or roadworks, are thus not considered. Nor are the CO2 emissions related
to the production, maintenance and disposal of vehicles included in the analysis. Some
carbon mitigation scenarios involves adjusting the pavement maintenance scheduling to
achieve CO2 reductions. Emissions related to such activities are generally not considered as




An integrated traffic simulation and pavement condition prediction model is needed to address
the research objectives identified in Section 1.2. The conceptual framework of this integrated
model is presented in Figure 1.1. Starting from the outside loop, the traffic simulation module
and the pavement degradation module serve as the two pillars of the overall framework.
The traffic simulation module is sensitive to the changing pavement conditions (outputs of
the pavement degradation module) and produces individual vehicle routes and street-level
traffic volumes. The output traffic volumes from the traffic simulation module then enter the
pavement condition prediction module to determine the potential traffic-induced degradation
as well as to select important roads that receive higher maintenance priority. Together, the
traffic volume outputs from the traffic simulation module and the pavement condition outputs
from the pavement degradation module are combined to calculate the CO2 emissions due to
traffic usage and pavement roughness. The effects of different carbon emission mitigation
measures are also incorporated. For example, by setting a new maintenance strategy, roads
selected for maintenance will be changed. While the vehicle operation strategy affects
the route choices of individual vehicles in the traffic simulation. Scenarios with different
combinations of maintenance and vehicle routing strategies are compared in terms of the
traffic efficiency, the infrastructure conditions and the CO2 emissions, all at the network
scale.
1.4 Thesis layout
Having presented the background, the objectives and the conceptual framework of this study
in Chapter 1, the rest of the thesis is organised as the following:
A literature review of relevant topics is conducted in Chapter 2. It consists of three parts.
The first part briefly reviews the concepts of sustainability, sustainable transportation and the
value of models in the derivation of sustainability indicators. Although this research is not a
comprehensive sustainability analysis, the outcomes (network-level CO2 emissions, traffic
efficiency and infrastructure conditions) can be beneficial in future sustainability studies.
Then in the second part, the concepts for traffic modelling are reviewed, together with
established methodologies for demand generation and supply simulation. In the third part,
existing pavement degradation models are reviewed, with special focus on the commonly
adopted model forms, inputs and outputs. The aim of the literature review is to identify
suitable model classes and theories to be adopted in the subsequent chapters of this study.
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Fig. 1.1 Conceptual framework integrating the traffic simulation and pavement degradation
functionalities. The outputs of the integrated model include traffic efficiency measures,
infrastructure conditions and CO2 emissions, all at the network scale.
In Chapter 3, the development of a mesoscopic traffic simulation model is presented for
the case study area of San Francisco. Detailed data collection and cleaning procedures are
documented to ensure reproducibility. The functionality and performance of the developed
traffic model are demonstrated.
The validity of some underlying assumptions in the mesoscopic traffic model presented in
Chapter 3 is further investigated in Chapter 4. Specifically, travellers do not have full access
to the real-time traffic condition information and such information can only be revealed by
specially dedicated probe vehicles. In addition, random repetitions are carried out to quantify
the variability of the results due to the randomness embedded in the traffic assignment
procedure. The aim is to quantify the impacts of information availability and quality on the
outcomes of the proposed mesoscopic traffic simulation tool.
Chapter 5 presents the process to build city-scale pavement condition prediction model
with more than two decades of pavement condition survey data of the case study area. Two
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degradation predictors (pavement age since last maintenance and cumulative traffic load) and
three model structures (non-spatial road category-based model, non-spatial individual street
model and a spatial hierarchical model) are tested. The performance of the candidate models
are evaluated in terms of their accuracy and complexity. The spatial model with pavement
age as the degradation predictor is found to have the best performance.
In Chapter 6, the traffic simulation model (developed in Chapter 3) and the spatial
pavement degradation model (developed in Chapter 5) are integrated jointly to simulate
various CO2 mitigation scenarios of the study area. The individual and combined effects of the
eco-routing traffic operation strategy and eco-maintenance for pavement asset management
are evaluated in terms of several network-wide metrics, including the Annual Average Daily
vehicular CO2 emissions, Annual Average Daily vehicle hour/distance travelled and the
overall pavement conditions over an analysis period of 10 years. Complex factors such as
traffic growth and fuel types are not considered in most parts of Chapter 6 to exclude their
interferences in result interpretations. However, additional results based on traffic growth
scenarios are given at the end of Chapter 6 to demonstrate the sensitivity of the outcomes.
Lastly, the summaries of findings in each chapter and the conclusions are presented in
Chapter 7. The research objectives introduced in Chapter 1 are also revisited in Chapter 7 to
assess whether they have been met through the analyses.
Chapter 2
Literature Review
Following the introduction of the research objectives to assess the CO2 emissions and other
traffic and infrastructure performance metrics of a city-scale road network, relevant literatures
are reviewed in this chapter. First of all, the concepts of sustainability and sustainable
transportation are introduced. Although it is not the aim of this thesis to conduct a complete
sustainability analysis, the various quantities of interest (e.g., network-level CO2 emissions,
traffic efficiency and infrastructure condition metrics) correspond to certain frequently used
sustainability indicators and may be adapted for sustainability studies in the future. On these
network-level outcomes, traffic conditions and pavement conditions are the two major aspects
that have potentially significant impacts. Existing literatures are reviewed for methodologies
to calculate/predict the traffic and pavement conditions. When there is a need to incorporate
future scenarios, model-based estimations are still the most prevalent methodologies adopted
in existing literatures. Highly detailed models usually require more complex data inputs
and are more computationally extensive, while simple models that aim to capture key trends
have the advantage of solving larger scale problems efficiently. To guide the selection of
the modelling methodologies for the later part of this study, special attention is paid to the
complexity and input/output requirements of different models in this review.
2.1 Sustainability concepts and sustainable transportation
The dialectic contradiction of resource conservation and economic growth has long been
co-existing. For example, since ancient times, crop rotation and rest-rotation grazing
were adopted to replenish soil nutrients or forage supplies [82]. Even though some pre-
industrialised societies also faced ecological problems such as deforestation or land exhaus-
tion, the tension between conservation and growth became acute after the unprecedented level
of resource exploitation and population growth after the industrial revolution [39]. A series
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of events in the twentieth century, notably the Dust Bowl in North America in the 1930s,
the publication of the environmental science book Silent Spring in 1962 and the modern
environmental movements in the 1970s, led the world to reflect on our relationship with the
nature and the future [105, 166]. It was under this background that the concept of sustainable
development was put forward in the 1970s [153]. In 1987, the United Nations World Com-
mission on Environment and Development released the Brundtland Report, formally titled
Our Common Future, which produced the most cited definition of sustainable development
till today [32]:
“Sustainable development is development that meets the needs of the present without
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs.”
The ideal of sustainable development also appeals to the transportation sector, where
the trade-offs between the increased level of mobility and the reduction of congestion,
pollution and safety issues need to be reconciled [142]. Transportation is a driving force
for economic development and poverty alleviation, while in the meantime, a significant
contributor to the greenhouse gases (GHGs) and air pollutants alike [237, 245]. In addition,
the Word Bank estimates 1.3 million deaths each year in traffic-related accidents [214].
In a review of sixteen national and international sustainable transportation initiatives, the
definitions of sustainable transportation are found to be organisation specific, but nonetheless
are built along three dimensions: economic development, environmental preservation and
social development [119]. These three aspects are adopted in the European Standard on the
sustainability assessment of buildings and civil engineering works [75] and are sometimes
called the "triple bottom lines", a term borrowed from business accounting [72]. Indicators
belonging to these three dimensions are often adopted for assessing the sustainability of
a transport system or project, such as the vehicle kilometres travelled (VKMT, economic
dimension), per capita traffic cashes and fatalities (social dimension), per capita air pollution
emissions (environmental dimension), etc. [141]. Given the prolific numbers of indicators,
frameworks have also been developed for selecting and combining different indicators based
on criteria such as measurability, availability, interpretability as well as their relevance to the
sustainability goals [42, 194].
In many transportation sustainability studies, data used for calculating sustainability
indicators are directly observed or measured [255]. In Reisi et al. [194], final indicators
(e.g., energy use and GHG emissions) are deduced from measurable quantities (e.g., VKMT)
based on simple models, which provide the flexibility and sensitivity required for policy
design. Going beyond the need to assess the sustainability of the current system, model-based
indicator quantification then becomes essential for analysing future scenarios [117, 134].
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In this thesis, carbon mitigation strategies from two perspectives (traffic operation and
infrastructure maintenance) are compared. While this is not a fully fledged sustainability
study, some evaluation metrics, namely the network-wide CO2 emissions, VKMT, infrastruc-
ture conditions, coincide with the sustainability indicators. The analysis in this thesis can
potentially contributes to the more holistic transport sustainability studies in the future. The
rest of this chapter serves to review the concepts and methodologies related to the modelling
and calculation of the evaluation metrics.
2.2 Traffic Models
For short-term traffic condition predictions, assumptions of unchanging states or statistical
methods that extrapolate the spatio-temporal trends based on real observations are often
used. For example, an eco-routing system is presented in Zeng et al. [252]. The system is
built with real traffic condition data collected by 153 probe vehicles. It took 10 months to
collect the average link-level speed and acceleration data in the case study area of Toyota city,
Japan (4,072 nodes and 12,877 links, with an average of 11 observations per link). These
data, combined with the road gradient, are used to determine the link-level emissions. Such
real observation based traffic condition forecast can lead to accurate short-term predictions.
However, the method cannot be extended to predict unforeseeable scenarios, where the traffic
distribution characteristics might be considerably different from the existing observations.
As a result, for more versatile scenario analyses, simulation based traffic models are still the
preferred choices.
There are many classification schemes that have been used to categorise the traffic
simulation models. For example, the macroscopic and microscopic distinctions, the static
and dynamic traffic assignments, the trip-based versus activity-based models, etc. In Nagel
et al. [162], the authors list the following components as "absolutely necessary" for traffic
planning models: (1) demand generation, (2) supply simulation, (3) feedback and (4) analysis.
According to Nagel et al. [162], traffic dynamics are created when the demand to travel is
constrained by the network supply. Iterations are carried out in such simulations to make
the demand and supply consistent (feedback), while analyses are needed to obtain further
insights (e.g., congestion distributions). This high-level summary is found to offer the
clearest guidance for the review of the vast traffic simulation literature and is adopted in the
organisation of this section, with focus on the demand and supply modelling.
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2.2.1 Demand generation: trip-based and activity-based models
There are three types of commonly used demand generation models: the simple trip-based
(four-step) models, tour-based models and the most sophisticated activity-based models. The
classical and still most widely adopted transportation planning models are trip-based. They





Trip-based models often operate on aggregated spatial units, such as census tracks or
Traffic Analysis Zones (TAZ). In the first step (trip generation), land use models or zonal
socio-demographic statistics are used to determine the numbers of trip origins and destinations
associated with each aggregated spatial unit. In the second step (trip distribution), zonal
origins will be matched to destinations in other zones to form an origin-destination (OD)
matrix. Individual OD matrices may be generated for each time period of a day, such as the
morning peak, the off-peak and the evening peak periods. In this sense, each element in the
OD matrix represents the travel demand from one origin zone to one destination zone and
is aggregated both spatially (into zones) and temporally (into time periods or a whole day).
The travel demand given by the OD matrices can then be assigned with different modes of
travel, e.g., by passenger cars or public transits in the third step (mode choice). Then, the
fourth step (route choice) is carried out to assign the optimum path based on criteria such as
distance, expected or experienced travel time, journey cost, travel time reliability, etc.
One of the earliest and also the most influential implementations of the four-step model
is the Chicago Area Transportation Study (CATS) in the late 1950s and early 1960s under
the leadership of J. Douglas Carroll [21]. In CATS, the four-step model was used to estimate
traffic volumes on each street within the study area. In particular, since the route choice
(sometimes called trip assignment) was computationally heavy, the study prompted one of
the earliest applications of computers in traffic modelling. Nowadays, the calculation of
route choices on a large network is still expensive, as encountered in this thesis and other
studies [89]. Although many limitations have now been realised regarding this trip-based
modelling approach, particularly regarding its aggregated spatio-temporal representation and
inflexible demand specification, it is still a landmark technique in traffic modelling and a
valid approach for planning for urban transportation as a system, rather than focusing on
individual streets or corridors.
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One criticism of the trip-based models is its treatment of trips made by the same person
as independent decisions [197]. This is not behaviourally sound given many of the trips
are actually "chained", i.e., home-work trip followed by a work-home trip. To improve
the four-step models by considering the sequences of trips, tour-based or activity-based
models are proposed. The tour-based model is considered as an intermediary step between
the four-step model and the fully activity-based demand generation approach. The unit of
travel in tour-based model is defined as a sequence of trips from home to several destinations
and then back home [197]. In Krizek [131], a study is presented regarding the relationship
between the socio-economic characteristics (household and neighbourhood characteristics)
and travel behaviours at the tour level (type, frequency and distance). In the literature, the
tour-based model is particularly popular for the modelling of commercial vehicles (deliveries
or other reimbursed trips made during working hours), whose travel itineraries can be derived
from the supply chains [110, 122].
Activity-based models offer even greater flexibility to model the complex travel demand
generation process than the tour-based approach. In activity-based models, the unit of travel
is an entire day or entire week’s schedule of each individual that consists of multiple tours
[30]. Travel demand is derived from the need of individuals to carry out certain activities.
A traveller may rearrange his/her schedule, add or cancel some trips by evaluating the net
utilities of the whole travel plan. In Zheng et al. [256], the activity-based traffic modelling
is applied to a dynamic cordon-based congestion pricing scheme. In this application, the
change in travel cost affects not only the route choices, but also the daily plan of the travellers.
The pricing scheme leads to about 5-20% of travellers to shift their departure times away
from the congested periods and results in the 20% higher econometric values of travel time
savings than the toll costs.
In Hatzopoulou and Miller [102], traffic conditions generated by activity-based demand
models are used to calculate traffic emissions. The authors conclude that using activity-based
demand generation enables the consideration of finer time steps than traditional approaches.
Also, the activity-based demand generation allows the tracking of individual travellers for
calculating person-level air pollutant exposures. However, unlike the cordon pricing study in
Zheng et al. [256], no feedback mechanism is implemented to modify the activity patterns
based on the pollution exposures in Hatzopoulou and Miller [102]. As a result, it is still
not very convincing as for the necessity of adopting the activity-based approach for their
emission analysis, i.e., why traffic generated by a simpler trip-based models (with finer
spatio-temporal disaggregation) would not yield similar results.
Activity-based models are good at representing realistic travel behaviour by expanding
the four-step trip-based approach, which is instead more statistically-oriented and assumes
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Table 2.1 Travel demand generation models
Model type Trip-based Tour-based Activity-based
Unit of analysis Single trip (e.g.,
home-work)













Fixed for long time
periods (e.g.,
morning peak)









fixed travel schedules. However, the flexibility in activity-based models comes at the price of
the complexity. The inclusion of all possible combinations of trip sequence, departure time,
destination, mode and route choice to be explored would quickly explode the solution space
[151]. Another major factor that limits the use of activity-based models is the availability of
data. Travel surveys as the primary source of knowledge of regional travel demand are still
largely trip-based. For surveys that focus on household activities, little has been collected
regarding the spatial and temporal constraints of activity schedules [151]. In Griesenbeck and
Garry [98], a summary is given based on the experience of using SACMET (trip-based) and
SACSIM (activity-based) travel demand models from the perspective the regional planning
agency in Sacramento, California. The trip-based SACMET requires less inputs (1528 TAZs,
median size is 390 acres), data processing efforts (less than 5 days) and model running time
(6 hours). While the more sophisticated activity-based SACSIM requires inputs from 650,000
parcels (average size is 0.8 acres), two-weeks for data processing and 24-30 hours of run
time depending on the population simulated.
Facing the trade-offs of between complexity and fidelity, the selection of trip-based or
activity-based demand model ultimately depends on the need, the data and the time resources
available [257]. In real practices, more advanced models are favoured by jurisdictions with
complicated traffic and congestion management scenarios. In such cases, activity-based
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models are adopted to test a wide range of policy scenarios (e.g., congestion pricing, land
use). Smaller agencies may find themselves unable to develop activity-based models due
to the lack of resources and support, in which case the trip-based demand models are more
often adopted for their simplicity [62].
2.2.2 Supply simulation: flow propagation models
The previous section describes the modelling methodologies to estimate the travel demand.
Travel demand models are often paired with supply simulations which depict the abilities
or characteristics of the traffic network in the handling of such demand. The supply of a
road link or a traffic network is not constant due to vehicle interactions: when the number of
vehicles on the road exceeds a certain threshold, the travel speed reduces and the flow (traffic
volume in a unit time) also drops. The supply simulation is closely related to the modelling
of traffic flow propagation and can be carried out at three levels: macroscopic, microscopic
and mesoscopic levels [146].
Macroscopic traffic propagation models
Traffic flow propagation is often analogised to fluid flow and modelled as continuous com-
pressible media. Similar to fluid dynamics, traffic propagation can also be described by speed,
density and flow in the realm of macroscopic models. These parameters used by macroscopic
traffic propagation models are measured by commonly adopted traffic sensors, such as the
loop detectors.
Speed v: Various representations exist of traffic speeds, such as the instantaneous speed,
journey speed, space mean and time mean speed. These speed representations are adopted
depending on the context. For example, the instantaneous speed is used for accident and
detailed emission analysis [129, 191]. For macroscopic traffic propagation models, the
frequently used representation is the space mean speed, defined by the total travel distance
over the total travel time, or other similar definitions (Equation 2.1) [12, 101]. Vehicle speeds
are most commonly obtained from loop detectors. They can be directly measured by dual
loop detectors ("speed traps") or estimated from single loop detector measurements assuming






where vs is the space mean speed of traffic stream, N is the number of vehicles. D is the
measurement distance and ti is the time taken for vehicle i to go through the measurement
distance.
Flow q: Flow, or flow rate, measures the numbers of vehicles going pass a point location
in a unit length of time (Equation 2.2) [101]. Flow data can be measured through manual
counting, loop detectors, radar, television cameras, etc. For high-level planning purposes, the
flow measurement time interval can be as long as the peak hour period or a whole day (e.g.,
Annual Average Daily Traffic, AADT). To capture highly dynamic traffic variations, however,
shorter measurement intervals at every 15 minutes should be used [163]. It is possible to
poll the flow data every second, but it is recommended to use at least a 10 minute interval to





where q is the flow rate (vehicles per hour), N is the number of vehicles and T is the elapsed
time.
Density k: density is the number of vehicles per unit length. It is widely used in the
macroscopic traffic propagation models due to its theoretical link with the space mean
speed and flow and as an indicator of the Level of Service (LOS) of the roadways. Direct
measurements of density can be obtained from the aerial photography [177]. However, due
to the high costs and difficulty associated with direct density measurements, they are often
obtained indirectly from the flow and speed data based on Equation 2.3 under the assumption





where k is the density (e.g., vehicles per lane per km), vs and q are as defined above.
Macroscopic models describe the collective vehicle dynamics in terms of the average
quantities (density k, flow rate q and space mean speed v) [76]. Any one of the three
fundamental quantities k, q and v can be calculated from Equation 2.3 given the other
two. Theories of macroscopic flow models to solve for the unknown quantities have been
established in the seminal works of Aw and Rascle [11], Lighthill and Whitham [139], Newell
[167], Payne [185], Richards [195], Zhang [254]. First-order macroscopic models (e.g., the
celebrated Lighhill-Whitham-Richards (LWR) model) is based on vehicle conservation as a
first order partial differential equation (Equation 2.5) and assumes a fundamental diagram
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relationship (Equation 2.4). These two equations, combined with Equation 2.3, are used to
solve for the fundamental traffic quantities. Solutions can be obtained by using analytical
approaches such as the method of characteristics in simple settings, or numerically in other
cases.
q = q(k) (2.4)









where N(x, t) are the space (x) and time (t) dependent vehicle counts. q, k and v are flow,
density and velocity as defined above.
Fig. 2.1 First and second-order macroscopic models. (a) Fundamental diagram of the LWR
model together with sensor data. (b) A family of flow vs. density curves of the ARZ model,
with fundamental diagram and sensor data. Figures created by Fan [76].
First-order macroscopic models are conceptually simple and can capture important fea-
tures of traffic flows, such as the shock waves (a short region of increased traffic concentration
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where the speed changes suddenly). But they also have some shortcomings. For example, the
flow-density relationship is represented by only one curve (the fundamental diagram), while
in reality different classes of drivers may each hold a distinct fundamental flow-density rela-
tionship (Figure 2.1) [76]. Also, the fundamental diagram in Equation 2.4 of the first-order
model implies that the speed is uniquely defined by the density, or in other words, vehicles
have infinite accelerations when the density changes suddenly. This assumption is not very
realistic, either. Higher-order macroscopic models have been developed to overcome these
shortcomings of the first-order models. For example, in the second-order model proposed by
Payne [185], the Equations 2.3 and 2.5 are preserved, but the fundamental diagram (Equation
















where Ve(k) is the "equilibrium" speed provided by the fundamental diagram in the first-order
models, Tel p is the relaxation time to adjust the speed and c is an anticipation term as drivers
anticipate on the downstream conditions (e.g., accidents) and adjust speed.
In the history of traffic propagation model development, an interesting debate occurred
as for the significance of second-order macroscopic models. In 1995, Daganzo published
a paper titled "Requiem for Second-Order Fluid Approximation of Traffic Flow", in which
he pointed out the second-order model by Payne [185] is not anisotropic, i.e., vehicles may
drive backward [61]. This is caused by the usage of the space derivative of density ∂k/∂ t
in the calculation of vehicle acceleration in Equation 2.6. When density increases rapidly
along the space (i.e., ∂k/∂ t is large), a negative speed can be predicted. To address this flaw,
[11] proposed a new second-order model replacing the space derivative of density with a
convective term that would eventually become known as the ARZ model.
Software tools and applications have also been developed based on the theories of
macroscopic traffic models. One example is the METANET developed by Papageorgiou
[176] incorporating second-order traffic flow models. In Kotsialos et al. [130], an application
of METANET to the city-scale Amsterdam motorway network is presented (total road length
is 143 km). The outcomes are validated quantitatively against the loop detector data at
selected sections and qualitatively against the observed recurrent congestion patterns. Other
examples include MARPLE and INDY, both of which assign travel demands to pre-generated
routes [25]. Case studies of MARPLE and INDY are conducted on the Dutch national road
network. This network contains 18,000 nodes and 25,000 links, which is at the same order
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of magnitude compared to the case study network in this thesis. It takes 3 to 20 minutes
to pre-generate around 150,000 routes on this network, while the actual dynamic traffic
assignment of the 48,000 OD pairs (travel demand) takes 1 hour using MARPLE (30 second
time step) or 5 hours on INDY (10 second time step). Overall, the numbers of variables in
macroscopic models are independent of the numbers of vehicles, making them relatively
easy to scale up to large networks [24].
Microscopic traffic propagation models
Microscopic models are characterised by the explicit modelling of vehicle interactions.
Although there exist many theories regarding the handling of vehicle interactions, the best
known one among them is the car-following model. As the name suggests, the car-following
model specifies the reaction (e.g., acceleration) of the follower in response to the leading





vleader(t)− v f ollower(t)
T
(2.7)
where v f ollower and vleader are the instantaneous speeds of the follower and the leader at time
t. T is the relaxation parameter. Equation 2.7 states that the follower tries to match its own
speed to that of the leader. Other variations of this basic form are available, such as including
a reaction time τ at the left hand side of Equation 2.7, or the tendency to accelerate and
maintain a desired speed or safe distance.
In microscopic models, it is convenient to handle lateral vehicle movements, such as
lane-changing in a multi-lane setting. Lateral vehicle movements occur when a vehicle
overtakes a slower vehicle, turns at an intersection or goes off a highway ramp. They may
create disturbances to the stable traffic flow and impair the safety and capacity of the roads
[126]. The lateral movements may also affect the following vehicles when they have to yield.
Unlike the car-following model which can be modelled with a set of equations, the lane-
changing behaviours are usually described by a set of criteria. In one of the earliest works
modelling lane-changing, a structure is proposed to ensure that the simulated drivers make
logical decisions by considering several factors, including the gap size and vehicle speed
on the desired lane, the proximity of heavy vehicles, obstructions (e.g., parking area), etc.
[92]. This has evolved to the distinction of mandatory, discretion and random lane-changing
behaviours, where each is triggered by different motivations [190].
Due to the computational costs, microscopic models are often used in simulating small
areas, such as a road intersection, a stretch of the highway or a ramp. Many commercial traffic
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simulation software programmes are based on microscopic traffic propagation theories, with
the most successful ones being the VISSIM and AIMSUN (which also has the macroscopic
simulation ability) [3, 187]. These software tools usually offer graphical user interfaces
that produce animated scenes of moving vehicles. An open source alternative for these
commercial software programmes is the SUMO (Simulation of Urban MObility) [16]. SUMO
implements car-following and lane-changing behaviours. Vehicle positions are updated at
every second interval. A study applies SUMO for simulating vehicle platooning, where
vehicles are tightly spaced so as to increase the highway capacity [78]. Due to the reduced
spacings between vehicles in a platoon, the road capacity can increase by a few times than
the free vehicle case. To test the proposed control and vehicle communication algorithms
for platooning, simulation experiments are conducted on a one dimensional road link (5 km
in length). The output variables of interest from the microscopic simulations include the
velocity profile, as well as the distance and spacing errors of each individual vehicle to assess
the formation process and the stability the platoons.
Mesoscopic traffic propagation models
In mesoscopic traffic propagation models, the notion of individual vehicles is still preserved,
but the traffic characteristics are reported in aggregated terms, such as the space-mean average
speed or the probability distribution of the headways. Three popular approaches are identified
for mesoscopic traffic modelling in Maerivoet and De Moor [146]. The first approach is
called the cluster models, where nearby individual vehicles are grouped into clusters and
the flow characteristics are assumed to be constant within a cluster. The second approach
is to specify the time headways of successive vehicles as a probability distribution, rather
than modelled individually as in microscopic models. The third approach associated with
mesoscopic traffic modelling is called the "gas-kinetic" models, where the traffic motions are
in analogy to the motions of gas atoms or molecules and the vehicle density is described by a
distribution at a given location x, time t and the space-mean speed vs [233].
It is acknowledged among traffic modellers that the definition of mesoscopic models is
somewhat ambiguous. Certain mesoscopic models are confused with microscopic models
and are referred to as low fidelity "microsimulations" when individual vehicles are resolved
[123]. In this review, models that retain individual vehicles but do not explicit express their
interactions are categorised as mesoscopic, such as the queuing model or the cellular automata
model. Some examples of mesoscopic models in the previous research are summarised below.
In the traffic network supply simulation of DynaMIT (Dynamic Network Assignment
for Management of Information to Travelers) developed at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, the microscopic representation of traffic is combined with macroscopic traffic
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dynamic models. According to Ben-Akiva et al. [17], individual vehicles are retained in the
simulation so as to model the impact of en-route information on driver decisions. While to
be applied to real-time traffic operation management, the macroscopic traffic propagation
models are adopted for the superior computational performance. The link or segment-level
traffic dynamics are simulated with a queueing model by partitioning the road links into a
moving part and a queueing part. The build-up of the queue is based on the position of the
end of the queue at the previous time step, the vehicle length and counts, as well as the queue
dissipation rate.
Another case of mesoscopic traffic model is the DYNASMART (DYnamic Network
Assignment Simulation Model for Advanced Road Telematics) [118]. The macroscopic
conservation law in Equation 2.5 and the fundamental diagram in Equation 2.4 are used
in the traffic propagation calculation. However, unlike the macroscopic models, the flow q
calculated by multiplying k and v in macroscopic models is replaced by tracking the local
speed and position of each individual vehicle explicitly. The speeds of all vehicles in a link
are the same as given by the second expression in the fundamental diagram (Equation 2.4). In
the initial stage of the model development in the 1990s, DYNASMART could already handle
the simulation of up to 75,000 vehicles and 2,000 links. But the most time-consuming step,
the "path finding", is simplified. Specifically, the path finding algorithm is only executed at
some intervals and a few, e.g., 5, paths are stored. Before the next round of path finding, the
travellers can only choose from the existing paths, which might not be the absolutely optimum
path. DYNASMART has been applied to many other applications. In Mahmassani and Ab-
delghany [147], a multi-objective assignment procedures are implemented in DYNASMART
to model the traveller mode and route choices in an intermodal traffic network, including
private cars, buses, metro lines and High Occupancy Vehicles (HOVs). DYNASMART is
applied to the simulation of crowd evacuation in Kwon and Pitt [133]. Given a network
consists of 2,488 nodes and 5,565 links and a evacuation demand of 30,000 to 40,000 vehicle
trips, it took around 2 to 19 hours on a personal computer to simulate the evacuation process
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MATSim: an example of a popular mesoscopic agent-based traffic model
Among the many traffic simulation software programmes available, the mesoscopic model
MATSim-T is reviewed in detail due to its popularity, flexible agent-based framework as well
as the successful applications in modelling large networks [43]. MATSim-T (Multi-Agent
Transport Simulation Toolkit) is an agent-based traffic simulation software tool, where each
vehicle is explicitly modelled as "agents". It uses a queue model to move agents between
links. Figure 2.2 provides an illustration of the queue-based model concept. For each link
in the network, some attributes are stored, such as the length of the link, free-flow speed,
capacity and numbers of lanes. A vehicle entering a link (e.g, Road A) has to spend a
minimum length of time tAmin that equals to the free-flow travel time. The vehicle can then
move to the next link if the capacity of the current link has not been exhausted, as well as
there is space in the next link. If any of these conditions cannot be met, the vehicles have to
queue at its current link. The queue-based traffic simulation model is capable of simulating
the spill back of the queue to the upstream links. But it is not able to correctly represent
sub-link dynamics such as the backwards travelling "kinematic waves (shock waves)".
MATSim-T uses two loops to implement the queue-based model. A buffer is added to
each link holding all the vehicles that can leave the current link. In the first stage, all links
are looped through to move any eligible vehicle from the current link to the end buffer, if
these vehicles have spent the minimum time and the total outflow is below the capacity of the
current link. In the second stage, the algorithm loops through each intersection instead and
moves vehicles from the upstream buffer to the empty space on next link. If there is more
than one upstream buffer and the downstream space is limited, vehicles in the buffers are
served (moved to the next link) proportional to the link capacity.
The performance of MATSim-T, as well as other simulation-based traffic models, is
largely influenced by how often the network states (link volumes, vehicle positions, ...) are
updated. In MATSim-T, two updating approaches have been implemented. The first one
performs a straightforward time-based updating. Movements of vehicles and the in-flow
and out-flow of each link are calculated at one second intervals (time in the simulation, not
in the real life). The overall computation time thus depends on the number of road links
to be updated in the network. Another approach is to update the system states only when
"event" occurs, such as a car entering or leaving a link. In this case, the computational time is
proportional to the number of vehicle agents and the simulation speed is significantly faster
when the network is empty (e.g., in off-peak hours). According to Charypar et al. [44], even
in the simulation of rush hour traffic, the event-based approach still outperforms the time
discretisation method.
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The queue-based traffic simulation model in MATSim-T is paired with the activity-based
demand generation (as opposed to the traditional four-step models that produce fixed agent
schedules) to optimise agent departure times and route choices. This leads to a steady
state approximation of the dynamic Nash equilibrium [13]. Other applications include the
estimation of trip externalities (emissions, noises, congestions, etc.) [227] and evaluating
congestion charging effects [256].
Fig. 2.2 An illustration of the queue-based model in MATSim. (a) Vehicle motions in the
queue-based model; (b) Buffer.
2.2.3 Summary of the review of traffic models
In the above sections, some of the key theories related to the modelling of the traffic flow are
reviewed. Specifically, the traffic flow is regarded as applying the travel demand to the road
network, which has limitations in the supply. Travel demand can be generated by trip-based,
tour-based or activity-based models. As the travel demand is modelled in an increasingly
realistic manner, e.g., by considering the sequence of activities that an individual performs,
the complexity of the demand generation also increases.
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The supply side of the traffic network determines the traffic flow characteristics under
the given demand and can be modelled at different levels of fidelity. In the most aggregated
form, macroscopic traffic propagation models involve specifying the relationships between
macroscopic traffic measures, such as the flow-density or speed-density relationships. The
microscopic models, on the contrary, explicitly model the motions of individual vehicles
and their interactions by implementing car-following or lane-changing logics (related to
the longitudinal and lateral movements of vehicles, respectively). The third type of traffic
propagation model adopts a mesoscopic approach, which retains individual vehicles but
models their movements according to the macroscopic traffic propagation theories. Given the
efficiency and disaggregated demand representation, the mesoscopic models are especially
suitable for analysing large-scale scenarios while considering individual traveller’s decision
making process.
2.3 Pavement Degradation Models
The pavement degradation models surveyed span over a great variety, from simple determin-
istic models to complex stochastic ones. Some are at a conceptual level (e.g., the detailed
pavement-vehicle interaction model proposed by Collop and Cebon [53]), while others are
already implemented in specific countries, regions, or even worldwide [7, 124]. The models
usually have a long full name and a short acronym, both of which are provided in Table 2.3.
Only the abbreviations are used in the following review.
2.3.1 Nature of the modelling methodology
Based on the nature of the modelling methodology, road degradation models can be divided
into three categories, namely the empirical, mechanistic-empirical (M-E) and probabilistic
models [35]. The differences among them are explained as following.
Empirical models
A typical empirical model is given in the ASSHTO 1993 design guide [109]. This model
adopts a linear combination of factors with coefficients largely derived from the AASHO
Road Test conducted in the 1950s and 1960s [181]. Another empirical model is PARIS,
a European-wide pavement performance prediction model built upon pavement condition
records of fifteen European Union (EU) nations [74]. These models provide empirical
relationships between the dependent variables (pavement conditions) and the explanatory
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Table 2.3 Pavement degradation models surveyed: full names and abbreviations
Pavement degradation model Abbreviation Reference
American Association of State Highway and
Transportation Officials (AASHTO) Guide for
Design of Pavement Structures
AASHTO 1993 [109, 181]
Performance Analysis of Road InfraStructures
model
PARIS [74]
Highway Development and Management 4 HDM-4 [124]




Whole Life Performance Prediction
Model/Long Term Pavement Performance
Model
WLPPM/LTPPM [53]
Arizona Department of Transportation (ADOT)
Pavement Management System Model
ADOT model [94]
Highway Investment Programming System HIPS [35, 200]
Highway Maintenance Efficiency Programme HMEP [104]
variables (traffic, age, etc.), but the functional forms and coefficients are not derived from
any mechanistic principle.
M-E models
M-E models predict pavement conditions by following logical procedures based on the
mechanistic principles. Only certain calibration factors are evaluated from empirical data
to achieve a better match with real observations. One example of the M-E models is the
NCHRP’s MEPDG model [8, 183], the current pavement design guide used by AASHTO
since 2004. In the MEPDG model, the pavement design life is divided into analysis periods,
within which site conditions, including traffic, climate and material properties, are held
constant. Based on the site condition inputs, pavement responses (stresses or strains) in
each analysis period are then calculated. Next, critical stresses/strains are used to predict
distress increments (e.g. monthly increment in rutting depth). Finally, the distress increments
are accumulated to obtain the total damages for performance evaluation. This calculation
procedure is illustrated in Figure 2.3.
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Fig. 2.3 Calculation procedure for the M-E pavement degradation model in the AASHTO
2004 Pavement Design Guide.
The WLPPM developed in the University of Cambridge also incorporates mechanistic
theories, but the emphasis is given to the modelling of the dynamic vehicle-pavement
interactions and no evidence can be found regarding its application [53].
The widely adopted HDM-4 model stands in the middle of the empirical and M-E
models by adopting a structured-empirical methodology, where the functional forms and
primary inputs of the degradation equations are decided according to both mechanistic
theories and empirical evidence. Statistical techniques are then used to quantify their impacts
[124, 158, 170].
M-E models have higher requirements on data quality and also involve more computation
work than the pure empirical models. For example, in MEPDG, pavement responses such as
the stresses and strains have to be calculated using multi-layer elasticity or the Finite Element
method. This is acceptable for the design of several road sections, but becomes cumbersome
for network-level analysis.
Probabilistic models
Affected by many factors that are difficult to predict, quantify or even identify, pavement
condition prediction is inherently associated with uncertainties. Probabilistic models can
address this issue by modelling pavement condition change as a stochastic process, usually a
Markov state transition process [57]. An early model embracing such an idea is from the
ADOT [94, 188]. In this system, the highway network in Arizona is divided into thousands
of one-mile sections and pavement condition change is simulated by multiplying the initial
condition vector with the Markov Transition Probability Matrices, or TPMs (T in Equation
2.8). This model influences later practices in places such as the Kansas State, Saudi Arabia
and the Nordic countries [200]. Recently, HMEP, a Markov-based pavement deterioration
model, is developed and quickly becomes popular among UK local authorities. The toolkit
provides default definitions for homogeneous asset groups, condition bands and TPMs for
the UK situations but also allows user inputs to override the default values [104].
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Sn = S0 ·T n (2.8)
Where S0 and Sn are pavement conditions in Year 0 or Year n expressed as a vector. T is the
TPM for Markov-type pavement degradation models.
2.3.2 Inputs used in pavement degradation models
Model inputs reflect model developers’ understanding about the influencing factors of the
degradation process. Although the definitions, complexity and details of the inputs vary a lot,
most models still share similarities. A summary of model inputs and specific measures for
each input category is given in Table 2.4.
The basic types of inputs incorporated in almost all models are the time and traffic. Time
is usually measured by pavement age or time since last maintenance. Traffic can be expressed
by the annual or cumulative Equivalent Single Axle Load (ESAL, a measure of damage to the
pavements caused by traffic) or AADT (a measure of traffic quantity). M-E models require
the calculation of traffic load spectra rather than a general measure of traffic. Some models
use more than one measure for the same concept, such as the four age measures used in
HDM-4. However, the ASSHTO 1993 model does not even consider time and degradation is
predicted solely as a result of traffic. One particular model, WLPPM, considers the dynamic
vehicle effect caused by tyre-surface interaction, but this measure of traffic influence is overly
detailed for network-level analysis.
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Table 2.4 Inputs of road degradation models
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The second group of inputs is related to the pavement characteristics. A typical measure
is the Structure Number, which expresses the structural strength of pavements [182]. M-E
models require complete information on the thickness and material properties of each layer
[53]. Markov models usually do not include these measures explicitly, but it is possible to
divide “homogeneous groups” based on pavement characters [57].
The third group of input variables describes the climate or environmental conditions that
the pavements are subjected to. Two typical inputs are the temperature and precipitation
levels. Again, some models may include multiple variables for the same concept, such as
average temperature in the coldest as well as the warmest months [53]. HDM-4 uses the
climate information to categorise pavements, while M-E models like MEPDG and WLPPM
incorporate these values into the calculations.
Another important aspect to consider when modelling pavement degradation is the
maintenance effect. Maintenance activities are carried out periodically to correct current
defects and to prevent further degradations. Usually in models, the maintenance effects
are expressed as reductions on defect severity, and in one case, the reduction on potential
for future defects [94]. The former can be easily implemented in Markov-type models by
defining maintenance effect TPMs. HIPS model proposes to define the Markov condition
bands based on the remaining life before the next maintenance, but no information has been
found about the details [200].
There are various other factors that have been studied in pavement degradation modelling,
such the construction quality or months since the start of construction and opening to the
traffic [8]. All Markov-based models require information about current road conditions to
initiate the Markov transition process [57, 94].
2.3.3 Outputs of the pavement degradation models
The outputs of pavement degradation models are the various indicators of pavement condi-
tions. Table 2.5 presents the model outputs and specific measures that are adopted by each
model. Some models give results on various defects (e.g., HDM-4 and ADOT), while others
only predict the change of a compound index (e.g., HMEP). There is no absolute agreement
among different models in regards to the measures of defects. For example, for cracking,
a model can either evaluate the depth, length, area, or from other aspects such as the time
or traffic load before crack initiation. Despite the obvious increase in complexity, breaking-
down of condition prediction into individual types of defects has several advantages, such
as identifying major defects that lead to performance losses, selecting suitable maintenance
methods to treat corresponding defects and calculating user costs more accurately [124]. One
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particular output variable, roughness, is commonly treated as the major influencing factor of
road user costs [231].
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Cumulative traffic at the initiation of cracking PARIS
Cracking index: weighted sum of length of dif-
ferent types of cracks
PARIS






Ravelling length per unit length PARIS
Potholing
Initiation time HDM-4
Number per unit length HDM-4
Edge breaking Volume loss of material per unit length HDM-4
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Table 2.5 Outputs of road degradation models (cont’d)
Roughness










Present Serviceability Index, PSI AASHTO 1993










Pavement degradation models are usually developed for specific applications. Some are
designed to be used anywhere after calibration (such as the HDM-4 model), while others are
only suitable for specific regions (such as the PARIS model which is only applicable within
the EU nations). Quite a few are designed for the UK, such as the HMEP model. HDM-4,
developed by the World Back, is probably the most popular pavement condition prediction
model worldwide and has been used not only in the asset management stage, but also for
road project appraisal. For models designed to be widely applicable, there is still a need to
calibrate the model based on historical observations in the application area before they can
be utilised by highway engineers and asset managers with confidence [7].
The deployment time periods of different models also vary. WLPPM, which was de-
veloped in the 1990s, seems to have never come into application. While the AASHTO
1993 model was replaced by the MEPDG model in 2004. HDM-4, developed in the late
1990s, is still widely used today. For models that are outdated, their technical details (e.g.,
modelling methods, functional forms) may still be valid. An example is the Markov chain
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based ADOT model. Although it has been replaced by more advanced models [239], its
major contribution, namely modelling the degradation process as a Markov chain, is still
widely adopted in newly developed models, including the HMEP model developed in the
UK after 2000 [104]. The problem of outdated models is usually the data. For instance, the
ASSHTO 1993 model was based on road test experiments in the 1950s and 1960s [181].
These experiments may not represent the current situations of traffic load or pavement design.
This illustrates that when developing new models, it is acceptable to adopt the modelling
methods and functional frameworks from existing models, although specific coefficients
and values need to be adjusted to reflect the present conditions. Given the diverse ranges of
















































































































































































































































































































































































































The literature review begins with a brief review of the sustainable transportation concepts
in Section 2.1. Under the sustainability assessment framework, the performance of a trans-
portation system is evaluated by various indicators belonging to the social, environmental
and economic aspects. Although the focus of this thesis is not on carrying out a comprehen-
sive sustainability analysis, the model-based indicator quantification and system evaluation
methods from the sustainable transportation literatures are still found to be beneficial and
worth referencing for the analyses in this study.
In order to forecast the traffic states of a transportation network under future scenarios,
various traffic simulation models are reviewed in Section 2.2. Specifically, traffic dynamics
are considered to be generated through the interactions of the travel demand and the network
supply. Travel demand modelling approaches include, from simple to complex, the trip-
based, tour-based and activity-based methods, where the spatial and temporal units become
increasingly disaggregated and the analysis period more extended. In terms of the network
supply, it can be modelled according to the macroscopic, mesoscopic or microscopic traffic
propagation theories. Macroscopic models have the advantage of being efficient by consid-
ering aggregated traffic characteristics. Microscopic models, on the other hand, have high
fidelity as the movements of individual vehicles are modelled at a cost of the computational
speed. The mesoscopic models combine the features of the macroscopic and microscopic
approaches. In mesoscopic traffic propagation models, individual vehicle routes and choices
are retained, but the link-level dynamics are simplified into aggregated quantities.
In Section 2.3, existing pavement degradation models are reviewed. It is found that they
can be categorised into statistical, M-E or probabilistic models depending on the nature
of the underlying degradation relationships, i.e., whether the mechanistic principles and
stochasticities are considered. Pavement age and traffic load are found to be the most common
model inputs, while other inputs include the design and material characteristics, the climate,
the maintenance and other factors. In terms of the outputs, most pavement degradation
models lead to estimations of the severity of different types of defects (e.g., rutting, cracking,
roughness and potholing). Two of the models reviewed also output composite indices
of pavement conditions. In addition, each pavement degradation model has its specific
applicable area, which should be considered before being adapted to other cases.
The review of the sustainability indicators, the traffic and pavement condition prediction
models will assist the development of the methodologies in the rest of this thesis. Currently,
the traffic and pavement condition models in the literatures are not well integrated. In order
to combine these two types of models, priority should be given to the technical compatibility
between them (e.g., the connections between the modelled variables, the spatial and temporal
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resolutions). In addition, it is necessary to ensure that the adopted models can be computed
efficiently to calculate city-scale network-wide indicators/metrics. As a result, simple but
efficient models could be more favourable to this end. Given these general thoughts, the
detailed reasoning behind model selections will be discussed in corresponding later chapters,
after explaining the practical constraints imposed by data availability in the case study area
and the computational expenses.
Chapter 3
Mesoscopic Model for City-Scale Traffic
Simulations
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter, a mesoscopic traffic simulation model with trip-based disaggregated travel
demand will be developed. The aim of developing this modelling tool is to conduct efficient
traffic simulations on the detailed city-scale road network of the study area. The model inputs
are based on several open data sources, including the OpenStreetMap (OSM), the United
States Geological Survey (USGS), research findings on the travel demand of Transportation
Network Companies (TNC, including Uber and Lyft) released by the San Francisco County
Transportation Authority (SFCTA) as well as other open data channels. The mesoscopic
traffic model is designed to run on the High Performance Computing (HPC) clusters, thereby
improving the computational speed significantly. Besides, a preliminary validation is con-
ducted by comparing the simulation outcomes with the published results by the Bay Area
Metropolitan Transportation Commission (MTC) traffic model.
This chapter is organised into the following sections. First, the background will be
introduced through examples of previous research targeted at the same study area, including
PhD research as well as existing models developed by the local transportation agencies.
Features, pros and cons of each model will be highlighted. Although the existing models
have been very useful for their respective purposes, they often do not have the suitable
level of efficiency or spatio-temporal resolution required by this research. Consequently, a
new mesoscopic traffic simulation model framework is proposed, which retains the highly
detailed network, disaggregated travel demand but with simplified traffic dynamics and
traveller behaviours. In section 3.4, the input data to build the traffic model from open
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data sources will be introduced. This will be followed by the introduction about the model
structure in Section 3.5. In the end, results from the simulation will be presented, followed
by the results of a preliminary validation of the model outcomes based on a published model
in Section 3.6.
The adopted traffic model uses disaggregated vehicle-level travel demand, an important
feature that facilitates the inclusion of vehicle-level choices and behaviours (e.g., route
choice criteria). While this also implies that the model to be developed needs to find the
optimum path for each of the millions of vehicles in the simulation. Exact path finding
algorithms such as the Dijkstra’s algorithm [67] are generally computationally intensive. As
will be introduced in Section 3.5, route calculations for vehicles that belong to the same
route assignment sub-step can be carried out in parallel. This provides an opportunity of
accelerating the simulation by adopting parallel computing. The HPC facility is adopted
for this purpose. There are 32 cores on each computation node of the adopted HPC facility,
thus the route finding algorithm can spawn 32 parallel processes simultaneously. To avoid
the data communication overhead of running on multiple nodes, the current programme is
limited to only one node of the HPC.
3.2 Background
The case study area of San Francisco (SF) has been the test bed for many transportation
related innovations. In the field of traffic simulation, it has long been incubating pioneering
models and applications. The city is facing daily urban congestion issues as well as long-term
threats of the earthquake hazards, where simulation tools are helpful for planning and testing
various scenarios. In addition, some model implementations are particularly targeting at
emerging technologies, such as the electric vehicles. This section surveys some of the most
recent work developed for the city of SF and the whole Bay Area, with the objective of
understanding the methodologies, the targeted applications of each model as well as to
cumulate knowledge of potential data sources for the improvements or developments of new
models.
Bay Area User Equilibrium (UE) model by Sheehan [217]
The model developed by Sheehan [217] is with a clear goal of finding the network flow that
follows the static UE principle, where no travellers can decrease his or her travel time by
following a new path [60, 244]. Road link characteristics, including the numbers of lanes,
speed limit and capacity are obtained based on OSM default values. Link travel time follows
the macroscopic volume delay relationship from the Bureau of Public Roads (BPR). The UE
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solver is based on Steele [222]. The framework of this traffic model also provides functions
for alternating the network, such as decreasing the capacity, to simulate the effect of flooding
or other disruptive events. Figure 3.1 shows the example output of the model for the Bay
Area road network (containing secondary roads and above). The static assignment procedure
is similar to the one that is ultimately adopted in this study. However, as the interest of
Sheehan [217] is to model the equilibrium state traffic distributions on the highways and
major roads, the travel demand profile is also much simpler: the travel demand in Sheehan
[217] is aggregated to Traffic Analysis Zones and a single time slice, rather than the hourly
demand profile precise to each road intersections used in this study.
Fig. 3.1 UE traffic flow by Sheehan [217]
Bay Area MTC Travel Model One
Travel Model One is the activity-based traffic model developed for the Bay Area MTC. The
model emphasises more on the demand modelling side, which allows the users to produce
realistic activity patterns and travel behaviours of individual decision makers. Individual
travel decisions are made according to the socio-economic status of each individual/household
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and other factors such as the coordination between household members [73]. The travel
demand model is paired with a multi-class static user equilibrium solver to obtain the traffic
volumes for five periods of a day (early morning, morning peak, mid-day, early evening and
evening peak). In this sense, although the travel demand is based on one-hour time slice, the
temporal resolutions of the final results are limited to the five periods used in the assignment
model [160]. Compared to the trip-based travel demand used in this thesis, Erhardt et al.
[73] adopted a more advanced activity-based demand generation, which could be an area of
further improvement.
Bay Area model by Miller [154]
In the PhD thesis of Miller [154], the MTC network and demand for the Bay Area are used
to evaluate the transportation system performance under seismic damages. The road network
consists of around 10,000 nodes and 25,000 edges for the whole Bay Area (in this chapter, a
graph of similar size is used for representing the SF network, a city inside the Bay Area).
An efficient traffic model is coded from scratch for traffic assignment. The average hourly
travel demand in the morning peak is used in her case study. However, the origins and
destinations of the travel demand is greatly simplified to 34 supernodes distributed in the
whole study area. To model more complex scenarios, a second high fidelity model, the
MTC’s activity-based model, is adopted. The high fidelity model includes not only transit
networks made of local bus, ferry and rail routes, but also the variable travel demand (change
of destination or forgoing a trip) occurring after an earthquake. However, because of the
detailed activity based demand generation and the iterative-based UE solver, it takes several
hours to run the high-fidelity model to evaluate the traffic conditions under each scenario.
The time-consuming high-fidelity model is clearly not a good choice for the city-scale traffic
scenario analyses in this study (due to the time constraints of simulating many scenarios).
While the spatial resolution in the efficient model (34 super nodes) is also too simplistic for
modelling individual routing preference in this study.
BEAM
BEAM (Behaviour, Energy, Autonomy and Mobility) is a collection of software tools devel-
oped at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL) for the simulation of transportation
and electric system, such as the charging infrastructures and behaviours of plug-in electric
vehicles (PEV) [218]. The traffic simulation in BEAM is largely based on the multi-agent
simulation tool MATSim. MATSim models each driver explicitly as one agent. Traffic
flows generated by these agents are obtained from queue-based simulations, where agents
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go through each link at free flow speed or have to queue if it becomes congested [13, 14].
Once the UE solution has been found by MATSim, BEAM allocates extra electric vehicle
drivers to the network to finish their predetermined itineraries while evaluating the necessity
and choosing locations of charging their PEVs. The BEAM framework has been applied to a
down-sampled population of 463,000 agents in the Bay Area, among which 59,000 are PEV
owners. PEV charging demand profile PEV has been compared against observed data [218].
The agent-based approach adopted by BEAM/MATSim is a good direction for this research
in terms of moving towards more dynamic traffic analysis.
SFCTA toolbox
The traffic planning models used by the SFCTA are among the first activity-based models
extensively used in practice. It was created by traffic consulting firms Cambridge Systematics
and Parson Brinckerhoff (now WSP USA) for the SFCTA in 2000 [41]. It features sophisti-
cated demand generation functions that provides detailed full-day activity planning based on
a synthetic population of the city, including destination choice, travel time choice and mode
choice. Matching the detailed demand generation is a suite of assignment tools, including a
static user equilibrium tool (regional-level), a dynamic traffic assignment tool (city-level) and
a highly realistic microsimulation tool (project/corridor-level). One particularly interesting
aspect in the SFCTA traffic model toolbox is the city-level dynamic traffic assignment tool
(DTA), which can simulate time-dependent traffic flow for every road in the city and produce
more realistic results than static traffic assignment (STA, where there is no notion time).
However, as DTA inherently relies on iterations, for a five hour scenario simulation with
620,000 vehicles, the model converges after 20 iterations and takes around 50 hours for
computing [202]. The SFCTA model is highly specialised and has many advanced features,
however, the speed of the simulation may limit its application for analysing large numbers of
scenarios, and the complexity may hinder its adoption and increase the difficulty of adaptation
for interdisciplinary research projects.
As a summary of the city-scale simulations and analyses reviewed above, it is desirable to
include a detailed representation of the road network and a small enough temporal resolution
to reflect the dynamics of the busy transport network. However, on the other hand, it is also
crucial to curtail the computational time when there are hundreds of scenarios to be analysed
such as in the traffic and CO2 emission analysis presented towards the end of this thesis. To
resolve this contradiction in scale, resolution and computational effort, a new mesoscopic
traffic model is developed in this chapter. It features a full representation of the city’s drivable
road network, hourly varying travel demand and a sub-step incremental assignment (an
intermediate solution between STA and DTA) that can run in parallel. Detailed description
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of the model structure, inputs and outputs will be presented in this chapter, together with a
preliminary validation of the results.
3.3 Motivation
In this chapter, a traffic simulation model is developed with the primary aim of balancing the
efficiency and fidelity that are both necessary for city-scale simulations. From the literature
review of traffic simulation models, it can be seen that many advanced models and theories
have been developed based on some long-established simpler representations of the problem.
For example, from the trip-based demand modelling to activity-based models. In this thesis,
however, it is decided that the simpler theories of traffic modelling will be used, as long
as it is sufficient to address the research question. Below are a few justifications of this
decision. First of all, the classical models (e.g., STA, trip-based demand models) are usually
more computationally efficient, a feature desired for analysing large-scale problems (e.g.,
city-scale simulations). Secondly, as the traffic model is going to be combined with the
pavement infrastructure model for the transportation system performance simulations, it is
more important to ensure that the two interdisciplinary models have matching scales and
resolutions, rather than one being much more sophisticated than the other. For example, both
of the traffic simulation model and pavement degradation model used in this study consider
road links as their basic spatial units. More detailed sub-link vehicle dynamics or metre-by-
metre pavement degradations are not included. Thirdly, starting from the classical theories, it
facilitates the understanding of the fundamentals of the problem while improvements (e.g.,
sub-link vehicle dynamics) can be carried out in the future work.
To be more specific, in terms of the spatial complexity, a detailed topology of the street
network up to the link-level is retained, but not the sub-link features, such as individual
lanes. This is because to model sub-link behaviours such as lane changing, time-consuming
microscopic simulations are needed, which will inevitably make the model less efficient
for city-scale analysis. While link-level models are commonly adopted for various types of
traffic simulations, including emission calculations, as shown in Zeng et al. [252].
Secondly, for the representation of the travel demand, it should be disaggregated into
individual trips in the study area, so as to allow certain individual behaviours (e.g., route
choices and eco-routing behaviours) to be modelled. As an initial attempt for simulating city-
scale traffic patterns, individual information other than the origin, destination and departure
time information is not included. This level of abstraction is sufficient for modelling certain
traffic operation and eco-friendly travel scenarios, although it is acknowledged that it is
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Table 3.1 Features of the traffic model after weighing the efficiency and fidelity in traffic
simulation




Topology and link-level attributes of
all drivable roads, including the free-
ways, arterials and down to the resi-
dential streets




Individual trip’s origin, destination,
departure time and route choice cri-
teria
More detailed personality or socio-




Static assignment based on one-hour
time step and many sub-steps
Second or minute level traffic distri-
butions based on DTA
desirable to include trip time choices or even individual activity patterns in the future for
greater modelling flexibility (at a cost of the computational complexity).
Lastly, in terms of the temporal discretisation, static assignment with small assignment
period will be used, again due to the cost of truly dynamic assignment models. Static
assignment is appropriate, as the simulation of the city-scale CO2 scenarios do not always
require the understanding of minute-by-minute or second-by-second traffic patterns. A
suitable time slice size should be short enough to capture the temporal evolution of the
traffic patters, while also long enough to make the simulation computationally feasible.
Traditionally, transportation planning models adopt a time interval of several hours (e.g.,
3-hour long for the morning peak period, 8 hours for the off-peak period). However, given
that the size of SF is not very big (11 km by 11 km), a one-hour time slice is also feasible, as
most journeys can finish in one hour even during the most congested time of the day. For
time intervals shorter than one hour, it will break the assumption of STA that some trips
cannot be finished in one time step. To stabilize the traffic assignment within a time step,
sub-steps are also involved when trips are assigned to the network incrementally and the
network conditions (e.g., congestion level) are updated at the end of each sub-step. In this
sense, the final flow distribution will be an approximation of the UE, where the true UE refers
to the situations that no user can find a shorter/faster travel time by unilaterally changing
his/her route [60, 244]. Convergence to dynamic user equilibrium is not enforced due to (1)
there is no guarantee that dynamic user equilibrium does exist in real life; (2) the convergence
to user equilibrium requires many iterations and is very often the most time consuming part
of traffic simulations.
The model will be referred to as mesoscopic because it explicitly models individual trips
in the network but not their sub-link behaviours. In this chapter, the route choice behaviours
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of different travellers are assumed to be uniform, i.e., all travellers will choose to use the
time step-dependent shortest path. This assumption will be relaxed towards the end of the
thesis, when the carbon emissions will be included into the route choice decisions of some
travellers. A summary of the features of the traffic model is given in Table 3.1.
3.4 Model inputs
Two types of data are required for the mesoscopic traffic simulations: the network properties
(topology, capacity, speed limit, ...) and the travel demand (origin, destination, departure time,
...). This section details the process of data collection from openly available data sources as
well as the procedures involved to clean the data.
3.4.1 Network supply from the OSM
OSM is a popular service that offers free editable digital map of the world. Map data on
the OSM come from public domain mapsets, licensed aerial imageries or GPS tracelogs
uploaded by volunteers [172]. In the US, where the study area is located, the OSM road
network was initially populated by the public domain TIGER maps in 2007/08 and has been
gradually updated by the community over the years. The good level of completion and
standard data format have made the OSM a useful network dataset used in many previous
transportation studies, including the microscopic traffic simulation package SUMO [16] and
OSMnx, a comprehensive Python tool for downloading, cleaning, analysing and visualising
street networks [27].
Downloading the OSM road network
The OSM road network can be conveniently filtered and downloaded with the Overpass API
[175]. Figure 3.2 shows the Overpass Query Language (QL) script used to download the road
network for SF. Map features in the OSM are denoted by tags, such as “building”, “railway”,
“power”, “waterway”, etc. In particular, the “highway” tag identifies all roads and footpaths,
which not only includes the real highways but also residential roads and pedestrian-only
paths [173]. The “way[highway]” in the QL script selects all the roads in the given bounding
box. Figure 3.3 provides an example of the downloaded road network data in the JSON
(JavaScript Object Notation) output format.
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Fig. 3.2 Overpass QL to download the SF road network.
Data cleaning procedures for the OSM road network
Data downloaded from the OSM contain useful information on the topology and attributes
of a traffic network, e.g., speed limits and lane counts. However, the raw data also include
redundant and/or missing details that should be handled. Overall, the OSM network needs
to be converted into a concise, directed graph so that subsequent traffic simulations (e.g.,
the shortest path finding algorithm) can be run efficiently. In this section, the pipeline for
converting the raw OSM data into a directed graph is explained. It consists of 3 steps: (1)
removing redundant nodes and constructing a road network graph from the OSM data; (2)
adding directionalities; (3) populating graph properties.
A graph made of nodes and links (also called vertices and edges) is a useful abstraction
for representing networks in the real life. Examples include a graph representation of the road
network or a social network [64]. For road network graph, each graph edge corresponds to
an individual street between two intersections (graph vertices). Graph edges can be weighted
to reflect street properties, e.g, time to traverse the street. Also, a road network graph is
usually directed, i.e., the weight of an edge is infinitely large opposite the normal traffic
flow directions. In the raw OSM data, unlike an edge of a graph that connects exactly two
nodes, the OSM “ways” string together multiple nodes. An example of this is shown by
the list of "nodes" for a "way" element in Figure 3.3. Consider the OSM way element that
represents the famous Lombard Street in SF (Figure 3.4(b)). It contains 150 nodes shown as
the (red) dots in Figure 3.4(b), but only the first and last nodes are meaningful intersections
to adjacent roads. The rest 148 nodes only serve to depict the geometry of the hairpins
("geometric points"). As the speed of many graph computation algorithms strongly depends
on the number of nodes and edges in a graph, it is necessary to remove these "geometric
points" and obtain a more concise representation of the road network. The 150-node way
element in Figure 3.4(b) is eventually replaced by a direct link between the start and end
nodes, with the new link inheriting the properties of the original way element. On the other
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Fig. 3.3 Example of downloaded OSM data in JSON format.
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hand, if some node in the middle of a way element is an intersection that connects with
other roads, the way element is split into multiple links at these locations. To accurately
represent the actual travel distance, the length of the new link is calculated based on the
original unsimplified "way" element, rather than using the straight line distance between the
final nodes. The second type of redundant nodes to be removed from the raw OSM data
is the “fake intersection”. These are different from the “geometry points” which are in the
middle of one way elements. “Fake intersections” are nodes shared by two way elements.
For instance, the Fell Street is represented as two connected way elements in the block shown
in Figure 3.4(c). However, travellers starting from A are allowed no other choice at B but to
go to C. Thus, the presence of node B is not necessary and is omitted in the road network
graph. Instead, a new link A-C is created containing the aggregated properties of the original
A-B and B-C. After removing the redundant nodes and fake intersections step, an undirected
graph of the SF road network is created. This process has also been done in the excellent
package OSMnx [27]. It is chosen to be done from scratch here for greater flexibility and
control of the cleaning process for this study.
The directionality of an edge in an OSM road network is encoded using a tag called
“oneway” and not merely by the order of the “nodes” forming an edge. A way element with
an “oneway” affirmative tag value of “yes”, “true” or “1”, it indicates the first node is indeed
the entrance to this road and the last node is the exit. If the value is “reverse” or “-1”, then the
directionality of the edge is defined with the order of the associated nodes reversed. When
the value of the “oneway” tag is “no” or missing, the edge is considered two-way accessible
(default value). In this case, the original edge is replaced by two new edges with the opposite
node orders. This process is shown in Figure 3.5 and it allows the creation of a directed
graph of the SF road network, with each edge representing a specific direction explicitly.
Road attributes, such as lane counts and speed limits, if missing, are set to the OSM
default values [172]. The free flow travel time of an edge is set according to the speed limit,
with additional delays at the intersections. It is assumed that the traffic signals on highways
are synced by car speeds and will not cause delay. Assumptions and default values for
imputing missing information are given in Figure 3.6. Figure 3.7(a) shows a cleaned network
for the study area, with 9,643 nodes and 26,893 edges. While Figure 3.7(b) offers a visual
comparison of the simplified network with the raw OSM data.
Capacity calculation
The most widely accepted capacity calculation is based on the Highway Capcity Manual
2010 (HCM 2010) [229]. However, it is not possible to obtain all the detailed inputs
required from open data sources like the OSM for using the capacity calculation formulae in
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Fig. 3.5 Adding directionality to two-way roads.
Fig. 3.6 Calculating edge attributes.
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Fig. 3.7 Simplifying the OSM network. (a) Simplified OSM road network for SF. (b)
Comparing nodes before and after the network simplification. Red: nodes in raw OSM data;
black: nodes in the simplified network
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the HCM 2010. National Cooperative Highway Research Program (NCHRP Report 825)
provided a simplified capacity calculation procedure based on Highway Capacity Manual
2010 and is adopted here [69]. The translation of OSM road classification to the US highway
classification is based on Sheehan [217]. The calculation of capacity (vehicles per hour) is
shown as the following.





where FFS = Free flow speed (mph), use OSM speed limit
%HV = Heavy vehicle ratio, use default value for urban roads: 5%





where FFS = Free flow speed (mph), use OSM speed limit
%HV = Heavy vehicle ratio, use default value for suburban roads: 5%
3. Two-lane highways (primary road with lane = 1 in OSM)
capacity = 1490
4. Urban streets (secondary road and below in OSM)
capacity = g/C×NT H × s
where g/C = effective green ratio of traffic light, use default: 0.45
NT H = number of through lanes
s = saturation flow rate for the through movement, use default = 1900
Adjusting capacity by road gradient
SF is known for its hilly terrain. OSM does not usually carry the road grade feature, but
there are some free or paid-for services that provide point elevation, such as the Google
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Elevation API, the Open Elevation API or Digital Elevation Map (DEM) from the USGS. In
this study, the 1/9 arc-second DEM dataset from USGS is used. The 1/9 arc-second is its
highest resolution available from the USGS and is equivalent to a raster cell size of around
3 metres. The two end points of each road are first mapped to this DEM map to obtain
the elevations. Based on the elevation difference and the horizontal length of the road, the
road gradient can be calculated. Figure 3.8 shows the DEM of the study area as well as the
elevation distribution of the road network graph vertices. In addition, the length and free flow
travel time of the road are also updated by taking into account the height difference.
The gradient of the road is considered to affect the hourly capacity based on the HCM
2010 [229] and the adjusted capacity after taking gradient into account is given by Equation
3.1. Other researchers have found a stronger influence of gradient on capacity [20], but
the HCM 2010 equation is still adopted for its wide acceptability. Figure 3.9 shows the
calculated capacity after adjusting for the road gradient.
gradient ad justed capacity
= unad justed capacity× (1−%gradient
200
) (3.1)
3.4.2 Intra-city travel demand from aggregated data
The OSM data offers a highly accurate representation of the traffic network. However, travel
demand data of matching levels of detail are hard to obtain. One possibility is to generate
a synthetic population based on the demographic background as in activity-based models
[84, 174]; another method is to extrapolate zonal-level travel surveys to obtain node-to-node
travel demand. The latter approach is adopted in this study to take advantage of existing
datasets.
Researchers at the SFCTA and the Northeastern University collected, analysed and
released data on passenger pick-ups and drop-offs by the TNCs in SF [213]. Through their
analysis, they reported that the TNCs account for about 15% of all intra-SF vehicle trips,
making it moderately representative of the overall traffic pattern. Despite the rather short
data collection period, this dataset is utilised to inform the intra-city travel demand due to
its representativeness and high spatio-temporal resolutions (Table 3.2). One drawback of
the data is that it only includes trips that start or end in SF, namely the intracity traffic. This
limitation can be overcome to some degree by considering the traffic that enters and exits SF
through four major entry points, as will be explained in the next subsection.
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Table 3.2 Pros and cons of SFCTA TNCs data
Spatially Temporally
Pros: high resolution Origins & destinations asso-
ciated with 981 TAZs, each
containing 4-8 blocks
Origins & destinations asso-
ciated with a specific hour of
the week.
Cons: limited coverage Only trip starts & ends in SF
are considered.
Data collected in 6 weeks:
mid-Nov to mid-Dec, 2016.
Generating disaggregated nodal-level travel demand
Figure 3.10(a) shows the TNC passenger pick-ups for each TAZs on a typical Monday at 9
AM. The rest of the dataset is similar to 3.10(a), except for the time (24 hours in a seven-day
week) and events (pick-ups or drop-offs). The hourly TNC pick-ups and drop-offs are scaled
to obtain the all intra-SF vehicular travel demand for each hour. The all vehicular travel
demand include trips made by not only the TNCs, but also taxis, private cars and public
transit vehicles [213]. Table 3.3 shows the estimated ratios between the numbers of TNC
and of all vehicular trips by time periods and supervisorial districts (see Figure 3.10(b))
according to the data provided by SFCTA [213]. Contrary to the general traffic behaviour,
the proportions of TNC trips are lower during peak hours, which may suggest that commuter
trips during peak hours are still primarily taken by private cars. Also, the TNC trip ratios are
higher in downtown, indicating better coverage of TNC services in these areas. TNC pick-ups
and drop-offs as shown in Figure 3.10(a) are scaled by the TNC trip ratios in Table 3.3 to
obtain the origin and destination counts by the hour and TAZ for all vehicular traffic. For
example, on average there are 11.8 TNC pick-ups in TAZ 621 in downtown SF on a typical
Monday at 9 AM (circled in Figure 3.10(a)). Since it belongs to supervisorial district 6
(circled in Figure 3.10(b)), the ratio between TNC traffic and all vehicular traffic is estimated
to be 32% at that hour. So the number of all vehicular trips leaving TAZ 621 on Monday at 9
AM is calculated as 11.8/0.32 = 36.9.
The next step is to connect the origin zones to destination zones and to produce a list
of zonal origin-destination (OD) pairs. Like many other travel surveys, the TNC dataset
only tells the total number of trips starting (ending) in each zone, but not the corresponding
destination (origin) information. In other words, it is known from the TNC dataset that
how many people depart from a particular TAZ zone in each hour, but their destinations are
not known. To build the complete trip-level model inputs with origins and destinations, a
random sampling-based OD matching scheme is adopted. After scaling up the TNC dataset
to obtain the total vehicular counts, there are now the "hourly departure vehicle counts"
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Table 3.3 Percentages of TNC trips in all vehicle trips by time periods and supervisorial




D1 8% 7% 10%
D2 20% 17% 22%
D3 19% 20% 25%
D4 4% 3% 5%
D5 14% 13% 19%
D6 25% 26% 32%
D7 5% 4% 5%
D8 10% 8% 12%
D9 10% 9% 12%
D10 7% 7% 9%
D11 3% 2% 4%
and "hourly arrival vehicle counts" of each TAZ (these two values are not identical but very
close). Such information is used twice. Firstly, the SF hourly travel demand is calculated by
taking the sum of the average of the "hourly departure/arrival vehicle counts" of each TAZ.
Secondly, the "hourly departure/arrival vehicle counts" of each TAZ are normalised to obtain
an estimation of the probability that a trip starts/ends in each of the 981 TAZs. After these
preparation, a list of TAZ pairs is generated. The former/latter element in each generated TAZ
pair is sampled from the list of 981 TAZs, with the probability of being selected equalling
to the normalised "hourly departure/arrival vehicle counts". Short trips, defined as the TAZ
pairs with the distances between the starting and ending zonal centroids shorter than 2.5 km
(about 30 minutes walking), are excluded as they are considered walkable or bikeable [196].
In the end, zonal-level trip ODs are produced for each hour during the study period of a
typical week (Figure 3.11). The total number of trips in each hour equals to the SF hourly
travel demand [213].
In the last step, nodal-level OD pairs are generated by selecting a random node within
the starting or ending TAZ for each zonal-level OD pair. This leads to a list of node-to-node
travel demand (Figure 3.12).
3.4.3 Intercity travel demand
SF is connected to nearby cities through four “gates”: (1) Golden Gate Bridge (to the North);
(2) Bay Bridge (to cities on the East); (3) California State Route 1 (SR 1, to the South) and
(4) US 101 south and I-280 South (to the San Francisco International Airport, SFO (Figure
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Fig. 3.12 Generated node-to-node travel demand by hour and day of week. The gradual
increasing trend of the travel demand from Monday to Friday and the lack of the morning
peaks during weekends are the results according to the information in the TNC data.
3.13). So the network can be cut off from the rest of the Bay Area, as has been done in the
work of Sall et al. [202]. As the intra-SF traffic was collected during mid- November to
mid-December, intercity traffic through the above four “gates” is also obtained for the same
period (Appendix 1). It is further assumed that vehicles enter/leave SF via these four “gates”
are through-traffic, i.e., they do not start or stop within the city. This assumption can be
relaxed in the future by incorporating regional travel surveys (e.g., the California Household
Travel Survey, 2010-12) to decide the origins and destinations inside SF for intercity trips.
Table 3.4 shows the daily intercity traffic volumes between the four “gates” in the form
of an OD matrix. The numbers in brackets in the last row and column of Table 3.4 are the
approximate daily entrances/exits at each of the four “gates” published on their websites.
For the Golden Gate Bridge and the Bay Bridge, the daily traffic volumes are not provided
by direction, so it is assumed that the traffic is equally split between the entering and
exiting directions at these two locations. For the SR 1 and SFO, daily traffic volumes for
each direction are known. However, as the differences in traffic volumes between the two
directions are close, a rounded average number is taken as the total daily entrances as well
as exits for each of them. A matching process similar to the one described in Section 3.4.2
is utilised to obtain a list of intercity OD pairs, based on the observed total entrances and
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Fig. 3.13 Main entrances and exits to SF.
exits (numbers in the brackets in the last row and column in Table 3.4). The probability of
being selected as an entrance or an exit point is equal to the normalised observed daily traffic
volume. There are in total 405,000 intercity trips, distributed between the four gates as shown
in Table 3.4.
3.5 Model
The intra-SF and inter-city travel demand is loaded/assigned onto the SF road network graph
to calculate the traffic distributions during the modelling phase. Specifically, a trip is created
for each OD pair and a traveller/vehicle is assumed that traverses the network through a
series of graph edges that form the optimum route between the origin and destination nodes.
Temporally, the traffic simulation progresses by one-hour time steps. Inside each time step,
trips are dispatched in 20 sub-steps and link-level travel times are updated after each batch.
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Table 3.4 Daily intercity travel demand in SF through four "gates"
IN \OUT GGB BB SR 1 SFO
Total IN, model
(data)
GGB 1 - 35,038 19,656 13,895
68,589
(55,000)
BB 2 35,466 - 64,187 44,703
144,356
(180,000)
SR 3 19,950 63,433 - 24,974
108,357
(100,000)
SFO 4 13,926 44,885 24,846 -
83,657
(70,000)
Total Out, model 69,342 143,356 108,689 83,572 404,956
(data) (55,000) (180,000) (100,000) (70,000) (405,000)
Note: [1] GGB: Golden Gate Bridge. [2] BB: Bay Bridge. [3] SR 1: California State Route 1.
SFO: San Francisco International Airport.
3.5.1 The outer loop A: temporal evolution by time step
The outer loop of the traffic simulation controls the progress of time. The body of the outer
loop specifies how traffic is simulated within each one-hour time slice that will be explained
in detail in the next subsection. For each day simulated, the outer loop is executed for 24
times, starting from 3 AM in the morning (when the traffic is the lightest) till 3 AM in the
next day, so the traffic simulation in the first time step of each day can be assumed to run
with all link-level travel times equal to their free-flow travel times. In this study, traffic is
simulated for the seven typical days in a week.
Essentially, a STA procedure is carried out in each time step. The basic assumption
associated with this STA is that all journeys will be finished by the end of the time step.
The time step can theoretically be any length, but one-hour is a good choice for the study
area as in reality most of the journeys, even during peak hours, can be completed within
one hour in SF. As shown in Figure 3.14, traffic conditions from a previous time step will
influence that of the next time step through the share of the network graph and edge weights.
Specifically, the route choice or traffic assignment of the first sub-step in each time step is
directly influenced by the traffic assignment of the previous time step. For example, at the
first sub-step of the whole simulation (the first sub-step of the 3 AM time step), it is assumed
that all roads are nearly empty and vehicles can move at the free flow speed. But for trips
starting at 4 AM and later hours, the travellers will notice that there are already some traffic
on the streets. Due to this existing traffic, they can no longer travel at the free flow speed.
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In fact, some roads will be more congested than the others, which prompts the travellers to
select another route to minimise the journey time.
3.5.2 The inner loop B: traffic assignment in each hour
The inner loop of the traffic simulation implements a routing algorithm to find the route/path
for each of the vehicular trip that is scheduled to travel in the specific hour (set by the outer
loop). A route or path is a sequence of graph edges that connect the origin node to the
destination node. It is assumed in this chapter that a traveller will only seek the fastest route
when travelling, ignoring other factors such as route distance, toll cost or habitual route. This
is equivalent to (1) setting the time to traverse each road link as the edge weight in the road
network graph; (2) finding and assigning the trip to the path that has the smallest total weight
(shortest travel time); (3) updating the link-level travel time based on the simulated traffic
flow.
Sub-steps are adopted for traffic assignment within each hourly time step, so that the
hundreds of thousands of trips belonging to each time step can be assigned in parallel
incrementally [164]. Graph weights are updated at the end of each sub-step after each
parallel assignment. This has the benefit of stabilising the traffic distribution, avoiding to
assign all trips in the hourly time step to a few concentrated path. While it is also feasible
to set the number of sub-steps equal to the number of trips (updating the graph after the
assignment of each trip), this will make the parallel computing difficult. The sub-step is not a
time related concept. Vehicles/trips that are being assigned in any sub-step will persist till the
end of the time step, thus link volume will cumulate across the sub-steps till the completion
of one time step. The incremental assignment process of each sub-step will be introduced
according to the sequence shown in Figure 3.14.
B1. Sub-step demand
The hourly travel demand, expressed in terms of OD pairs, is divided randomly into 20 equal
groups, corresponding to the 20 sub-steps used in the simulation. For example, there are
around 87,000 trips that are being taken on a typical Monday at 8 AM (63,000 intra-SF
and 24,000 intercity). So 5% of the total hourly demand, e.g., 4,350 trips, are going to be
assigned (onto the fastest) routes in each sub-step. The random division will bring random
outcomes, whose variability will be investigated in the next chapter. Miller [154] uses a
similar incremental assignment procedure, but only divided an one-hour time step into 4
increments. The aim of sub-step is to set a fixed frequency for updating the link-level travel
time, while allowing all trips within a sub-step to assigned in parallel. When the sub-step
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number is too small (e.g., only one sub-step per time step), all trips will tend to choose the
same path as the travel time is outdated. However, when the sub-step number is too large, the
parallel trip assignment cannot be exploited efficiently. The number of 20 sub-steps per time
step is determined through some trial experiments, it was found that 20 sub-steps is sufficient
to stabilize the traffic assignment outcomes at acceptable computational cost.
B2. Trip routes
After the sub-step demand has been determined, a priority-queue based Dijkstra’s shortest
path algorithm library is utilised to find the fastest route for each OD pair (a trip) [132].
Dijkstra’s algorithm is an efficient way to find the shortest path between two nodes (vertices),
or to produce the shortest path tree from a “source” node to all other nodes in a weighted graph
[67]. In the simulation, the Dijkstra’s algorithm is applied to the road network graph weighted
by link-level travel time and finds the weighted shortest path (i.e., fastest route to travel) from
the trip’s origin node to its destination node. Dijkstra’s algorithm can be implemented with
a min-priority queue data structure. The priority queue stores all unvisited graph vertices
(whose shortest distances to the origin vertex have not been decided), prioritised according to
their current (not necessarily the shortest) distances to the origin vertex. This implementation
allows the Dijkstra’s algorithm to take advantage of the fast operations of the priority queue,
including inserting a node, extracting the node with the lowest priority and decreasing the
priority of a node [157].
The Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm is executed for each OD pair in the traffic simulation
at every time-step. This quickly becomes the computational bottleneck due to the large
number of trips and the large graph size in a city-scale simulation. However, as the graph
weights do not change within a sub-step of the incremental assignment process (Figure 3.14),
the choice of route for one trip is not affected by the route assignment of the other trips in the
same sub-step. This is the reason that the Dijkstra’s algorithm can be executed in parallel for
trips in the same sub-step.
In this study, the SF model is deployed on a single-node of the Cambridge HPC cluster
CSD3 (https://www.hpc.cam.ac.uk), utilising 32 cores (parallel processes). The hourly
number of trips to be computed varies from 4,111 (Tuesday at 3 AM) to 151,170 (Friday at 7
PM). The number of trips in a sub-step (5% of hourly total trips) is between 200 to 7,500.
This adds up to 9 million trips for the simulation of a typical week. It took around 40 minutes
to simulate the traffic of a typical week in the SF road network with 9643 vertices and 26893
edges.
In this chapter, it is assumed that all travellers are fully aware of the travel time of each
road link at the time of departure. In reality, this reflects a situation where the traffic condition
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of each road is continuously monitored by traffic sensors or crowd sourcing data from e.g.,
GPS devices or cell phone signals. This assumption will be investigated in the next chapter
by downgrading the sensor coverage and revealing a mixture of real-time and delayed traffic
condition information.
B3. Link volume and equivalent hourly flow rate
Link volume is the number of vehicles that have traversed a link in each time step. The
link volume can be considered as an automatic traffic counter that keeps track of how many
vehicles have passed a link in each hour. In the sub-stepping process described in this chapter,
the link volume always initialise with zero at the first sub-step of each time step, assuming all
travellers from the previous time step have finished their journeys. Starting from the second
sub-step, the volume counter will report the cumulative numbers of vehicles that have been
assigned to each link.
The link volume is essential to lead to an estimation of the hourly flow rate. Flow rate is
defined as the number of vehicles that pass a link in a unit time, which is assumed as one
hour in this study. As there is no time associated with sub-steps, it is impossible to get the
flow rate according to the standard Equation 3.2a. Instead, the cumulative sub-step volume
will be scaled according to the OD pairs that have been assigned out of all the OD pairs in an
hourly time step, as shown in Equation 3.2b.








B4. Link-level travel time update
Link-level travel time is set according to the well-known Bureau of Public Roads [34]
volume-delay curves. It has the following form [52]:
tt = t f × (1+α( qcapacity)
β )× fp (3.3)
where tt is the link-level travel time with traffic on the link; t f is the free flow travel time of
the link; capacity refers to the link capacity and as t f are model inputs determined in Section
3.4. α , β are calibration parameters set to 0.6 and 4 and fp is the city-specific correction
factor (1.3 for SF based on [52]). q is the hourly flow rate and is initialised as 0 in the first
sub-step of each time step, or updated as the sum of vehicles assigned to a particular link in
all previous sub-steps. It is acknowledged that the values of the calibration parameters may
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have big impacts on the final outcomes. For example, a larger β means that drivers are more
sensetive to congestions (time penalty due to high traffic volume is higher), which would
encourage people to take longer but less congested routes. The adopted values are those that
are the most commonly used in the literature.
Unlike the link-level volume that is reset to 0 at the beginning of each time step, link-level
travel time at the beginning of each time step is set according to the simulated traffic from
the previous hour to ensure some continuity of the congestions. Then after each sub-step, a
new link-level travel time is calculated according to the newly updated the flow rate. This
updated link-level travel time will be fed to the next sub-step to continue the process of the
traffic simulation.
3.6 Results
A direct result from the traffic simulation is the traffic volume on every road link in each
hourly time step. Figure 3.15 shows such results on a typical Friday at 6 AM (off-peak) and
at 6 PM (evening peak hour). At 6 AM, the traffic is light on most roads in the city except
for the highways. While at 6 PM, significantly more traffic is seen on the highways as well
as roads in the inner part of the city. The simulation results indicate that during the evening
peak hours the traffic condition on Highway 101 is worse than on Interstate 280 (I280, route
number shown on Figure 3.13), which is in agreement with the local knowledge. However,
downtown SF (in the northeast) is not particularly congested. This is probably because of the
dense placements of traffic lights in the city centre, making it more delayed and thus less
attractive to go through these streets in the journey.
Figure 3.16 shows the volume-to-capacity ratio of each road link on a typical Friday at
6 AM and at 6 PM. It is obtained by dividing the traffic volume data in Figure 3.15 by the
capacity of each road as calculated Section 3.4. At 6 AM, traffic is below capacity on almost
every road. While at 6 PM, there are 9.2% of the roads have traffic that exceeds capacity.
The critical links with high volume-to-capacity ratio are not exactly the same as the links
that have more traffic. For example, the Bay Bridge (the long link in the northeast corner)
has almost the heaviest traffic flow in SF at Friday 6 PM. But as it also has a high capacity,
its volume-to-capacity ratio is only 1.3.
The results are also displayed in terms of relative delay, the ratio between the travel time
in traffic and the free flow travel time. Figure 3.17 shows the time delays of three street
segments for a five day week. The three streets have different road classes but the patterns
of morning and evening peak are clearly seen on the two busy ones. This pattern follows



































































































congestions during peak hours and improve the traffic network efficiency with, e.g., flexible
working hours.
As no systematic real traffic volume observations have been found for the city of SF,
the simulation results are instead compared with the outcomes from another existing model
as a preliminary validation step. Figures 3.18 compares the results from the mesoscopic
simulation in this study with results from the Bay Area MTC Travel Model One outputs [161].
Specifically, the “2015_06_022” scenario in the MTC model result repository is chosen for
comparison as its forecast year of 2015 is the closest to the year of 2016, when the travel
demand data used in this study were collected. The MTC model utilises a simplified road
network for the whole Bay Area but predicts the traffic distributions of different types of
vehicles (passenger cars, commercial vehicles of various size, etc.). Temporally, it provides
results for five time periods on a typical weekday (early morning, AM peak, midday, PM
peak and evening). As weekends are not covered by the MTC model, it is decided that the
total weekday traffic from the two models should be compared. Figure 3.18(a) shows the
total weekday traffic (Monday to Friday, 24 hourly time steps per day) from the mesoscopic
simulation in this study. Figure 3.18(b) is the counterpart from the MTC’s model, cropped to
the study area.
An initial visual inspection of Figure 3.18 suggests that similar total weekday traffic is
predicted by these two simulation models. However, it is difficult to conduct more quantitative
comparisons of the results from Figure 3.18. To begin with, there is no common field in
these two networks to identify corresponding road links, such as street names or the road
ID. Besides, the MTC network is more sparse geographically and has more simplified road
geometries than the OSM data, so the same roads do not align spatially in these two maps.
Due to these practical difficulties in aligning the results from these two models, an
alternative approach is taken to facilitate the comparison instead. First, the road links in each
model are reordered, ranked by the total weekday traffic in descending order. Here, the “total
weekday traffic” is used as a measure/proxy of link criticality. The more traffic is on a link,
the higher its criticality and the higher its rank among all links are. Based on this criticality
rank, a “mileage” number is calculated for each link by taking the cumulative sum of link
length (total length for roads ranked before itself).
Road links ranked higher receive smaller mileage numbers. Figure 3.19 shows the scatter
plot of the link-level weekday traffic against the link mileage. It can be seen that (1) the
total length of the MTC network (1,328 km) is about 40% of the OSM network (3,142 km),
which is expected as the MTC network contains only important roads and leaves out many
residential streets, while the OSM network includes all drivable roads; (2) the data series
associated with the mesoscopic model results in this study (labelled as “SF mesoscopic” in
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Figure 3.19) is higher when the road mileage is below 100 km, indicating that the mesoscopic
traffic model this study predicts more traffic than the MTC model for the top 100 km of roads
ranked in terms of traffic volumes (the heavier traffic regime of the network); (3) the two
data series overlap after 100 km of mileage, indicating that similar amounts of traffic are
predicted by the two models for road links with mileages between 100-1000 km.
Fig. 3.19 Weekday link-level traffic against cumulative link length (“mileage”).
A similar comparison can also be generated for the link-level travel time in congested
situations. Figure 3.20 shows the plot of link-level travel time against the cumulative mileage.
Specifically, for the MTC data, the link traversal time during the evening peak period is used.
For the mesoscopic traffic simulation developed in this chapter, the link traversal time at 6
PM is plotted for each weekday. The comparison between these two models shows similar
trends as in Figure 3.19. When the mileage is small (below 30 km), the link traversal time
results from this study are higher than the MTC results, indicating again that the mesoscopic
traffic model predicts heavier traffic in this regime. When the mileage is higher than 30 km,
the differences between the two model results are less obvious.
3.7 Summary
In this chapter, the development of a mesoscopic traffic simulation model is presented.
The mesoscopic model combines the macroscopic relationships between link-level traffic
parameters (the BPR volume-delay relationship) with finely disaggregated trip-based travel
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Fig. 3.20 Link-level travel time in congested situations against cumulative link length
(“mileage”).
demands. The road network graph used for the simulation is obtained and processed from the
OSM, with some corrections such as removing redundant nodes and calculating the gradient
adjusted link capacity. The travel demand data consist of two parts: the first part is the
intra-SF trips scaled up from the TNC data by the SFCTA; The second part is the inter-city
travel demand collected at four "gates" at the border of SF.
The traffic simulation model is essentially STA with hour-long time slices. To stabilise
the traffic distributions, 20 sub-steps are adopted where the hourly travel demand is assigned
incrementally. Within each sub-step, the fastest routes are calculated in parallel using the
Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm. At the end of each sub-step, the new link-level travel times
are calculated based on the cumulative link-level volume, which will be used to guide the
route choices of the next time-step. With these implementations, traffic simulations on the SF
road network (about 10,000 nodes and 25,000 links) for a seven day week can be calculated
in less than one hour.
The results from the traffic simulation include, e.g., hourly traffic volume distributions,
volume-to-capacity ratios and link-level travel times. These results indicate that the meso-
scopic model can capture the spatially and temporally varying dynamics of the city-scale
traffic for each hour and each road link. To validate the simulation, weekday traffic volume
and link traversal time results are compared with those obtained from an official model. The
comparison suggests that the mesoscopic traffic model is able to generate similar traffic
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distribution patterns as the official model. However, in future studies, it is still desirable to
validate the simulation outputs against real observations.
Chapter 4
Value of live information on traffic
system efficiency
4.1 Overview
In the traffic simulation model described in Chapter 3, it is assumed that all travellers have
access to the up-to-date traffic condition information when making a journey route choice.
This assumption may not be far from the reality in San Francisco (SF), where the smart
phone coverage and ownership rates are high. In fact, it is among the first few cities that
Google Maps rolled out its live traffic information service in 2007 (Figure 4.1). However, it
is still unclear how this assumption affects model results. In this chapter, more simulation
experiments will be conducted aiming to quantify the effects of relaxing the assumption of
perfect information on the traffic simulation results.
Specifically, the source of real-time information in this chapter is assumed to come from
mobile Global Positioning System (GPS) devices, as adopted for traffic condition estimation
in most mobile navigation applications. Certain percentages of the vehicles in the traffic
simulation are assumed to have GPS-enabled mobile devices and can collect and report their
travel times of each road link (they are called probe vehicles). As each individual driver may
experience slightly different travel time on the same link, due to events such as traffic signals
or timid or aggressive driving behaviours, a stochastic variation term is added to the data
reported by each probe vehicle. Note that as the GPS speed sensor itself is usually accurate,
the difference in individual link traversal time is termed "variability" rather than "error"
throughout the chapter. The probe ratio and probe data variability together are adopted to
emulate the live traffic data collection process in the real life. Simulations are run for multiple
times under the same set-up (with a fixed level of probe ratio and data variability), so as
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to test the influence of the random/stochastic processes involved on the traffic simulation
outcomes. In Chapter 3, each driver is assumed to have access to the perfect traffic condition
information, i.e., the probe ratio is assumed to be 100% with no variability. Such assumptions
in Chapter 3 are relaxed in this chapter by introducing a larger range of probe ratios and
probe data variabilities.
Randomness and stochasticity are two similar concepts. Both lead to variabilities in the
outcomes that can be quantified through repeated experiments. In this thesis, a distinction
is made between these two concepts as the following: a random process does not involve
an underlying distribution and the results of a random process will not show any systematic
pattern. An example of such a process is the random split of the total travel demand into
sub-steps. While stochasticity is due to the use of variables that follow certain distributions.
Repeated experiments of a stochastic process may lead to systematic patterns in the results.
An example of the stochastic process would be the use of the Gamma distributed probe data
variability coefficient in this chapter.
Fig. 4.1 Comparing Google Traffic product in 2009 and 2019. (a) Live traffic coverage is
only provided for a few major streets in downtown SF in 2009 [95]; (b) Live traffic coverage
is available for all streets in downtown SF in 2019 [96].
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4.2 Background
Real-time traffic data are of great benefit and importance to both traffic managers and in-
dividual drivers. Traffic managers rely on such information to implement traffic control
measures from adaptive signal timing to dynamic congestion charging [234, 258] or monitor-
ing emissions [99]. While for individual drivers, through the Advanced Traveller Information
System (ATIS), knowledge of up-to-date traffic condition can help finding alternative routes
in congestions, avoiding incidents and reducing errors in travel time estimations [125, 136].
A variety of sensors and techniques has been used for real-time data collection for the
above applications. For a long time, the most popular source of traffic information is from
the inductive loop detectors buried underneath the pavements, where single-loop detectors
can measure flow and lane occupancy while dual-loop detectors ("speed traps") are also
able to report speed and vehicle classification in addition [243]. However, loop detectors,
as well as other intrusive sensors such as pneumatic road tubes, have major drawbacks due
to their limited spatial coverage range, expensive installation and maintenance [250]. On
the other hand, non-intrusive technologies provide alternative ways to collect traffic data.
In fact, some non-intrusive sensors such as the magnetic, ultrasonic and microwave sensors
were adopted before the loop detectors in the 1960s [155]. Other methods belonging to the
non-intrusive category such as radio-frequency identification and license plate recognition
have also been widely used nowadays for vehicle identification, volume and speed detection
in tolled roads, law enforcement and general traffic monitoring. Compared to intrusive
sensors, the non-intrusive methods are easier to install and maintain. Yet, they too suffer from
disruptions from the environment, high hardware cost and the limited coverage thereafter
[250]. In contrast to the fixed intrusive and non-intrusive sensors, the Floating Car Data
(FCD) based on probe vehicles are becoming increasingly recognised for their values in
traffic sensing. Primarily, it takes advantage of the data collected by existing vehicles in the
traffic network (taxis, buses or private vehicles) and no instrumentation is needs to be set
up on or along the roadway [63]. The low cost and continuous coverage make the FCD an
attractive method for real-time data collection in a modern traffic system.
Before the wide adoption of smart phone devices, FCD mainly come from a small
number of dedicated probe vehicles such as taxis or bus fleets equipped with special GPS
devices. Lorkowski et al. [143] proposed the system of FCD based on taxi position data and
demonstrated its ability in network-level traffic monitoring, automatic congestion detection,
dynamic routing and map creation. The system was mainly intended to be used by commercial
fleets as it was believed at that time that ordinary drivers would be unwilling to pay for
navigation services. Another case of dedicated vehicle for traffic speed monitoring is the
Large Scale Floating Car Data (LSFCD) system in Italy, where the entire motorway network
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(> 6,000 km) was monitored by 0.6 million vehicles. GPS on board units were installed on
these vehicles by car insurers [63].
With the wide spread use of mobile phones, it is now able to source FCD from a much
larger population at low costs. This process of gathering, analysing and sharing local
knowledge through everyday mobile devices is called participatory sensing. Position and
localisation of mobile phones can be obtained through cell-towers, wireless network traces
and GPS. Due to the low resolution of cell-tower data and the limited coverage of wireless
network traces, GPS enabled mobile phones have become the most sought after method for
mining mobility patterns [140]. Feasibility of such systems is confirmed by field experiments,
such as the "Mobile Century" project, where real-time speed data were collected by GPS
enabled mobile phones carried by more than 100 volunteers driving down a highway in loops,
maintaining a fixed 2-5% penetration ratio throughout the test [103]. This further grows
into a larger experiment and service called the "Mobile Millennium" from 2008 to 2010,
providing a regional-wide traffic monitoring and information application to 2,000 smart
phone users [156].
There have also been several theoretical/simulation research studies on mobile phone
FCD, mainly investigating their performance on achieving certain tasks, such as speed
monitoring. Compared to field experiments, it is easier to explore a wider range of the
parameter space in simulations, such as the probe penetration rate, GPS reporting time
interval and error rate. In Tao et al. [226], a simulation is conducted on a small network
made up of 14 nodes and 22 links, assuming a GPS penetration rate of 10% and location
sampling interval of 10 seconds. The emulated GPS location samples are post-processed to
provide link-level speed estimations that are dynamically updated every 10 minutes. Another
simulation example is from Gayah and Dixit [87], where the feasibility of estimating network-
level averaged traffic density is tested based on FCD in a network with 110 intersections.
In their simulation, the probe penetration rate varies from 2.5% to 50% and the location
sampling interval ranges from 15 to 300 seconds. The network-level averaged traffic density
result can be used in conjunction with the Macroscopic Fundamental Diagram (MFD) for a
control scheme [256].
With the advent of commercial navigation applications such as Google Maps, Waze,
Here, INRIX and TomTom, the scale that public can access real-time traffic speed and
incident data becomes unprecedented. According a survey conducted by Pew Research
in 2015, nearly one third of Americans rely on smart phones for turn-by-turn navigations
while driving [186]. These services not merely have a high penetration rate, but also feature
sophisticated algorithms that integrate various location data sources (GPS, Wi-Fi, mobile
networks, sensors), filter out abnormalities (e.g., buses stops) and provide accurate and
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frequently updated estimations of the current and forecast network status. Commercial
navigation deployments together own the largest FCD collecting databases in the world, but
at the same time, are prone to privacy and security fallibilities [19, 120].
4.3 Motivation
The primary goal of this chapter is to study the sensitivity of the traffic simulation results
with regard to varying levels of traffic information availability and variability. This is to test
the assumption in Chapter 3 where every traveller always has access to the most up-to-date
traffic information at the time of departure (100% probe penetration rate, no variability in
link traversal time measured by different vehicles in the same simulation sub-step). It is
important to investigate how this assumption of "perfect information" affects the simulation
outcomes. In addition, at each information availability level, a few repeated simulations need
to be conducted to understand the range of fluctuations in the simulation results due to the
randomness and stochasticity involved.
A practical implication of the study in this chapter is to answer questions such as
the minimum probe ratio required for an efficient traffic navigation system. The traffic
information collection process in this chapter mimics the services provided by Google Maps
and Waze type applications. By enlisting GPS enabled mobile devices, network-wide traffic
data can be collected in the most cost effective manner. But in the mean time, the participants
are also at the risk of possible privacy issues. The purpose to define a minimum probe ratio
is to find a balance point where the system performance can be ensured while minimising
the exposure of personal data, for example, by only collecting information from the taxis.
The experiments in this chapter are designed accordingly where only a certain percentage
of travellers share their location and speed information (probe ratio) while other travellers
selfishly utilising such information for route planning without the need to contribute back to
the database directly. A Gamma distributed stochastic variation term is attached to individual
probe measurements to reflect the variabilities in individual behaviours that are not included
in the basic traffic simulation framework in Chapter 3. The information gathered by probe
vehicles is then aggregated to the link level and revealed to the travellers who depart at the
next sub-step.
4.4 Model structure
In this chapter, the structure of the traffic simulation model will be adjusted to reflect the
collection and utilisation of real-time traffic speed data by GPS enabled mobile phones as
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floating sensor nodes (probes). The basic simulation flow is the same as introduced in Chapter
3, except for including additional steps to process the link-level travel time estimations based
on the probe data.
Figure 4.2 illustrates the differences in the simulation process with or without probe
vehicle’s presence. When a probe vehicle is en-route (e.g., the green coloured GPS enabled
vehicle), it records and reports its instantaneous speed at every few seconds. These speed
reports are matched to the nearest road links so as to estimate the travel time on the links.
Reflected in the simulation model of this chapter, this means that when one or more probe
vehicles pass a link, they will be able to report the time to traverse the link. The road network
weights, i.e., the link traversal time of each edge, will be updated according to the measured
link-level travel time. In addition, based on this reported travel time, albeit with some
variations from the true travel time, the hourly flow rate and current link volume can also be
estimated by inversely using the Bureau of Public Roads (BPR) relationship (see Equation
3.3 in Section 3.5.2 for an explanation of the BPR volume-delay curve). This knowledge of
the inferred volume and flow rate does not need to be utilised immediately, but can be stored
in a traffic management system as prior knowledge when no probe vehicle passes next time.
By contrast, when none of the vehicles on the link acts as the probe, there will be no
new information as for the current travel time, flow rate or volume on the link. As a result,
the travel time has to be calculated based on the best knowledge available, rather than to
be measured directly. In this case, the best knowledge available is the knowledge of the
congestion level experienced and reported by the most recent probe vehicle, which shall be
adjusted to estimate the the current flow rate and link-level travel time. Without any probe,
this situation is equivalent to the traffic managers not aware of any increase in traffic and
effectively diluting the old link volume by a larger denominator as the simulation sub-step
increases, which will result in underestimated flow rate and travel time.
A more systematic depiction of the probing, travel time estimating and updating process
integrated in the traffic simulation is shown by the flowchart in Figure 4.3. The steps (e.g., B,
C1, C2, ...) are labelled in accordance with the basic framework in Figure 3.14. A description
of each step is given as the following.
B. Trip assignment in a sub-step
The box labelled B in Figure 4.3 corresponds to B1 to B3 in Figure 3.14 of the basic
framework in Chapter 3. In this step, an optimum path is found for each trip in a sub-step.
In the simulation in Chapter 3, it is assumed that all travellers are fully aware of the actual
link-level travel time, so the concept of optimum path in Chapter 3 is equivalent to the actual
fastest route that leads to the destination from a given origin. While in this chapter, as the
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correct link-level travel time is not always made known, the optimum path becomes the
path that is believed to be the fastest route from the origin to the destination at the time
of departure. For example, in Figure 4.2, when the highway is congested, the local road
may be the actual fastest route to travel from "Home" to "School". While if no real-time
traffic condition information is available on either roads, the traveller may still choose to
travel on the highway as they think the highway is the faster option. The determination
of the "perceived link-level travel time" will be explained in detail in Step C1 (with probe
information) and C4 (without probe information).
After assigning the vehicles to their respective optimum paths, the end result of this step
is the link-level traffic volume ("true link volume") at this the sub-step. Like in Chapter 3,
this true link volume will cumulate across sub-steps within the same time step, reflecting the
cumulative traffic counts in each time step. As it is still assumed that all travellers should
finish their journeys within a time step (static assignment, whose validity will be shown in
the results of this chapter), the cumulative traffic counts will be reset to zero at the end of
each time step.
C. Determining which links are probed
In Step B, tens to hundreds to thousands of vehicles are assigned to their optimum paths
based on the perceived travel time. Among them, only a portion of vehicles actually act as
floating car sensors (probes) and report the live traffic information. This portion, or the probe
penetration rate, and the vehicle participation status (probe or non-probe) are specified at the
beginning of the simulation. Links that are part of the collection of paths traversed by probe
vehicles are "probed", while other links that only carry non-probe vehicles or are not used at
all are "not probed". Traffic managers need to update the link-level travel time for each road
link at the end of a sub-step. Depending on whether a link is probed or not, two different
procedures are taken to calculate the perceived link-level travel time.
C1 & C2. Updating travel time and traffic volume for probed links
For probed links, the probe vehicles report their experienced link-level travel time. This
measured travel time can be used directly to update the road network graph for the next
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where tt,l is the final reported link-level travel time for link l according to all individual probe
measurements tt,l,p. Subscript t, l and p means travel time in traffic conditions (as opposed to
the free flow condition), link index and probe index, respectively. Np is the number of all the
probes that go pass link l. Link-level travel time measured by individual probe is a stochastic
variable that follows a distribution, whose expectation µt,l is the true average travel time
given by the BPR function as a function of the true link flow (Step B). The variance term of
the of the distribution σ2t,l is related to the variability of individual driving patterns. Both the
distribution and the variance term used in the simulation will be introduced in more detail in
the simulation set-up section. The traffic managers receive the individual tt,l,p and aggregate
it by link to obtain tt,l , which will be used by the next batch of travellers for route planning.
Another process is needed so as to calculate and update the traffic managers’ knowledge
of the link-level congestion level, i.e., the flow rate and volume. Such knowledge is not
required for the updating of graph weights in this simulation sub-step, but is crucial for
the estimation of link-level travel times in future sub-steps when no probe measurement
is available. The BPR curve (Equation 3.3 in Section 3.5.2) provides a monotonically
increasing relationship between the flow rate and travel time, so the link-level flow rate
(numbers of vehicles passed in a unit time, e.g., one hour) can be uniquely determined and
promptly updated based on the measured travel time. Closely related to the flow rate is the
traffic volume, which is the vehicle count not normalised by time and represents the total
number of vehicles that have passed a link since the beginning of the current simulation time
step. The link-level volume can be calculated by scaling the link-level flow rate through
inversely using the relationships in Equation 3.2a and 3.2b in Section 3.5.2. This assumes
global knowledge by the simulator of the overall progress, replacing the time elapsed (in
a true dynamic simulation) by the proportions of trips assigned within a time step (in the
static/pseudo-dynamic simulation with sub-stepping).
C3 & C4. Updating travel time and traffic volume for unprobed links
If a link is not probed in a particular sub-step, the traffic managers can still update the
estimated link-level travel time based on some prior knowledge, though with a different
procedure than for the probed links. This process starts with estimating the current congestion
level, e.g., link-level traffic volume. As no probe has passed the link, the traffic managers are
thus observing no increase in the vehicle counts or traffic volume. So the traffic volume of an
unprobed link is not updated. If a link has never been probed since the initiation of the time
step, the perceived traffic volume of that link always equals to zero.
After obtaining (retaining) the link-level traffic volume for the current sub-step, the hourly
flow rate can be updated according to 3.2b in Section 3.5.2. Note that in 3.2b, there are two
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other variables being used, namely the demand assigned and hourly demand. This is not
necessarily assuming the traffic managers have a knowledge of the travel demand a priori, but
rather to use the ratio between these two volumes to represent the progress of the simulation
in replacement of time. Currently, it is unable to achieve the truly dynamic mesoscopic traffic
simulation due to the large computational efforts (the increased frequencies of shortest path
finding; the iterations to assure the consistency between the distance a trip takes and the time
elapsed in the simulation). As a result, the minimum time unit used is one hour. Trips within
each hour are assigned incrementally without the notion of time. In the future, if the duration
of each time step is small enough and no sub-stepping is involved (i.e., truly dynamic traffic
assignment), the ratio between demand assigned and hourly demand can well be replaced
by time step duration/1 hour.
Based on the estimated link-level flow rate, the estimated link-level travel time can be
obtained by applying the BPR function (Equation 3.3 in Section 3.5.2). Overall, in the
unprobed case, the estimated link-level volume is less than or equal to the true volume, thus
the hourly flow rate and link-level travel time both tend to be underestimated as well.
4.5 Simulation Set-up
Traffic simulation experiments in this chapter are designed to answer three questions that are
not fully addressed in Chapter 3. Specifically, they are:
1. Influence of the probe penetration rate on traffic simulation outcomes (traffic distri-
bution and vehicle hours travelled, VHT). This process is the same as seeking the
minimum probe penetration rate required to obtain the information and achieve an
accepted level of efficiency of the traffic system.
2. Influence of the probe information variability. As the mesoscopic traffic simulation
relies heavily on the BPR volume-delay curve, naturally it does not embed variabilities
in vehicle-to-vehicle driving pattern. As long as the link flow and other link attributes
are the same, the BPR curve will lead to a fixed travel time. This effectively means that
all vehicles travelling through a particular link in the same time step will experience the
same time duration to go through a road link. While by considering probe information
in this chapter, it should also be included in the simulation that a larger number of probe
vehicles will lead to more reliable travel time information. As a result, variabilities in
travel time experienced by individuals are also investigated within the scope of this
chapter.
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3. The influence of the random trip assignment order and stochastic individual probe
variability. In each time step, trips are randomly dispatched in 20 sub-steps. Even
though the number of 20 increments is much larger than in similar studies [154] and is
not expected to cause big variations in the network-level distributions of traffic, this
postulation will be tested in this chapter. In addition, the variabilities in the probe
data may also lead to variations in the outcome variables. The sensitivities of the
modelling results to the stochastic process involved are evaluated by repeating the
same simulation under the same parametrisation for several times, and by visualising
the dispersions in the outcomes.
To reduce the computational effort, only one day of traffic simulation, as opposed to a
whole week in Chapter 3, is used in this chapter for the probe information study. Friday (3
AM till 2 AM on Saturday) is chosen due to its representativeness of a full range of traffic
conditions. It has the near free flow demand at 3 AM while the traffic demand at 6 PM is
the highest among all 7× 24 hours in a whole week. Again, as in Chapter 3, the 24 hour
simulation starts from 3 AM rather than the midnight as the traffic at 3 AM is the lowest,
thus justifying the initialisation of the weight of road network graph with the free flow travel
time of each link.
Probe penetration rates
Six probe penetration rates are studied. They include 0% (no information), 0.1%, 0.5%, 1%,
10% and 100%. Specifically, the 100% case corresponds to the set-up in Chapter 3. At each
simulation time step, a proportion of vehicles equalling to the penetration rates are randomly
sampled out to act as probes. Table 4.1 lists the hourly and total vehicle counts and probe
counts according to the travel demand on a typical Friday. The number of trips is the lowest
at 3 AM (nearly 10,000 trips), which gradually reaches the morning peak at 8 AM (nearly
100,000 trips). The travel demand decreases through the mid-day and reaches the evening
peak at 6 PM (more than 170,000 trips). The rest of the columns in Table 4.1 show the
number of probe vehicles in each hourly time step according to the probe penetration rate
scenarios. Depending on the random seeds used, the actual probe counts may vary a little.
Probe information variability
The BPR curve assumes a deterministic relationship between link volume and traversal
time. However, this is hardly realistic given the diverse driving patterns of individuals, the
unpredictable delay due to traffic lights and so on. Even though it is assumed that the BPR
curve will give a mean estimation of the travel time at a particular traffic congestion state
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Table 4.1 Hourly and total vehicle counts and probe counts used in the simulation
Hour Journey counts
Probe penetration rate
0% 0.1% 0.5% 1% 10% 100%
3 AM 9,458 0 10 46 88 937 9,458
4 AM 9,375 0 7 35 83 893 9,375
5 AM 15,757 0 12 63 143 1,552 15,757
6 AM 30,068 0 25 148 301 2,943 30,068
7 AM 76,981 0 90 395 758 7,705 76,981
8 AM 99,730 0 113 528 1005 9,885 99,730
9 AM 79,698 0 99 415 786 7,890 79,698
10 AM 58,758 0 77 295 548 5,930 58,758
11 AM 54,350 0 57 252 498 5,406 54,350
12 PM 56,260 0 49 255 528 5,559 56,260
1 PM 56,831 0 68 261 518 5,681 56,831
2 PM 60,135 0 73 318 617 6,090 60,135
3 PM 68,510 0 65 325 680 6,816 68,510
4 PM 83,006 0 89 419 847 8,347 83,006
5 PM 139,919 0 144 745 1,448 13,860 139,919
6 PM 172,943 0 161 836 1,707 17,281 172,943
7 PM 148,462 0 152 742 1,522 14,771 148,462
8 PM 127,063 0 118 602 1,256 12,720 127,063
9 PM 119,190 0 108 608 1,187 11,937 119,190
10 PM 121,793 0 111 619 1,190 12,149 121,793
11 PM 116,844 0 113 580 1,180 11,706 116,844
12 AM 101,842 0 112 497 981 10,327 101,842
1 AM
(Saturday) 79,219 0 88 427 847 7,917 79,219
2 AM
(Saturday) 44,997 0 28 200 427 4,465 44,887
Total 1,931,079 0 1,969 9,611 19,145 192,767 1,931,079
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(given by the flow-to-capacity ratio), it is likely that individual probe vehicles will experience
and report a different travel time.
Travel time variability is made of several components, including (1) day-to-day variation
(caused by, e.g., incidents, road work closures or change in weather conditions), (2) within-
day variation (caused by different congestion levels) and (3) vehicle-to-vehicle variation
(caused by heterogeneity in driving patterns, delays at intersections, etc.) [127, 168]. In this
study, it is the vehicle-to-vehicle variation component that is of interest, as the perceived
link-level travel time is calculated based on the probe travel time from the previous time step,
rather than the previous day or over a course of several days. In other words, the day-to-day
variation is simply not considered as the traffic simulation is already assumed to be based on
typical weekday or weekend travel demand, while the within-day variation will be accounted
for by the varying hourly demand inputs. Many previous literatures studying the reliability of
travel time target at the first two components, thus are not particularly relevant to this study
[51, 58, 223].
As for the vehicle-to-vehicle travel time variability, the most recent and systematic studies
are found in Kim and Mahmassani [127], Mahmassani et al. [148]. Vehicle-to-vehicle travel
time variability refers to the variations in travel time experienced between drivers who depart
within the same time slot, thus excluding exogenous factors such as peak vs non-peak hour
variations (within-day variability) or the delays due to accidents (day-to-day variability)
[127]. The vehicle-to-vehicle variability in [127] is quantified based on the travel delay per
unit distance x:
xt,l,p =
tt,l,p− t f ,l
link_length
(4.3)
where t f ,l is the free flow travel time on link l and tt,l,p, as in Equation 4.2, is the experienced
travel time of driver/probe p on link l. Correspondingly, xt,l,p is the travel delay per unit
distance experienced by driver/probe p on link l. Kim and Mahmassani [128] proposed a
multiplicative error structure for xt,l,p with the variability term γ following a Gamma distri-
bution (Equation 4.5). Thus xt,l,p also follows a Gamma distribution with shape parameter π
and scale parameter µxt,l/π .
xt,l,p = µxt,lγ (4.4)
γ ∼ Gamma(π,1/π)
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xt,l,p ∼ Gamma(π,µxt,l/π) (4.5)
With Mean: π×µxt,l/π = µxt,l
Standard deviation:
√









µxt,l is the mean of the unit travel delay xt,l,p and can be obtained from the BPR function.
Besides, in Mahmassani et al. [148], simulations are conducted based on three real networks
and it is found that the standard deviation (µxt,l/
√
π) can be expressed as a linear relationship
of µxt,l , i.e, the coefficient of variation (COV) is a fixed value. Results of these simulations
and real world validation based on GPS trajectories suggest that the COV of 1/
√
π can be as
low as 0.4668 or as high as 1.0358.
Based on the above, three COVs are tested in the simulation of probe data variability:
0.5, 1.0 and 2.0. An intuition of the COV is as the following: Suppose the free flow travel
time on link L is 60 seconds. Based on the current congestion level, the BPR curve predicts
an average delay of 20 seconds, making the expectation of the traversal time 80 seconds.
Given a COV of 1.0 to be tested (making π = 1 in the Gamma distribution), the standard
deviation of an individual traversing link L is 20×1 = 20 seconds, while the distribution of
the individual experienced travel time ∼ Gamma(1,80). In case there are multiple probes,
the average of their experienced travel times is used for the final reporting. The average
of N i.i.d Gamma-distributed variables still follows a Gamma distribution, with the same
expectation µt,l but a smaller standard deviation.
tt,l ∼ Gamma(N ·π,
µt,l
N ·π ) (4.6)
Figure 4.4(a) shows the probability density distribution plots of the variability term γ
under different COV value assumptions. To visualise the variabilities in individual vehicle
travel times in a more straightforward manner, Figure 4.4(b) shows a sample of 6000 points
of xt,l,p, given different µxt,l and COV values. It can be seen that when the COV value is
small (e.g., COV=0.5), γ is more concentrated to 1 (Figure 4.4(a)) and the vehicle-to-vehicle
speed variabilities are small (Figure 4.4(b)). For a relatively big COV (e.g., COV=2.0), γ
is more spread out, especially to areas with γ ≥ 1 (Figure 4.4(a)). As γ is the ratio between
xt,l,p and µxt,l , the unit delays of some vehicles can become very large (Figure 4.4(b)).
In summary of the simulation set-up, traffic is simulated based on a typical Friday demand.
Six levels of probe penetration rates (0%, 0.1%, 0.5%, 1%, 10% and 100%) and four levels
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Fig. 4.4 Distributions of individual vehicle’s unit delay. (a) Probability density plots of the
variability term γ , which is the ratio between the individual vehicle’s unit delay xt,l,p and the
average unit delay to be expected on a link µxt,l . (b) Scatter plots of stochastic realisations of
xt,l,p given µxt,l and different COVs. COVs and γ are related as shown in (a).
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of probe information variations (COVs: 0, 0.5, 1.0 or 2.0) are specified. In addition, each
combination of parameters is repeatedly simulated for 10 times with different random seeds
to quantify the variations in results due to the random and stochastic processes involved in
the simulation.
4.6 Results
As stated in Section 4.1, the primary purpose to include the analysis of this chapter is mainly
to evaluate the suitability of the traffic simulation assumptions for later applications, including
the assumption of "perfect live traffic information" for making route choice and the variability
in the results due to the random trip assignment orders by sub-step. Depending on the results
of this chapter, the assumptions may need to be modified for the subsequent analysis in this
thesis. While a secondary aim of this chapter is to use the mesoscopic traffic simulation as a
standalone tool (not coupled with other infrastructure models) for traffic analysis applications.
Particularly in this section, the results will be interpreted from the traffic analysis perspective,
as it is easier to present the numbers with a real context. The evaluation of the primary
purpose, i.e., whether the model assumptions are suitable for subsequent analysis, will be
given in the discussion section of this chapter (Section 4.7).
4.6.1 Probe penetration rate: its effects and the minimum coverage
requirement
To demonstrate the effects of various probe penetration rates on the traffic system efficiency,
the VHT are plotted together with a fixed probe data variability. The VHT is a typical
measure of system efficiency and Figure 4.5 displays the hourly total VHT throughout the
day when the probe data variability is 0. Specifically, the horizontal axis is the departure
hour (24 hours, from 3 AM on Friday to 2 AM on Saturday). The vertical axis is the total
VHT of all trips departed in one specific hour. The six coloured series represent the six levels
of probe penetration rates from 0% to 100%. The solid lines indicate the median VHT based
on 10 repetitions of the simulations. The box and whiskers show the variabilities of the first
and third quantiles (box) and plus/minus one interquartile range. For data located outside of
this range, they are plotted as outlier points.
By observing Figure 4.5, clear hourly variations of VHT can be seen, including the hump
at the morning peak hours (7 - 9 AM) and a even higher one at the evening peak hours (5
- 8 PM). Figure 4.6 displays the same information, but the total VHT has been divided by
the hourly trip counts to obtain the average trip travel time. It can be seen that for trips
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Fig. 4.5 Total VHT by hour on a typical Friday, given different probe ratios yet no variation
in probe information. Specifically, no error bar is drawn for the 0% probe penetration rate
case (the red series). This is because the outcomes are deterministic and all the vehicles
always make same route choices based on the free flow conditions.
happening during the peak hours, they experience more delays compared to those that are
taken in off-peak hours.
A second observation of Figure 4.5 and 4.6 is that a minimum of 0.5% of probe vehicles
are required to ensure the traffic efficiency. In fact, the traffic efficiency does not change much
when the probe penetration rate is above 0.5%, indicating a depreciated value of information
once the quantity has passed a threshold. However, when the probe penetration rate is 0.1%
or 0% (the "no information" case), the VHT or the average travel time becomes several orders
higher. This can be investigated together with Table 4.1: When the probe penetration rate is
0.1%, there are only less than 100 vehicles in the system in each time step. This turns out to
be insufficient in providing the necessary live traffic condition updates. As a result, many
travellers are not able to take the optimum path. This is shown by the traffic distribution
maps in Figure 4.7. As seen from the maps, when the probe ratio is close to 0 (Figure 4.7 (a)
and (b)), the traffic on highways are significantly higher than in other cases. According to
the BPR curve, when the traffic volume doubles on a link, the travel time delay is penalised
to the power of four, leading to an excess of VHT (travel time × traffic volume) to be more
than 30 times higher. In fact, with an average trip travel time well above 60 minutes for
most hours of the day, the outcomes with probe penetration rates of 0.1% and 0% are not
realistic given the fact that SF roughly measures 11 km by 11 km. With a probe penetration
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rate higher than 0.5%, the traffic efficiency can be assured, thus the traffic distributions are
approximately optimum and hardly distinguishable in Figure 4.7 (c)-(f).
Another noticeable observation based on Figure 4.5 and 4.6 is that the variations in the
results are not significant except for the case with 0.1% probe penetration rate. The random-
ness/stochasticity in the simulation comes from three sources: (1) the random selection of
probes from all vehicles; (2) the random vehicle dispatch order within one time step (traffic
assignment order according to the sub-steps) and (3) the stochastic probe data variability. As
(2) is more related to the general mesoscopic modelling assumption, it will be discussed in
the discussion section (Section 4.7). While in this set of simulations, no probe data variability
is assumed yet, the variability also does not come from (3). The effect of (3) will be described
subsequently in the next subsection. Consequently, this leaves the only explanation of the
variations, most noticeably around the case with 0.1% probe penetration rate, to (1). Due
to the low numbers of probes in this case, only the real-time traffic information of a small
fraction of roads is collected. Depending on which travellers are labelled as the probes,
information of completely different parts of the network may be revealed. In contrast, when
the probe penetration rate is higher, the coverage of the whole traffic dynamics also becomes
better. And from this analysis, it is found that 0.5% is sufficient to provide this coverage.
Lastly, when the probe ratio is 0%, all travellers will choose the same routes that they use in
the free flow conditions, thus their travel times will not change.
Fig. 4.6 Average trip travel time (minutes) by hour on a typical Friday, given different probe
ratios yet no variation in probe information. As in Figure 4.5, no error bar is drawn for the 0%
probe penetration rate case (the red series). This is because the outcomes are deterministic
and all the vehicles always make same route choices based on the free flow conditions.








































































































































































































































































































































































































































The information in Figure 4.7 is plotted in parallel coordinates plot in Figure 4.8. The
road links in the 2D maps are reduced to points on 1D vertical axes, with the position arranged
according to the hourly traffic flow. The lines between two adjacent axes connect two points
corresponding to the same road link. As a result, Figure 4.8 shows the changes of the traffic
distribution across six different probe ratios. The red lines highlight those links whose hourly
volumes at 6 PM on a typical Friday are among the top 0.1% of all road links. The blue lines
represent links with hourly traffic volumes at 6 PM above the 99th percentile but below the
top 0.1%. Cyan links are those with hourly traffic volumes at 6 PM between the 90th and
99th percentile, while black lines denote the reset of the links. It can be seen that for the first
four parallel coordinates (probe penetration rate above 0.5%), the coloured lines are almost
all horizontally aligned, indicating no change in the hourly flow on any of these links despite
a varying level of probe penetration rates. In other words, decreasing the probe penetration
rate from 100% to as low as 0.5% does not cause noticeable change in the traffic distributions.
However, when the probe ratio is 0.1%, a small dispersion trend can be seen in the lines,
which accentuates into a wider dispersion in the last parallel coordinate axis. In these last
two vertical axes, the red and blue lines tend to go higher, while the cyan lines grow lower.
Figure 4.9 shows the result by masking out the red, blue and cyan lines and it can be seen that
the black lines are also dipping down toward the last two parallel coordinates. This echoes
the observation of Figure 4.7. The red and blue lines in the parallel coordinate plot represent
the top 1% of the road links in terms of traffic flow in the perfect information case (probe
penetration rate being 100%). These are usually highways and important arterial roads. For
the trend of the red and blue lines to go up as the probe penetration rate decreases, it means
that these highways and arterial roads are carrying even heavier traffic, just as displayed
in Figure 4.7 (a) and (b). Similarly, the cyan and black lines represent those links that are
relatively less important in the road network. A low probe penetration rate below 0.1% sees
a decrease of traffic volume in this part of the road network. Since the traffic volumes are
plotted in the log scale, the absolute variations in the last two parallel coordinates are actually
more profound in the absolute term.
This observation from the parallel coordinate plot is logical given that without probe
information, travellers will choose routes based on the free flow travel time, which usually
favours the highways as they have a higher speed limit. Figure 4.8 and 4.9 are able to
visualise this effect in a more disaggregated form. As previously found in Figure 4.5, 0.5%
is the critical probe penetration rate in this study, below which the traffic distribution is
considerably different from the perfect information case and the efficiency of the transport
network is compromised.
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4.6.2 Impacts of probe information variability
The success of traffic information system relies on the reliability of the data it collects and
disseminates. When the variability in the probe data measurements are significant, it may
provide a misleading knowledge about the traffic conditions. In this subsection, results of
the impacts of probe data variability, measured by the changes in travel time, are presented.
Since the previous subsection has demonstrated that the outcomes based on a probe ratio of
0.1% or 0% are far from being realistic, only results from the cases with probe ratios ≤ 0.5%
are presented in this subsection.
The changes in the average trip-level travel time are shown in Figure 4.10. The probe
ratio is fixed at 0.5%, the minimum acceptable requirement for this study, while four probe
data variabilities are plotted in the data series. The probe data variability is specified by the
COV of the unit length delay (Equation 4.3 and 4.6). The series labelled with a COV of
0 (the purple line) corresponds to the case when no individual variability from the mean
link-level delay exists in the 0.5% of probe vehicles. All the data series are close to each
other and the largest separation of the data series occur at 6 PM.
Taking a slice of the data series shown in Figure 4.10 at the 6 PM scenario and combining
these data points with those cases of different probe penetration rates, Figure 4.11 visualises
the outcomes of the average trip travel time at 6 PM of a typical Friday given different
combinations of probe penetration rates and information variabilities. In the best case, when
the probe penetration rate is 100% and no individual variability exists (the lower right corner
of the plot), the average journey time for trips occurring at the 6 PM evening peak is 33.8
minutes. As the probe penetration rate decreases to 0.5%, the average journey duration is
around 10% longer at 37.5 minutes (purple series). While with a large probe information
variability, the system is becoming even less efficient and the average trip duration can be
as high as 40.3 minutes when the probe COV becomes 2 (19% longer than the best case).
In real life, the variations in the probe information may come from driving behaviours,
delays at traffic signals, interactions with buses, pedestrians or even the false data collected
from a pedestrian or motorist with GPS enabled mobile devices. All these unpredictable
delays may generate misleading information as for whether a road link is really congested.
This highlights the need of a higher probe penetration rate or other measures to filter out
instantaneous anomalies.
The box and whisker plots in Figure 4.10 as well as in Figure 4.11 again shows the range
of the first and third quantiles based on 10 repetitions of the same parameter set. It can be
seen that small fluctuations in the outcomes due to the stochastic process exist in all cases
and become wider at a low probe penetration rate (e.g., 0.5%).
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Fig. 4.10 Average trip travel time (minutes) by hour on a typical Friday, given fixed probe
ratio (0.5%) and different levels of variations probe information.
Fig. 4.11 Average trip travel time (minutes) at 6 PM on a typical Friday, given different
combinations of probe ratio (0.5%, 1%, 10%, 100%) and variations in probe information
(coef. of variation of unit length delay = 0, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0).
4.7 Discussions
The plausibility of the assumption of perfect information
The assumption of access or awareness of the best route is the basic assumption adopted
in many traffic models, since the equilibrium models devised in the early days. As shown
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in this chapter, the analysis process can be greatly simplified without considering the data
availability issues. The minimum acceptable probe ratio found is 0.5% when no individual
variability is presented. This is lower than the threshold reported elsewhere (5-7%) [87, 226].
This discrepancy is mainly because the time step used in this analysis (one-hour) is quite
long for this type of analysis, and assuming no sub-hour dynamics (e.g., change in link-level
travel time minute-by-minute) would lead to a lower requirement of the probe ratio. But
in either case, the minimum required probe ratio is a low number compared with the smart
phone ownership rate in the study area.
When adding in the effect of probe data variability, the requirement of the probe ratio is
slightly higher. For example, in the best case the average trip travel time is around 34 minutes.
An extra 1 or 2 minutes longer than the best case may deem acceptable on an individual level
as a similar amount of time might as well be lost on parking, etc. As shown by the dashed
lines in Figure 4.11, this requirement sets the minimum desired probe ratio higher than 0.5%
in most cases, to about a few percent. Still, this requirement is considered to have been met
due to the high numbers of smart phone users in an urban area. As a result, the assumption
of perfect information is realistic and testable in this study.
The impact of random trip assignment order
As shown by the model structure of the mesoscopic simulation, trips in each hourly time
step is randomly divided into 20 batches (sub-steps). The traffic assignment of these 20
sub-steps are carried out sequentially to achieve an equilibrium-like traffic pattern than the
all-or-nothing static assignment process (without sub-stepping, all travellers in a time step
are assigned in one batch). While it is unclear in Chapter 3 as whether the random division
of trips into sub-steps, or the sequence of vehicle assignment, would affect the simulation
outcomes significantly. From the analysis in this chapter, it can be seen that in the case of
perfect or nearly perfect information (probe penetration rate ≥ 10%), the variabilities in the
results are almost undetectable (shown by the data points on the right side of Figure 4.11).
Similar sub-stepping process in other studies involves only 4 sub-steps (assigning 40%, 30%,
20% and 10% of the trips in a larger time step), which was adopted in the initial stage of this
study. Although the numbers of sub-steps required ultimately depend on the complexity of
the network and travel demand, 20 sub-steps are found to be sufficient to stabilise the traffic
assignment process and can produce consistent results regardless of the random assignment
order. As a result, this sub-stepping process is utilised in the analyses of the coming chapters.
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The validity of assuming an hour-long time step
It is a limitation of the mesoscopic traffic simulation model that it currently cannot consider
residual demand carried over from vehicles that cannot finish their journeys in a specific time
step, mainly due to the computational difficulties. Suppose that there is a larger network
where many trips last for around two hours. Then the assumption of hour-long time step
without considering the unfinished half of the journeys becomes problematic. One issue
associated is that for the unfinished part of the trip, the actual congestion level is lower,
meaning that other travellers utilising this part of the network can go even faster. This
requires either microsimulations (second by second vehicle movements) or macroscopically,
using many iterations to make sure that the final experienced and the simulated journey
durations converge. Both solutions are computationally intensive and may not be necessary
for certain applications. In SF, an hourly-long time step is a good balance of the computational
effort and the temporal resolution. And as indicated by Figure 4.6 and 4.10, the average
journey time in the most congested hour (6 PM on a typical Friday) is less than one hour. So





Well-maintained pavement infrastructure has great benefits to the transportation system,
among which the reduced fuel consumption and carbon emissions are noticeable ones.
Driving on smoother road reduces the rolling resistance, thus saving more energy and
producing less CO2. As the aim of this thesis is to study the carbon mitigation strategies of
an urban transportation system, the dynamics of pavement condition change over time as
well as the space dimensions are included in the overall framework.
The focus of this chapter is to propose a pavement degradation model. The projected
pavement condition data will be used in the final chapter to adjust the driving costs and emis-
sion factors. In addition, based on the projected pavement conditions, various maintenance
strategies will be tested for their impacts on the transportation system carbon emissions.
Statistical models of pavement degradation are notoriously hard to build. First of all, unlike
traffic, large scale data related to pavement degradation are not abundant. This is a major lim-
itation for many past studies, thus many of the previous works can only focus on small-scale
road-level analysis. Secondly, even in cases when large databases dedicated to pavement
condition data are available, there are still important factors missing, such as the construction
quality, weather conditions and material quality. In addition, the assessment of pavement
condition is an error-prone process, depending largely on the subjective judgements of survey
personnels. In many ways, the analysis in this chapter is also affected by these constraints.
However, a spatial pavement degradation model inspired by methods in geographical studies
is proposed to take advantage of the spatial structures in the urban pavement network and to
overcome the above constraints to a certain extent (e.g., missing data in parts of the network,
measurement errors and etc.). The spatial model is compared with two non-spatial models to
assess their performance in pavement degradation modelling.
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5.2 Framework
The structure of this chapter is illustrated in Figure 5.1. The real pavement condition
degradation dataset is obtained for the city of San Francisco (SF). This dataset is based on
more than two decades of pavement condition surveys conducted by qualified personnel.
However, as many real world datasets, the SF pavement condition data are not perfect. First
of all, it contains some inconsistencies due to, e.g., missing records. A data cleaning step
is adopted to correct these inconsistencies as best as possible for the statistical modelling
process later. Also, some factors related to the description of the pavement degradation
process are not presented in the dataset, such as the pavement structures or the traffic loading
conditions. It is understandable for these factors to be missing, as they are hard to obtain
in practice. To address this problem, data from other sources are utilised to supplement
the pavement degradation observations, including the passenger car traffic (from Chapter 3
of this thesis) and bus traffic open data. This added information will be used to refine the
statistical model of the pavement degradation process.
A variety of model structures are then tested, including the traditional categorical-based
models, the extreme case of individual road based models as well as models explicitly
taking advantage of the spatial adjacency relationship in the pavement condition dataset.
The differences between these model structures can be understood to lie in the "spatial
resolution" being used. For example, in the simplistic case of the non-spatial categorical
model, pavement condition data are grouped into a few categories. A degradation curve is
then fitted for each of these categories. In this case, there are relatively abundant information
for building the degradation relationship for each pavement category. However, this model
structure does not allow capturing the variabilities within the pavement category and it is
unlikely that one single relationship would be sufficient to describe the degradation trend,
given the complexity in the actual pavement degradation process. To address this issue, a
second model with finer categories is also tested. In this model, each pavement segment itself
is regarded as one category and a degradation curve is obtained for each street segment. An
obvious problem of this fine granularity is the availability of data, as on average there are
only five observations of pavement conditions per street segment over the two decades of data
collection period. This prompts the application of the third model, which is still based on
individual pavement segments. However, information from neighbouring pavement segments
are borrowed when the data for one street are insufficient. This is based on the assumption of
spatial proximity that streets closer to each other are more likely to share similar degradation
behaviours.
The statistical regression is carried out based on Bayesian inference. In the end, the
suitable model structure and parameter set are selected according to several evaluation
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metrics, including the fitting and testing errors based on the observation data, as well as the
potential link to the traffic degradation models.
5.3 Background
Pavement asset managers have always been seeking methods that help with the decisions
of when and where to carry out maintenance [79, 86, 94, 246, 253]. In the past, such
decisions were largely hindered by the scarcity of data: usually pavement performance
models or insights were based on data collected at a small scale and thus not representative
enough given the natural variability of the pavement degradation process [121, 169]. The
situation has improved recently as, in many places, pavement inspections are carried out more
frequently system-wide [100, 152, 201]. However, when it comes to maintenance planning,
there are still many difficulties in producing a reliable pavement condition prediction model,
particularly with the strong presence of measurement errors inherent to visual surveys and
the lack of knowledge on crucial degradation-affecting factors (e.g. construction quality,
history of minor maintenance activities), as encountered in this study.
As a result, to address the issue of "imperfect data", additional structures in the data
should be considered as useful information, which will hopefully bring about more insights.
There have been several studies incorporating the underlying hierarchies of the pavement
degradation process. For example, a model is proposed by Anyala et al. [7] to assess the
impact of climate change on pavement rutting. In this hierarchical Bayesian model, level
1 parameters govern the degradation process of each surface group while at the same time
being constrained by level 2 parameters (network level). This hierarchical structure is used
to reduce the parameter estimation uncertainties. In another study [4], roughness (measured
by the International Roughness Index, IRI) was modelled in a linear hierarchical manner,
reflecting the structured variations of pavement IRI by each section, highway and road class.
These existing studies mainly rely on the known hierarchical structures of the street network
as additional information, while in this chapter, it is shown that the similar hierarchical
modelling approach can be applied in a more general manner, taking advantage of the natural
spatial structures of the street network.
5.4 Data
SF is again the case study area for building the pavement degradation model. Data used for
modelling pavement degradation in SF come from two parts: the pavement condition data
from the SF government’s open data portal, as well as the traffic-related data (traffic load)


















that have been obtained from the mesoscopic traffic simulations presented in Chapter 3 of
this thesis.
5.4.1 Pavement Condition Data
SF Public Works publishes the pavement condition data on DataSF (data.sfgov.org) under the
Open Data Commons Public Domain Dedication and License [171]. It provides historical
and current information on the Pavement Condition Index (PCI) of more than 12,000 street
segments in the city (Figure 5.2). PCI is a numerical scale from 0-100 that is used to
represent the general condition of pavement, with 0 being badly deteriorated roads and 100
representing brand new conditions. It was originated in the US in the late 1970s and is still
widely used for pavement condition assessment [216, 215]. Other measures of pavement
conditions include the IRI, crack rates, rutting depth, etc. However, the PCI condition dataset
is the only measure of pavement degradation that has been found for the case study area.
Fig. 5.2 Street network in SF, coloured by surface type and functional class categories.
Table 5.1 offers a glimpse of the dataset by showing the records belonging to street
segment "CNN100000" measured at different times over the past 20 years. The pavement
condition data are collected by the SF Public Works using visual surveys and they have been
used for asset management, decision making as well as publicity purposes. For example, they
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are used to demonstrate the pavement condition changes on a yearly basis and to compare with
other cities and counties in the Bay Area [235], to assess the outcome of major infrastructure
investments [212] and so on. As for pavement performance forecasting, the data are most
notably used in the calibration of the pavement performance model in StreetSaver, a Pavement
Management Software (PMS) developed by the Bay Area Metropolitan Transportation
Commission (MTC) and used by many local agencies in the west coast of the US. The
StreetSaver model utilizes a family of deterministic S-shaped curves to predict pavement
deterioration as a function of time, with model parameters obtained from weighted least
square regression [65]. To further improve the deterministic model in StreetSaver, a stochastic
model that projects pavement conditions as a probability distribution is proposed [192].
However, both of these two existing studies categorise the city-scale data by pavement types
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Although the earliest record date is in 1947, most record dates are after 1992 (Figure
5.3(a)). Initial explorations of the dataset also show that the PCI records before 1995 may
not be fully reliable, since for more than 70% of the street segments, the PCI values from
1992 to 1994 are exactly the same (see an example of such duplicates in Figure 5.3(b)). As a
result, only data collected in and after 1995 are used for further analysis.
Ageing is a major factor that leads to the degradation of pavement conditions [180]. In
the SF PCI dataset, only kerb-to-kerb maintenance projects are recorded. Based on these
maintenance records, pavement "age" since the last maintenance is calculated and used
as one choice of the explanatory variables in degradation models. As only maintenance
records can help to determine the "age" of the pavements, PCI records without clear previous
maintenance dates are thus removed. A scatter plot of pavement segment PCI versus age
based on the whole dataset at this stage is given by Figure 5.4. As there are overlapping
data points, all data points are made semi-transparent. Thus, the darker the colour, the more
points are located at a position. The downward pavement condition degradation trend can
be seen in Figure 5.4. However, it is also recognised that the data is very "scattered". For
example, pavement conditions at 10 years after maintenance (age = 10) range from about 50
to 90, which indicates a big variation of possible pavement conditions given the total range
of the PCI is from 0 to 100.
Next, some obvious outliers of the PCI records are filtered out. Outliers are defined
as survey records with an annual change of PCI larger than 40 (Figure 5.5(a)). Besides,
as only kerb-to-kerb maintenance works are documented, it means that small scale road
works, such as patching or pothole filling, are not reflected in the dataset. To mitigate the
influence of these missing maintenance records on inferring the degradation rates, streets that
show significant improvements (change of PCI larger than 20 per year) without maintenance
have their conditions shifted back to their previous values (Figure 5.5(b)). This allows the
examination of the general degradation trend of a particular road segment between major
maintenance events. Survey errors and the absence of some maintenance records are the two
major limitations in the data. These are actually two pervasive issues in pavement condition
databases and need to be solved, e.g., through automated pavement condition surveys or
better documentation of road works, for better degradation analyses and pavement asset
management purposes.
Traffic, material, climate and construction quality also play important roles in the pave-
ment degradation process [80, 158]. However, not all of these data are well documented or
easily accessible. In this study, only the pavement material types and road functional classes
are available from the original dataset. Table 5.2 summarises the number of street segments
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Fig. 5.4 A scatter plot of pavement section’s PCI versus age.
Fig. 5.5 Data cleaning examples. (a) Removing outliers. (b) Handling potential missing
maintenance records.
are asphalt concrete overlaid on top of Portland cement concrete. For the functional class
classifications, 28% streets are classified as arterial roads, 8% as collectors (less important
than arterial streets) and the rest 64% are residential roads. These categorical characters will
be taken into account in the subsequent degradation modelling.
After the above basic data cleaning and processing, 8,298 street segments and 55,111
PCI records remain in the dataset. This equals to about 6.64 observations per street segment
during the study period from 1995 to 2017. However, this is only the first step of data
cleaning to filter out the obvious problematic data points. A further step of processing needs
to be conducted while merging the pavement degradation data with the traffic data.
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Table 5.2 Pavement categories and numbers of street segments in each category
Street segment counts
(in brackets: abbreviations of
category types)
Arterial (A) Collector (C) Residential
Portland cement concrete (P) 99 (PA) 82 (PC) 1192 (PR)
Asphalt concrete overlaid on
asphalt concrete (O)
8 (OA) NA 40 (OR)
Asphalt concrete overlaid on
Portland cement concrete (C)
13817 (CA) 3780 (CC) 30524 (CR)
5.4.2 Traffic Data
As shown in the literature review in Chapter 2, pavement age and traffic load are two
most widely used explanatory variables to model the pavement degradation process. As no
information about the typical or cumulative traffic load is available from the SF pavement
condition dataset, traffic volume results from the mesoscopic traffic simulation in Chapter
3 (or the special case in Chapter 4 with 100% probe penetration rate and no probe data
variability) are used to augment the pavement degradation modelling dataset. Specifically,
the traffic volumes for a typical week in 2016 are calculated and this weekly traffic is scaled
to cover the whole period of the pavement degradation data from 1995 to 2017 by using the
bay area traffic growth rate. In addition, bus volumes are also included, while trucks are
not, as the road network within the jurisdiction of SF Public Works is not part of the known
truck routes (heavy trucks use designated routes that are within the jurisdiction of another
agency, Caltrans). The passenger car traffic volumes from the mesoscopic traffic simulation
and the bus volumes are then combined to calculate the cumulative equivalent single axial
load (ESAL, a measure of pavement damage potential) since the last maintenance for each
pavement condition inspection data point.
The passenger car traffic volume
The traffic simulation in Chapter 3 is based on the travel demand of passenger vehicles.
Pavement damages caused by these small vehicles are very often ignored, as "even a fully
loaded large passenger van will only generate about one-thousands of the damage a fully
loaded tractor-semi trailer can generate" [184]. However, as the residential traffic constitutes
the majority of all types of traffic in the local road network, it is still good to check the
impacts of passenger vehicles in this study. Figure 5.6a shows the weekly traffic (including
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weekdays and weekends) from the traffic simulation. The original travel demand for the
traffic simulation is based on data collected in 2016, while the pavement condition data
started in 1995. As no information has been found regarding the total traffic growth in the
city of SF in the past two decades specifically, the growth trend of traffic entering and leaving
the whole Bay Area at regional gateways is used as a proxy [236]. It can be seen in Figure
5.6b that this gateway traffic grew steadily from the mid 1990s till the mid 2000s and start
to decline around 2007, possibly influenced by the financial crisis. The decreasing trend
started to reverse around 2012. The series stops in 2016, so the traffic of the year of 2017 is
projected by assuming the same growth rate from 2015 to 2016. An estimation of volumes
of the passenger cars on the SF roads can thus be obtained based on these scaling ratios as
presented in Figure 5.6b.
One issue encountered at this step is the transferring of information from the traffic
simulation model to the pavement degradation model as the inputs. The traffic simulations
are conducted on the highly detailed OpenStreetMap (OSM) network, while the pavement
condition data are provided on a simplified network Figure 5.8 (a) & (b). There is no common
identification of streets across these two networks. As a result, a spatial conflation process is
carried out so as to obtain a mapping relationship of the two networks:
1. For a pavement link, draw a buffer of 5× 10−5 degrees. This corresponds to the
physical distance at about several metres and is found to provide a good buffer size for
this specific conflation task through trial-and-error. This is shown schematically as the
blue region around ”pavement link 1” in Figure 5.7 (a).
2. Find all traffic links that intersect with this buffer region. Tagging these traffic links as
”potential matches”. In Figure 5.7 (a), only the red ”traffic link” proves feasible. This
step uses R-tree spatial indexing inspired by Boeing [26].
3. Calculate the intersection length between all ”potential matches” and the buffer zone.
4. Find the ”exact match”, which should satisfy the following three criteria simultane-
ously:
• The intersected length should be no shorter than 90% of the maximum intersected
length of all ”potential matches”. This rule is set to retain the most likely matches
among all the ”potential matches”;
• The intersected length should be longer than 20% of the total length of the same
traffic link. This is to rule out cases when the traffic link touches the pavement
link, but not parallel to it, as shown in Figure 5.7 (b).
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(a) Weekly passenger car traffic volume from the mesoscopic traffic simulation.
(b) Bay Area gateway traffic growth at regional gateways
[236].
Fig. 5.6 Passenger car volume.
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• Among all the remaining candidate traffic links, the final choice is the link whose
intersection length is the closest to its total length.
5. Repeat from Step 1 till there is a matching traffic link for all the pavement condition
link.
6. After the above automatic procedure, a visual inspection is conducted around areas
with complex geometry to correct any obvious mismatches.
Fig. 5.7 Illustration of the graph conflation process. (a) The traffic link has large intersection
length with the buffer of pavement link 1. (b) The traffic link has small intersection length
with the buffer of pavement link 2.
As there is no fixed formula or a general solution for graph conflation, the above steps
(including the buffer size) are devised based on a trial-and-error process. These procedures
prove to work well for this case. The performance of the matching algorithm is manifested
by Figure 5.8 (c) & (d). The black links are those storing the pavement condition information
(pavement links) and the black numbers are the unique index for the pavement links. The
red links are those storing the traffic amount data (traffic links), while the red numbers are
the corresponding index of their matching pavement links. It can be seen that nearly all the
traffic links and pavement links are matched correctly (the black number being the same as
the red number). This establishes the correspondence between the traffic simulation network
















































































































































































































The bus and truck volume
Designated truck routes in SF are obtained from the Caltrans website and are compared with
the SF Public Works network (Figure 5.9(a)). It turns out that none of the road segments in
the SF Public Works dataset belongs to the truck routes. This is sensible as the SF Public
Works is a local agency and is not responsible for the maintenance of highways. As a result,
it is assumed that no significant truck volume exists on the pavement network in this study.
The highways are not considered in the pavement degradation modelling as their structures
are different from the local roads and are usually kept in good conditions. But the highways
are an important component for the mesoscopic traffic simulation part of this thesis.
Even though the trucks are not considered, the buses (which have a special name in SF,
the Muni) do operate on the local network. As a result, the Muni routes and schedules are
downloaded from the SF Municipal Transportation Agency (SFMTA) website. The data is
provided in the General Transit Feed Specification (GTFS) format, which was devised by
Google in 2005 to facilitate the sharing of public transit schedules. The quantity of interest
is the weekly bus volume, which can be obtained by grouping together the bus trips that
share the same path geometry (shape_id in GTFS). Then, this path geometry is mapped to
its nearest pavement segments in a similar process shown in the spatial conflation previously
in Figures 5.8 and 5.7. Figure 5.10 shows the processing procedure of the GTFS data and
Figure 5.9(b) is the weekly bus volumes mapped to the SF Public Works pavement network.
The bus routes are mapped to about one third of the pavement segments. The segments of
Market Street between the 1st and 2nd Street in downtown SF have the highest bus volume.
Each week 15,924 buses pass by, about 1.5 per minute. This is not surprising as there are 19
bus lines operate on this part of the street. On average, the weekly bus volume is found to be
1,526 on the subset of pavement segments serving buses.
Converting the traffic volume to Equivalent Single Axial Load (ESAL)
The weekly passenger car volumes and bus volumes on the SF road network by themselves
are not the best variables to be used for predicting pavement degradations, as it is the vehicle
weight, fleet composition, pavement type and structure that determine the damage caused by
the traffic. So the traffic volumes obtained above first need to be converted into a damage
potential measure.
A widely used approach is to convert the damage caused by a specific vehicle to the
damage caused by a standard load, e.g., the 18 kips (80 kN) ESAL [184]. According to the
Caltrans Highway Design Manual, the ESAL of a 2-axle bus is around 0.378 [38]. An 0.001
ESAL is considered for passenger car. Moreover, the vehicle distribution to dedicated bus











































































Fig. 5.10 Processing of SFMTA GTFS data to get weekly bus volumes.
lanes or High Occupancy Vehicle (HOV) lanes are not considered, which is reasonable for
this study as there is no information as for in which lane(s) the PCI data are measured, either.
The total weekly ESAL for each link is thus calculated as:
weekly_ESAL =
1
Number o f Lanes
× (0.378×weekly_bus_volume (5.1)
+0.001×weekly_car_volume)
Based on the same traffic growth trend in Figure 5.6b, the total cumulative ESAL since the
last maintenance is then calculated for each pavement inspection record. Figure 5.11 plots
the change of PCI over time with the pavement age and cumulative ESAL. However, as the
distribution of ESAL concentrates on the smaller side, the PCI trend with log scale of the
cumulative ESAL is plotted as well. In Figure 5.11 (c), the cumulative ESAL values are
shifted to the right by 1, so that the log values are non-negative, as the horizontal axes in the
other two plots. The scatter plot is coloured according to whether the pavement segments
carry any bus load. It can be seen that the pavement segments with bus traffic have distinct
degradation trends from those without, especially in the bottom two plots where the ESAL or
log ESAL is used as the x axis. As a result, the bus/no bus distinction is considered alongside
the pavement street type and functional class categories in Table 5.2 in the analysis. Plots in
Figure 5.11 are especially useful for determining the explanatory variables for building the
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pavement degradation model. Visually, age seems to be the best choice as the trend of PCI
degradation with pavement age is the clearest (Figure 5.11(a)). This is followed by log ESAL
(Figure 5.11(b)). The PCI against ESAL without log transformation is too scattered (Figure
Figure 5.11(c)). In the next section, pavement age and cumulative ESAL will be used as two
choices of the explanatory variables for predicting pavement degradation.
(a) PCI change with age
(b) PCI change with cumulative ESAL (c) PCI change with log cumulative ESAL
Fig. 5.11 PCI degradation trends with age, ESAL and log ESAL, ESAL shifts right by one to
set the minimum log ESAL at 0.
In all three plots in Figure 5.11, it can be seen that there is a string of data points at the
leftmost vertical line, corresponding to age = 0 or ESAL = 0. It is unlikely that pavements
just after maintenance would fail, so it is assumed that these clusters of points are due to
inspection errors or data entry errors. Similarly, there are also points at the horizontal line
corresponding to PCI = 100. These points also stand out from the rest of the observations.
As a result, datasets in these special clusters (age = 0, log ESAL = 0 or PCI = 100) are not
used in the modelling process. After this final filtering, the dataset consists of 36,580 PCI
observations on 7,204 road segments, or 5 observations per segment on average. Figure 5.12
shows the spatial distribution and the histogram of the number of available data points per
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street. The whole dataset is randomly partitioned into a training set and a testing set. The
training set consists of 29,810 records, or roughly 80% of the whole set. The testing set
contains the rest of the 6,670 records. In the further analysis, the training set will be used
to obtain model coefficients and to evaluate how well the models do in fitting a specific
large dataset; while the testing set will be used to check the generality, i.e., how well the
models perform when tested on data unseen. Although increasing numbers of the study now
partitions the whole data into a training, testing and validation set, the validation set is not
adopted in this study due to the relatively small numbers of models to be tested and selected
from.
5.5 Methodology
As seen in Figure 5.11, the pavement degradation data are rather scattered. As a result, age
or log ESAL itself is not sufficient to describe the variations in the dataset. One approach to
account for the variability is to divide the datasets according to some categories based on
their surface types and functional classes. Also, from Figure 5.11, further divisions based
on whether the pavement carries bus traffic or not is potentially helpful as well. However,
as there are only 8 surface type functional class combinations (Table 5.2) and 2 bus traffic
levels, the categorisation used in this simple model may not be sufficient to represent the
diverse pavement characteristics in reality (e.g., structural type, micro climate, etc.). It is also
possible to test the other extreme by considering each street itself as a category and grouping
the observed data by street IDs. This allows the individual characters of each street (e.g.,
climate, geology, construction quality, traffic load, etc.) to be fully captured and represented.
However, the numbers of parameters involved in this model will also be large and may lead
to overfitting. In this chapter, a third alternative is tested that involves a medium cluster
size, smaller than a street type/functional class category, but larger than an individual street.
Spatial modelling offers this capability by incorporating dependencies between neighbouring
spatial units and is chosen as the third modelling strategy in this chapter.
5.5.1 The spatial model
The spatial model allows smoothly varying coefficients across the entire study area. A simple
way to incorporate spatial relationships in a model is to include the longitude and latitude
coordinates as model predictors and fit in a trend surface. However, such models can only cap-
ture big, global trends if not using high order terms [137]. To represent localised interactions,
model structures such as the Geographically Weighted Regression (GWR), Simultaneous
















































Autoregression (SAR) and Conditional Autoregression (CAR) are more suitable [33]. These
model structures consider spatial dependencies between neighbours by imposing constraints
on the values (or residuals) of neighbouring sites [68]. Readers can refer to Jahanbakhsh et al.
[116] for a SAR model that predict pavement conditions with spatial and temporal lags. This
study is designed to model street-specific degradation rates as the average of neighbouring
rates, so an intrinsic conditional autoregressive (iCAR) ’Besag’ model becomes a natural
choice [18, 23, 135].
Pavement degradation with spatial effects can be formulated as a multi-level model shown
in Equation 5.2 [22, 199]: the first step is to model the distribution of the observations:
yik ∼ N(ηik, 1τg ) (5.2)
where yik is the k-th observed PCI at street i, given that most of the street segments have
more than one record in the past 20 years (Figure 5.12). yik is assumed to follow a normal
distribution with mean ηik and precision τg (inverse of variance). The distribution equation
states that the observed PCI centres around an unobservable mean ηik, plus some random
deviations determined by the precision parameter τg. In the second step, ηik is modelled as a
linear combination of the explanatory variables:
ηik = α+ξi +(β + vi +ui)xik (5.3)
ξi ∼ N(0, 1τξ
) (5.4)
ui ∼ N(0, 1τu ) (5.5)





xik is the explanatory variable (age or cumulative ESAL) corresponding to observation yik. α
and β are the global average intercept and age/traffic load effect shared by all streets. ξi is the
street specific variation in intercept, which itself is a random variable following a zero-mean
normal distribution (Equation (5.4)). β + vi +ui is the total street specific age or traffic load
effect for street i, where vi is the spatially structured individual deviation from the mean and
ui is the unstructured part. A Besag specification is adopted for modelling vi [18, 23]: as
shown in Equation (5.6), vi is a Gaussian random variable whose mean equals to the average
of neighbouring sites’ values v j ( j∼ i means i, j are neighbours) and whose precision τv is to
be estimated from the data. ni is the numbers of neighbours that street i has. Since vi is only
related to its neighbours, vi and vl are conditionally independent if i and l are not neighbours
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(the Markov property). So v = {v1,v2, ...} is said to be a Gaussian Markov Random Field
(GMRF).
In the third step of the multi-level model, prior distributions are assigned to model
parameters. Details on prior distributions will be given in the modelling section. A graphical
model for the three-level spatial model is given in Figure 5.13(d).
5.5.2 Bayesian regression using R-INLA
For multi-level models such as the one presented above, various techniques are available
for parameter inference, including the maximum likelihood estimation (MLE), the Markov
Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method and so on [59, 91]. Rue et al. [199] has demonstrated
that a direct approximation based Bayesian approach, called the Integrated Nested Laplace
Approximation (INLA), to be fast and sufficiently accurate for parameter inferences of spatial
hierarchical models. In the preliminary stage of this study, the MCMC approach also showed
promising and comparable results. Since the scope of this chapter is to compare spatial
and non-spatial model structures rather than the various inference methods, only INLA, the
fastest and most flexible approach according the author’s experience, is adopted.
Continuing with the notation definitions in Equation (5.2)-(5.6), the task of regression is
to estimate model parameters θ = {α,β ,ξ ,v,u} and hyperparameters ψ = {τg,τξ ,τu,τv}
from the data. Based on the Bayes’ theorem and conditional probability, the joint posterior
distribution of the unknowns given the data π(θ ,ψ |y) is given by:
π(θ ,ψ |y) ∝ π(y|θ ,ψ )π(θ |ψ )π(ψ ) (5.7)
From Equation (5.7), marginal posteriors of a parameter, p(θw|y), and a hyperparameter,
p(ψh|y), can be obtained through integration:
π(θw|y) =
∫




INLA does the above integrations through approximating the integrands with known
distributions. Based on Tierney and Kadane [228], Rue and Martino [198] proposed the
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following approximation:
π(ψ |y) = π(θ ,ψ |y)






where π˜G(θ |ψ ,y) is the Gaussian approximation of π(θ |ψ ,y) near its mode θ ∗(ψ ). The
formula is equivalent to the Laplace approximation of marginal posterior density in Tierney
and Kadane [228]. Similarly, the other integrand in Equation (5.8) is approximated by [199]:







Substituting the integrands in Equations (5.8) and (5.9) with Equations (5.10) and (5.11),
the marginal posterior distributions become integrations at a much lower dimension, which
can then be solved numerically. In this study, the R package ’INLA’ (www.r-inla.org) is used
for the Bayesian INLA regression. Apart from the methodological references by Rue and
Martino [198] and Rue et al. [199], information about INLA applications can also be found
in Blangiardo et al. [23] and Schrödle and Held [209].
5.6 Models
Three functional forms combined with two explanatory variables (age and log ESAL) are
designed to represent an array of modelling strategies:
1. Non-spatial categorical models:
• categorical−age: a non-spatial model with data divided into coarse categories
based on pavement surface type, street functional class (Table 5.2) and whether it
is part of the bus route. Age is used as the primary explanatory variable for the
regression;
• categorical− logESAL: similar to categorical−age except that the explanatory
variable for the regression is the log cumulative ESAL;
2. Non-spatial models for individual roads:
• street−age: a non-spatial model with data divided into fine categories based on
street ID, with age as the regressor;
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• street − logESAL: similar to street − age, with log cumulative ESAL as the
explanatory variable;
3. Spatial models for individual roads:
• SP−age: a spatial model with categories based on the spatial structure of the
pavement network, with age as the regressor;
• SP− logESAL: similar to SP−age, with log cumulative ESAL as the explanatory
variable.
The mathematical expressions for these models are given in Table 5.3. Directed acyclic
graphic (DAG) models showing variable relationships are provided in Figure 5.13. For
the purpose of clarity, the DAG models in Figure 5.13 are based on a simplified network
which consists of only four road segments in two pavement categories (Figure 5.13(a)),
as opposed to the 7,204 segments and 14 pavement categories (some combinations of
surface type, functional class and bus routes are empty) in the real dataset. Nonetheless, the
simplified network and DAG models in Figure 5.13 are sufficient to illustrate the structures
and differences of the three models.
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Fig. 5.13 Graphical models of road degradation. Symbols are consistent with definitions in
Equation 5.2-5.6 and Table 5.3. For clarity, random noises are not shown in the graphical
models. Global-level variables (α , β in the non-spatial individual road based models and
the spatial models, as well as the hyperparameters) are not shown, either. (a) An example
network made of 4 road segments and 2 road type categories; (b) Non-spatial categorical
model: coarse categorisation based on road type category; (c) Non-spatial individual street
ID based model: fine categorisation based on individual roads; (d) Spatial model: spatial
models with correlated parameters between neighbouring road segments.




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































5.6.1 Non-spatial categorical models
The non-spatial categorical model series is a simple structure where pavement condition
observations are divided into categories first based on the surface materials, street functional
classes and whether a segment belongs to bus routes, as shown in Figure 5.14 and 5.15.
Separately in each category, the condition degradation is modelled with a non-spatial linear
form, where age or log ESAL is the main explanatory variable. Visually, this is equivalent
to fit a linear trend to data in each cell in Figure 5.14 and 5.15. Although more complex
model forms can be used, such as the non-linear trend used by the Bay Area MTC [65], a
linear form is a good starting point for showing the overall trend and comparing with the
non-spatial individual models and the spatial models, which are also linear in nature.
This model is represented by the DAG in Figure 5.13(b). yA1 and yA2 are PCI observations
of pavements belonging to category A. xA1 and xA2 are corresponding pavement ages (or log
ESAL) (the explanatory variable). αA and βA are the intercept and age (or traffic) effect for
pavements belonging to category A. For the linear model specified here, ηA1, the unobserved
mean of yA1, is calculated as the linear combination of all the incoming nodes: αA +βA×xA1
and ηA2 = αA +βA× xA2. αA and βA contribute to all data in category A. The same applies
to data in category B, except that they use a separate set of parameters, αB and βB. As a
result, data and variables for category A and category B are put into separate boxes and no
link exists between them.
5.6.2 Non-spatial individual street ID based models
As each street segment may have its own characteristics, the second type of model refines
the categories in the non-spatial categorical regressions by treating each street as a category
itself, e.g., a separate box for each road segment as shown in Figure 5.13(c). A linear trend is
fitted for each street segment. α and β are the global average intercept and the coefficient
for the age or traffic effect. These two variables are shared by data in all categories (not
shown but contributing to all ηi js in Figure 5.13(c)). Besides, for each street segment i, ξi
and ui are individual street’s deviations in intercept and age effect (or traffic effect in model
street− logESAL) from the global mean. Both ξi and ui are assumed to be independent and
identically distributed (i.i.d.) variables (normally distributed, to be specific) and they only
contribute to ηi j within the same box in Figure 5.13(c).
The differences between the non-spatial categorical models and the non-spatial individual
models not only lie in the numbers of the categories. Furthermore, the intercepts and slopes
in the non-spatial categorical models are allowed to vary without constraints, while these
parameters in the non-spatial individual street ID based models have to satisfy global normal
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Fig. 5.14 Data categorisation for the non-spatial categorical age-based model. Light blue is
for street segments without bus traffic and dark blue is for street segments with bus traffic.
Meanings of other abbreviations are explained in Table 5.2.
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Fig. 5.15 Data categorisation for the non-spatial categorical log ESAL-based model. Light
blue is for street segments without bus traffic and dark blue is for street segments with bus
traffic. Meanings of other abbreviations are explained in Table 5.2.
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distribution constraints, controlled by precision variables τu and τξ . This is because, as the
categories become finer, fewer data points exist in each category and regression coefficients
will be significantly affected by errors in the data points. To prevent unrealistically large or
small intercepts and slopes from being obtained, global constraints are thus imposed to limit
their variation ranges. It will be shown in the upcoming subsection that the spatial model
addresses the same issue, but with a spatially-correlated parameter.
5.6.3 Spatial models
As there are nearly 8,000 street segments in the cleaned dataset, the non-spatial individual
street based models (street−age or street− logESAL) also include thousands of parameters.
However, most of the additional parameters (ξi and ui) are random effects that serve to
improve the model fit without revealing specific reasons or patterns. In comparison, the
spatial model partitions the street-level age effect into two parts: the spatially-structured
vi and spatially-unstructured ui. This is shown graphically in Figure 5.13(d), where ηi j,
now having six parent nodes (α and β not shown for clarity of the Figure), is calculated as
α+ξi +(β +ui + vi)× xi j.
The spatially-structured vi varies smoothly across the space and makes clusters of road
segments based on their degradation rates. Specifically, vi is assumed to follow the ’Be-
sag’ specification (Equation (5.6)), with mean value equals to the average of the spatial
components of its neighbours. This is the unique feature and an advantage of the spatial
model, which is to "borrow information/strength from neighbours". Neighbours are de-
fined as adjacent road segments. The more neighbours street segment i has, the smaller
the variance of vi. Similar to the non-spatial individual street based models, the spatially-
unstructured random effects (ξi and ui) are also subjected to the global distribution constraints.
The spatially-structured vi, on the contrary, can be viewed as localised constraints on the
parameter values.
5.7 Results
Parameter estimations for the degradation models are carried out in software R 3.4.1 [189].
Priors are specified as the following: for α , the PCI of newly constructed pavement, its
physical meaning limits its value to be close to 100. A normal prior with large variance
N(0,0.0001−1) is adopted for α . With sufficient data, it is expected that the prior is only
weakly-informative, and the posterior distribution will be much narrower than the prior. The
same rationale applies to β , the annual PCI degradation rate with age or traffic, whose actual
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value is estimated to be a small negative number around -5 to 0, and N(0,0.0001−1) is again
chosen as the prior. The hyperparameters τξ , τu, τv and τg are "precision" parameters that are
mathematically constrained to be positive. So the Gamma distribution with large variance,
Gamma(1,0.0005), is used as their priors. The Gamma distribution is parameterised with
the shape and rate parameters, while the normal distribution is parameterised with mean and
variance (inverse of precision), same as the parameterisation used in Section 5.6. Note that in
the previous chapter, the Gamma distributions are parameterised with the shape and scale
parameters. While the shape and rate parameterisation is adopted in this chapter as it is a
more common form in Bayesian statistics.
Resulting street-level initial conditions and degradation rates under the above specified
priors are shown in Figures 5.16, 5.17 and 5.18 as maps. Moreover, Table 5.4 and 5.5 provide
detailed numerical summaries of the results, including (1) values or distributional characters
of the regression coefficients α , β , ξ , u and v; (2) the root-mean-square errors (RMSE) on
the training and the testing datasets; and (3) the Deviance Information Criteria (DIC) for
comparing Bayesian models [220], which will be explained in detail later in this section.









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































5.7.1 Non-spatial categorical models
In the non-spatial categorical models, regression coefficients (α and β ) are obtained based
on street type category and the resulting degradation trends are plotted alongside the data
in Figure 5.19 and 5.20. For the age based model, as there are not enough data for streets
with surface type ’O’ (second row of the plots), their degradation trends are shown to be
completely unreliable. For categories where the data points are relatively sufficient, e.g.,
type ’PR’, ’CA’, ’CC’ and ’CR’, the degradation trends are more sensible. Besides, for these
four categories, the degradation rate for streets carrying buses (dark blue series), the slopes
are all slightly larger than the streets without buses (light blue series) in the corresponding
categories. However, the differences in the degradation rates are quite small, usually below
0.5 PCI per year.
For the traffic based model, as shown in Figure 5.20, the problem of the scarcity of data
still prevails for most of the results in the first two rows (road surface type ’O’ and ’P’).
For the categories with sufficient data (type ’PR’ and all the bottom row), the degradation
rates of the bus-carrying streets (dark blue series) are significant faster than streets without
buses (light blue series). Yet this is likely to be a modelling issue rather than the underlying
behaviour of the data. For the bus-carrying streets, the cumulative traffic load (the x-axis) is
significantly larger than the streets without buses, thus the data points belonging to the former
all shift to the right. While the use of the log scale for the explanatory variable concentrates
the data points with large traffic load horizontally, all together showing a steeper slope for the
bus-carrying group. As shown by the training and testing errors of model categorical−age
and categorical− logESAL in Table 5.4 and 5.5, the fitting of the traffic-based model (RMSE
of 12.58 for the training data and 13.09 for the testing data) is worse than the age-based
model (RMSE of 11.32 for the training data and 11.84 for the testing data), despite the clearer
separation of data in Figure 5.20.
Additionally, the results from the non-spatial categorical models are presented in different
forms as in Figure 5.16 and Figure 5.21 (leftmost clusters). They will be compared and
discussed with the other two models. It should be noted that different predicting variables are
used for the categorical−age model and categorical− logESAL model, so the coefficients
of these two models (e.g., α and β ) should not be compared directly.
5.7.2 Non-spatial individual street ID based models
The non-spatial individual street ID based models fit a linear trend for each street segment.
The fitting and testing performance of such models are much better than the categorical
models, as shown by the lower training and testing RMSEs (smaller than 8 for the training
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Fig. 5.19 Regression equations for the non-spatial categorical age-based model. Light blue is
for street segments without bus traffic and dark blue is for street segments with bus traffic.
Meanings of other abbreviations are explained in Table 5.2.
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Fig. 5.20 Regression equations for the non-spatial categorical log ESAL-based model. Light
blue is for street segments without bus traffic and dark blue is for street segments with bus
traffic. Meanings of other abbreviations are explained in Table 5.2.
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Table 5.6 Aggregating non-spatial individual street model results by surface type, functional









bus no bus bus no bus bus no bus
CA -0.97 -0.89 -1.26 -1.40 2317 955
CC -0.95 -0.90 -1.26 -1.36 699 573
CR -1.12 -0.97 -1.47 -1.53 844 5984
PR -0.99 -0.63 -1.50 -1.32 44 588
data and 10 for the testing data) in Table 5.4 and 5.5. Again, the age-based model performs
better than the log ESAL based model. Focusing on the age-based model, the results are
given at row street−age in Table 5.4 suggests that on average the initial PCI condition is
85.07 and drops by 0.96 every year after.
As in this model, each street itself is one category, so factors such as surface types,
functional classes and bus volumes are not modelled explicitly. Nonetheless, as one set of
intercept and slope parameters has been obtained for each street, it is possible to average
them by groups as shown in Table 5.6. Only groups with sufficient data points are included.
It can be seen that for the age model, the streets with bus traffic degrade faster with time
across all pavement surface types and functional classes, which is consistent with the results
of model categorical − age. While for the traffic model, most of the streets with bus
traffic degrade slower with increasing traffic load, opposite to the trend observed in model
categorical− logESAL when breaking down the categorisation to individual roads. This
could be because of the influence of priors when the group size is small in the individual
street based model.
The street-level initial conditions and degradation rates are shown as maps in Figure
5.17. Additionally, Figure 5.21 is provided for more visual and detailed comparison of the
results. In this figure, each point stands for the regression coefficient (the age effect) for
a group or a street segment. The points are clustered and coloured based on street types.
Red horizontal bars mark the locations of the 10th, 20th, ..., 90th percentiles for each group.
Comparing the non-spatial individual street based results (marked as 1.NSP_ROAD_AGE
on the x axis) with those from the non-spatial categorical models (0.NSP_CAT E_AGE on
the x axis), it can be seen that the regression coefficients are scattered even within the same
street category. For example, in the age effect obtained from the non-spatial individual
street based regressions, the 30th percentile is -0.36 for pavement surface type P (Portland
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cement concrete), residential streets (type "PR"), while the 70th percentile degradation rate
of the same type of street is -0.84, almost 2 times faster. This suggests that simple group-
level results in the categorical models cannot adequately capture the individual variations in
degradation trends.
5.7.3 Spatial models
The spatial models are spatial extensions of the non-spatial individual road ID based models
in a way that partitions the street-specific degradation rate into two parts: the spatially
structured vi and the spatially unstructured ui. Maps showing the resulting street-level
coefficients from the spatial models are given by Figure 5.18. It can be seen that, the resulting
degradation rates of the spatial model are considerably different from those of the rest in
terms of the spatial pattern. For example, in the non-spatial individual street based models,
degradation rates are estimated largely based on individual road segments. In comparison,
the regressions of the spatial models are coordinated between several street segments within
the defined neighbourhood. The degradation rate map from the non-spatial individual street
based models does not exhibit any special structure or pattern (Figure 5.17), while for the
spatial models, it shows regions of high and low degradation rates (Figure 5.18). This spatial
pattern can be further studied to reveal underlying causes of the differences in degradation
rates, such as the ground conditions, the micro-climate or the absence of sufficient drainage
capacities.
To compare the spread/distributional characters of the regression results from the spatial
and non-spatial models, Figure 5.21 is again used. In Figure 5.21, the resulting degradation
rates from the spatial models are further divided into two parts: SP−age(u) only shows the
non-spatial components (i.e., β +ui), while SP−age(v) shows the spatial components (i.e.,
β + vi). The variation range of vi is significantly larger than ui. In other words, a large part
of the individual variations in degradation rates captured by the model are explained by the
spatially-structured component.
5.7.4 Model comparison using RMSE and DIC
The last columns in Table 5.4 and 5.5 give metrics for model comparison. Among them,
the RMSE of the training and testing datasets are used to compare the fitting and predicting
abilities of the models. The training RMSE evaluates the "fitting" of the regression results
compared with the data. Smaller training RMSE indicates that the model results agree well
with the data. However, smaller training RMSE may also indicate that there are too many
parameters used for the regression. For example, if there are 10 data points for regression,
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Fig. 5.21 Resulting age effects from different models based on the streets without bus traffic.
See Table 5.2 for meanings of abbreviations.
a model with one parameter will probably have low training RMSE. But a model with 10
parameters will lead to a perfect fit to all the data points and lead to a training RMSE of
0. So the training RMSE alone does not adequately describe the model performance. As a
result, the testing dataset is introduced to "test" the regression model on the data that have
never been seen by the regression process. If the RMSE on the testing dataset is considerably
larger than the training RMSE, it indicates that the model "overfits" the training data and
cannot be generalised to other situations.
• The non-spatial categorical models (categorical_age and categorical_logESAL), due
to their oversimplified structures, have the worst fitting/predicting performance. In
fact, both models underfit the data, as the RMSEs on the testing dataset (11.84 for
categorical_age, 13.09 for categorical_logESAL) are about the same as the RMSEs
on the training dataset (11.32/12.58).
• The non-spatial individual street based models (street_age and street_logESAL) per-
form better than the non-spatial categorical models, with training RMSEs (7.05 for
street_age, 7.93 for street_logESAL) and testing RMSEs (9.14/10.06) both being
smaller. The RMSEs on the testing dataset are slightly higher than the training RMSE,
but not large enough to be considered as overfitting.
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• The spatial models have comparable training RMSEs as the non-spatial individual
street based models but slightly less testing RMSEs. Specifically, the training RMSE is
7.09 when age is used as the predictor, and 7.93 for the traffic load model. The testing
RMSEs are 9.10 and 9.55, respectively.
Comparatively, the improvements in fitting and predicting accuracy are not a significant
advantage for the spatial models. The most important strength of the spatial models is that
they have identified regions of high degradation rates. In fact, the spatial component is rather
dominant in the total variability of degradation rates of the spatial models (5.21). If the
pavement degradation rates do not possess spatial features, results would be expected that the
values of the spatial component vi being closer to zero for all roads. In other words, as the
data size for individual pavement is small, estimating its degradation rate is greatly affected
by the outliers (measurement errors). The non-spatial individual street based models address
this outlier influence through identical and independent prior constraints on the parameters,
while the spatial models introduce spatially correlated parameters. The spatial component is
found to be dominant, also proving that the spatially correlated constraints is a reasonable
problem-specific adaptation of the independent constraints. Comparing the performance of
using age or traffic load as the explanatory variables side by side from Table 5.4 and Table
5.5, it is found that age always performs better as the predictor. All training and testing
RMSEs of the age-based models in Table 5.4 are consistently smaller than the RMSEs of
corresponding models with log ESAL as the predictor (in Table 5.5). This has important
implications on the coupled pavement degradation and traffic simulation of this study and
will be discussed in Section 5.8.
The DIC is another metric to compare Bayesian models. It is calculated by using either
of the formula below [221]:
DIC = D(θ)+2pD (5.12)
DIC = D+ pD (5.13)
where D (deviance) is a goodness-of-fit statistics equalling to −2log(likelihood). Smaller
deviance indicates a better fit to the data. D(θ) is the deviance at posterior means (a
classical point-wise measure of model fit) and D is the posterior mean deviance (a Bayesian
measure of model fit). pD = D−D(θ) is the effective number of parameters and reflects the
complexity/degree of "overfitting" of the posterior distributions. pD is included in DIC to
penalise complex models. DIC combines the goodness-of-fit measure (D) and the effective
number of parameters (pD), thus reflecting both model fit and complexity. Smaller DIC is
better as it indicates a more desirable balance of fit and complexity. The absolute value of
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DIC is not meaningful and models are compared based on their differences in DIC. From
Table 5.4 and 5.5, the spatial models have the smaller DIC than non-spatial models and the
age-based models also have smaller DIC compared to the log ESAL based models.
5.7.5 Prior sensitivity analysis
The sensitivity of Bayesian results on the choice of prior distributions has been discussed
extensively in many previous studies [6, 90]. For multilevel or other complex models, even
the flat, uninformative uniform prior distributions can become restrictive and informative on
the transformed parameters. Thus, it is important to test a diverse range of prior distributions
and to see whether the same conclusions can be reached under different prior choices. In
the Bayesian models of this chapter, prior distributions are specified for the following model
parameters: the global intercept α , the global degradation rate β , the global precision τg
and precisions for street-level coefficients τξ , τu and τv. As α , β and τg are global variables,
there should be sufficient amounts of data to lead to accurate posterior estimations.
However, the global degradation rate β is an important parameter for the pavement
degradation analysis. The regression results for β based on the default prior distributions
are rather small. For example, for the age-based spatial model, the mean of β ’s posterior
distribution is less than 1. This means that on average, the pavement condition drops by only 1
PCI per year. Consider the time takes for the PCI to decrease from 100 to 50 as the pavement
life, results of β = 1 indicates that the pavement life would be 50 years. This is considerably
longer than the generally perceived life of the pavement (about 15 to 20 years). As a result, it
is crucial to check if the small β is indeed embedded in the data (due to data collection errors,
data cleaning procedures, etc.) or due to the modelling assumptions (e.g., prior influence).
The default prior for β is a normal distribution N(0,0.0001−1). Two other prior distributions
are tested, including N(−100,0.0001−1) and the narrow N(−100,0.01−1), as listed in Table
5.7.
Besides, for the street-level parameters τξ , τu and τv, their prior sensitivities are also
tested as there are relatively low numbers of data points for each street. Gamma distribution
is the usual choice of prior for precision parameters. Four Gamma priors with different
distributional characters (labelled D, E and F in Table 5.7) are tested first. It is possible to
use other probability distributions as priors. However, as some streets only have two to three
condition observations in the study period, uniform prior becomes too uninformative that
the INLA process fails to complete [77]. As a substitute, normal priors with large variances
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Based on the results of the estimated parameters, RMSEs and DIC under different prior
specifications, it can be seen that the outcomes of the regressions do not vary greatly given
different priors. Specifically, the degradation rate parameter β is always around -0.94,
indicating that slow degradation rate obtained is likely to be caused by the input data or the
data cleaning procedure, rather than the modelling process. One most likely reason behind
this small β is as the following: in the SF PCI observation records, minor maintenance events
are not documented. However, these minor maintenance (e.g., crack sealing) does have an
effect on improving the pavement conditions and preventing further degradation, which will
make the pavement condition degradation appears to be smaller over time. In the future, this
problem can be addressed by, e.g., more frequent measurements through advanced sensing
techniques.
5.8 Discussions
In this section, two topics related to the modelling of the pavement degradation in SF
are discussed. The first is a reflection on the (lack of) interactions between the pavement
degradation and traffic distribution. The second part comments on the suitability of the
spatial model for the simulations of the next chapter on transport system-wide CO2 emissions.
Although it is acknowledged that the outcomes of the pavement degradation model are not
completely satisfying, due to the relatively large RMSEs, it still provides a situation or case
study specific knowledge that is better than generic models borrowed directly from elsewhere.
5.8.1 Interaction between traffic and pavement degradation
Despite the efforts in this chapter to include realistic spatio-temporally varying traffic data
in the pavement degradation analysis, the traffic-based models are found to be consistently
underperforming compared to age-based models with similar structures. There are many
reasons behind this.
First of all, the traffic data supplied into the pavement degradation models are simulated
data rather than actual traffic counts. Although the traffic simulation model has been validated
preliminarily with an official traffic simulation model from the Bay Area, there is still no
guarantee that the simulated traffic volume (and the ESAL) reflect the real load history
that each pavement segments have experienced. At the beginning of this study, it has
been attempted to obtain the actual historical traffic volumes from open data sources or
local agencies, however unsuccessful. The annual traffic counts data obtained from the
San Francisco County Transportation Authority (SFCTA) are based on manual counts on a
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few specific days and the files are not digitised. So traffic simulation data from the traffic
simulations appear to be the only available choice.
Secondly, the pavement condition data based on manual surveys inevitably contain errors.
According to Tan and Cheng [225], the variability in the PCI measurements can be as high as
7 to 10 PCI points. As sometimes there are only 3 to 4 data points per street for building the
regression model, a deviation of 10 PCI can severely bias the estimation of the degradation
trend. Besides, the small maintenances such as pothole patching and crack sealing are not
documented. While these small repair works may improve the pavement condition locally
and prevent further degradations. It is likely that for two streets having comparable traffic
load, one has received a few more small maintenances over the past 20 years. This lack of
small maintenance records could mean that, even with the actual historical traffic data, it may
not be helpful in terms of building a more precise model.
Thirdly, as shown in the scatter plot of PCI and cumulative ESAL without the log
transformation (Figure 5.11(b)), hardly any downward degradation trend is available even
though the cumulative ESAL without the log transformation was initially devised to evaluate
the damage potential of diverse vehicle load conditions. The log transformed ESAL being
used is effectively converting the relationship back to age:
PCIik = αi +βi× log(ESALik) (5.14)
which is approximately equivalent to
PCIik = αi +βi× log(ageik× tra f f icik) (5.15)
PCIik = αi +βi× log(tra f f icik)+βi× log(ageik) (5.16)
where PCIik, ESALik and ageik are the PCI, ESAL and age of pavement segment i in year
k, respectively. The above equations show that, after the log transformation, the traffic is
now affecting the initial conditions, which is not the dynamic effect between traffic load and
pavement degradation that the analysis is seeking. Thus any effect of the log ESAL based
models is still largely reflecting the age effect. As neither of the ESAL and log ESAL used
in this analysis turns out to be a satisfying predictor, it has to be concluded that age should
be the preferred choice of the explanatory variable to predict the pavement degradation in
this specific study.
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5.8.2 Suitability of the spatial model for further analysis
A weakness in this study, as shown in the Results section (Section 5.7), is that for all
the models presented, their training and testing errors are around 7 to 10 PCI. This is not
surprising given the wide scattering of the input data. Actually, according to Tan and Cheng
[225], the variabilities in the PCI raw data from manual surveys are about the same level.
A limitation in the study is that degradations are only modelled linearly with age. Linear
models are adopted because they show the key trends more directly than other complex
models. But the downside is that the model fit would be compromised. The large RMSEs
in all three models are likely due to that their simple forms are not fitting the errors in the
measurements.
However, on the other hand, the spatial models indeed produce a better fitting and testing
performance than the categorical models, which is typically used for pavement modelling.
Also, the spatial models are able to adjust to missing data. This is demonstrated in Figures
5.17 and 5.18. Comparing the non-spatial individual street based models (Figures 5.17) and
the spatial models (Figures 5.18), it can be seen that the former fails to generate regression
coefficients for streets without any observations (marked by the small empty locations in
Figure 5.17). While for spatial models, due to the borrowing of information from nearby
roads, regression coefficients can be obtained for all the streets in the network. Further more,
the spatial model is compensating for the absence of important factors by the assumption that
the streets neighbouring each other are more likely to share similar materials, construction
qualities, ground conditions, micro-climates and so on. As a result, despite the limitations
in the degradation study, the spatial model (age-based) is still the best choice among all
alternatives to be used for further analysis.
For this case study of modelling pavement degradation in SF, the spatial model only wins
by a slender lead in terms of accuracy. But the real advantages of the spatial model are within
the analysis: first of all, it is able to estimate the degradation parameters for road sections
with missing or erroneous observations by borrowing information from adjacent sections,
while the information in the spatial structure of the pavement network is lost in non-spatial
models. Moreover, it can visually illustrate regions where pavements degrade faster than
average. These regions do not necessarily have the worst pavement conditions, but they
may need maintenance more often in the long term. Local engineers can be consulted, or
site investigations conducted, as for the underlying causes. The latter makes spatial models
particularly useful in the real practice, as it can assist asset managers to narrow down their
attention to a smaller region.
Chapter 6
Integrating traffic and pavement
modules for emission mitigation
simulations
6.1 Introduction
The previous chapters focus on developing tools, including a mesoscopic traffic mobility
model and a spatial-explicit pavement degradation model, both at city-scale with key inputs
from real observations from San Francisco (SF). In this chapter, the two models are integrated
together into a transportation system model. The integrated mobility and infrastructure
model will be used to study the effects of different CO2 mitigation measures, including
the eco-friendly route choice (eco-routing) and the emission reduction oriented pavement
maintenance (eco-maintenance). The focus is to bring the carbon mitigation strategies from
two distinct perspectives (traffic operation and infrastructure asset management) into the
same evaluation framework, to compare the characteristics of each strategy and to investigate
the strength of interactions when implementing multiple strategies together.
The transportation sector is the largest source of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions in
California. It is estimated to account for 39% of the total inventory in 2016, among which
the passenger vehicles are the major contributor [36]. Many mitigation measures have
been proposed to address the GHG emissions in transportation. From the pavement asset
management perspective, this includes the adoption of new materials or better maintenance
scheduling [193]. From the traffic operation side, emission mitigation opportunities have been
identified such as fuel economy improvements, congestion management, freight logistics
optimisation, car sharing and the recent adoption electric and autonomous vehicles [97].
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However, due to the complex interactions between various CO2 mitigation measures as well
as the knowledge barrier across fields, it is still unclear, e.g., how costly and effective the
CO2 mitigation strategies based on pavement asset management would be compared with
the alternatives from the traffic control perspective, and whether the interactions between
different strategies would complement or impair the outcomes of one specific measure.
This chapter aims to answer such questions with an integrated city-scale traffic mobility
and pavement degradation model. The idea behind integrating the two models can be thought
as the following: the mesoscopic traffic simulation can model scenarios regarding bottom-up
behaviour changes from individual drivers, such as switching to lower emission routes.
While the pavement degradation model represents the infrastructure condition change and
the related asset management process, reflecting top-down approaches from a government
agency to reach the goal of carbon emission reduction.
The traffic movements and pavement conditions are intertwined in many aspects. For
example, degraded pavements lead to an increase in rolling resistance and fuel consumption,
which may affect the route choices under an eco-routing scheme. Also, the uneven distribution
of vehicles over the network at different hours of a day can affect pavement asset management
decisions as for when and where to carry out roadworks. Integrating two city-scale models
has the benefit of ensuring complex scenarios as the above to be included in the analysis. In
this chapter, two scenarios will be investigated as for their effects on the efficiency and carbon
emissions of the traffic system: (1) eco-routing: the dynamic change of driver behaviours to
adapt to the traffic conditions as well as the pavement condition reductions and improvements;
(2) eco-maintenance: the adaptation of pavement maintenance scheduling (site selection)
according to the evolving traffic flow patterns in (1), so as to repair the most critical roads
(offering the highest return on CO2 reduction). As noted in the methodology review in
Chapter 2 and summarised in Table 6.1, the adopted traffic mobility model and pavement
degradation model are not the most advanced or sophisticated tools that are available in
the field of traffic simulation and pavement degradation modelling. However, they are able
to capture key variations (route choice, maintenance site selection) to answer the research
question and are found to be feasible given the availability of public data and the time scope of
this research. The innovation here is to combine the existing traffic simulation and pavement
degradation modelling methodologies together to form a system-level understanding of the













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































162 Integrating traffic and pavement modules for emission mitigation simulations
The pros and cons of the adopted traffic and pavement models are given in Table 6.1. For
the traffic model, it is basically a static traffic assignment tool with hourly travel demand
disaggregated to the individual traveller level. It has high spatial resolution (e.g., containing
all the drivable roads in SF, the case study city), but not so detailed as to include the changes
of geometry, traffic lights, etc. The temporal resolution of the traffic model is given by the
time step length, which is one hour for the case study. The travel demand is assumed to
be fixed, thus no activity rescheduling is involved. However, individual trips are explicitly
modelled and each traveller can choose the respectively optimum path, which involves heavy
path finding calculations running on the High Performance Computers (HPC). Also, the
multi-modal traffic network is not considered in the current version of the model. The
adopted traffic model is efficient due to the static assignment procedure, the trip-based fixed
demand and the use of the macroscopic volume-delay relationship. In addition, it models the
route choice with great diligence by calculating the optimum path for each traveller, unlike to
pre-calculate a few route choice sets as used in existing studies. It is believed that the effort
spent in calculating the routes for individual travellers are important for the simulation-based
CO2 emission quantification, as the key promise of the eco-routing strategy is related to the
flexible route selection of travellers under various traffic and pavement degradation scenarios.
For the age-based spatial pavement degradation model, it is adopted as it can provide an
individualised degradation trend for each street segment in the study area. Compared with
the categorical models that fit a degradation curve for each type of pavements, the spatial
model has better accuracy in matching the observation data. However, a limitation of the
pavement degradation model comes from the wide scattering in the observation data, which
is possibly due to survey bias and is found to be hard to eliminate. Also, traffic load is not fed
back to the pavement degradation as the age-based model is found to have better accuracy.
The other important consideration when developing these models is the matching of the
scale. Currently, both the traffic and the pavement models operate at the city-scale and have
link or street-level spatial resolutions. The pavement degradation is a long-term process,
and the traffic model can be run rather efficiently so as to allow the temporal coupling with
the pavement degradation model. Due to these reasons, the two models are adopted for the
simulation of the low carbon strategy scenarios.
6.2 Methodology
To achieve the goal of simulating emission mitigation scenarios involving both traffic op-
eration and pavement asset management strategies, the methodology framework shown in
Figure 6.1 is used to integrate the traffic mobility simulation model and the infrastructure
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degradation model. The output network-wide evaluation metrics include the total CO2 emis-
sions, vehicle hours travelled (VHT), vehicle kilometres travelled (VKMT) and the average
Pavement Condition Index (PCI). The framework involves four steps.
Fig. 6.1 Framework of integrating city-scale traffic model and pavement degradation model
for eco-driven maintenance.
Step 1. Base CO2 emission factor calculation
Base CO2 emission factor refers to the CO2 emitted by a single vehicle traversing the road
link at a given speed, not considering the impact of pavement condition. The widely cited
formula by Barth and Boriboonsomsin [15] is adopted for its simplicity (Equation 6.1). The
regression relationship of Equation 6.1 is based on GPS trajectories of probe vehicles running
on Southern California freeways (data on local roads are also collected but their emissions
are not analysed). The trajectories are first matched to loop detectors in the freeways and then
cut into snippets with the same level of services (LOS, a congestion measure). The trajectory
snippets are next fed into the Comprehensive Modal Emissions Model (CMEM) [210] to
obtain the unit distance carbon emissions. The average speed of each trajectory snippet is
then obtained and plotted against the unit carbon emissions (Figure 6.2). Although the scatter
plot is made with data obtained from the freeways, they are obtained under a wide variety of
LOS, from LOS A (best) to LOS F (worst, congested), which justifies the applicability of the
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relationship to urban roads.
ln(yCO2) (g/mile) = b0 +b1v+b2v
2 +b3v3 +b4v4 v in mph (6.1)
where yCO2 is the CO2 emission in g/mile, v is the average trip speed in mph. b0 ∼ b4 are
fitted coefficients (no physical meaning). The authors provide two sets of coefficients as
shown in Table 6.2: the steady-state coefficients for vehicles running at constant speeds,
and the real-world coefficients that consider the higher CO2 emissions associated with the
stop-and-go driving [15]. It should be noted that the speed variable v (x-axis of Figure 6.2)
refers to the average speed in a trajectory snippet, including the effects of accelerations
and decelerations. For the relatively low average speed regime (e.g., v < 55 mph), the
congestions are getting worse and the effects of accelerations and decelerations are more
prominent. This is illustrated by the increasing gap between the "real-word activity" curve
and the "steady-state activity" curve in Figure 6.2, as the latter shows the CO2 emissions to
be expected for driving at a constant speed.
As the traffic simulation module outputs the link-level average speed under congested
conditions, the real-world coefficients in Table 6.2 are more suitable and are adopted for
the calculation in this study. The imperial units in this as well as subsequent formulae are
converted to metric units for calculation and results presentations.
By using Equation 6.1, vehicle emissions can be estimated directly from the aggregated
link-level speed, rather than using the detailed second-by-second trajectories. Some may
argue that the link-level average speed alone cannot adequately capture the vehicle dynamics
such as the accelerations and decelerations [2]. However, obtaining detailed sub-link vehicle
motions requires either computationally expensive microscopic simulations (even the queue-
based MATSim is not enough as it does not give results about sub-link dynamics such as
accelerations or second-by-second trajectories) or GPS trajectories from a small number
of probe vehicles. This limits the scaling of the application to a large network. While
information of the aggregated link-level speed is easier to obtain both computationally and in
reality. For example, some navigation services such as Google Maps and TomTom provide
historical or real-time link-level traffic speed information (at a cost), but not the instantaneous
vehicle speed and acceleration. A similar approach has been adopted in Zeng et al. [252],
where link-level aggregated quantities are used to calculate emissions.
The terrain in SF is hilly and road gradients have been demonstrated in many studies to
have a great impact on fuel consumption and fuel emissions [28, 56, 85]. Generally studies
found about 100% increase in fuel consumption when road gradient increases from flat to
5%. As it is unclear how these results extrapolate further beyond, i.e., to the SF streets
with maximum gradient of 30%, a staged linear relationship between road grade and fuel
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Fig. 6.2 CO2 emissions as a function of average trip speed (Figure 3 in Barth and Boriboon-
somsin [15]).
Table 6.2 Derived parameters for Equation 6.1 (Table 1 in Barth and Boriboonsomsin [15]).
The coefficients are obtained from curve fitting and have no physical meaning. They are
designed to be used with the variables in imperial units in Equation 6.1.
Real-World Steady-State










0.2∗ yCO2,level, gradient ≤−0.05
(1+0.16∗%gradient)∗ yCO2,level, −0.05≤ gradient ≤ 0.15
3.4∗ yCO2,level, gradient ≥ 0.15
(6.2)
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where yCO2,level , yCO2,slope are the emissions at a levelled ground and on a sloped road.
%gradient is the road gradient in percent. When the road gradient is above 15%, Equation
6.2 predicts that the unit emission is 3.4 times that on a flat terrain. When driving down a slope
with gradient of -5% or below, the unit emission is only one fifth of the value on a flat surface.
This curve follows the road gradient and fuel economy relationship in Boriboonsomsin and
Barth [28] and is also in agreement with the conventional fuel vehicle fuel economy line
chart in United States Department of Energy [232]. For roads with gradient between -5%
and 15%, the emission correction factor is linearly interpolated.
Step 2. Calculating CO2 emission factor considering pavement degradation
The emission data used to build Equation 6.1 are obtained from models based on driving
pattern simulations inside laboratory with dynamometer [210]. Thus, it is assumed that the
emissions calculated by Equation 6.1 do not reflect the influence of pavement roughness on
the real roads. As a result, a pavement roughness correction factor is adopted to reflect the
impacts of pavement roughness on CO2 emissions. Pavement conditions that affect CO2
emissions usually include the macroscopic texture (indicated by Mean Profile Depth, MPD),
roughness (indicated by International Roughness Index, IRI) and deflection. Among them,
deflection impact can be ignored for passenger cars as they are not heavy enough to generate
deflections on the pavement surface [238]. However, as there is no information on the MPD
or IRI of the local streets in case study area [66], these indicators need to be calculated based
on existing information i.e., the PCI.
Both PCI and IRI are pavement condition indicators. As introduced in Chapter 5, PCI
was developed by the US Army Corps of Engineers and is used as a comprehensive index to
evaluate pavement surface distresses (ravelling, rutting, cracking, etc.). It is on a numerical
scale from 0 to 100, with 100 being the best condition. On the other hand, the IRI indicator
was proposed by the World Bank in the 1980s and measures the cumulative suspension motion
in a moving vehicle over travelled distance [179]. An IRI of 0 m/km indicates perfectly
smooth road surface. Highways in California usually have IRI between 1-5 m/km [241]. For
less important roads, the IRI can be higher (more degraded). Multiple relationships have been
proposed in the previous research of IRI and PCI. Park et al. [179] proposed a regression
model based on 62 pavement sections in North America and Canada, but suggesting that the
obtained relationship is only suitable for low IRI roads due to the limitation of the data behind
the regression model. Arhin et al. [10] proposed several linear relationships between IRI and
PCI using data from a dense urban area, including the relationship for composite pavements
(the category that most pavements in SF belong to) with 167 observations. Furthermore,
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Fig. 6.3 Relationships between PCI and IRI proposed in previous research.
another study utilised specifically 39 data points from states highways in the San Francisco
Bay Area [66]. These relationships from existing literature are plotted together in Figure 6.3.
As the relationships proposed by Park et al. [179] (red and blue curve) and Arhin et al. [10]
(green line) are obtained only with observations of pavements at relatively good conditions,
only the part of the curves with PCI larger than 50 are shown. The relationship by Dewan
and Smith [66] instead covers the whole range of possible PCI values. However, since it is
mainly developed from highway data, the predicted IRI < 3 m/km while PCI is 0 might be
low for city streets. In the end, a straight line that is roughly in the middle of these proposed
relationship is adopted, as shown by the black dot dashed line in Figure 6.3 and Equation
6.3. In this study, the degradation of the local streets are studied. As a result, the adopted
relationship is drawn more close to the green line (proposed by Arhin et al. [10]) as the latter
is based on data from city streets rather than highways. Varying the PCI in the range of 0 to
100, the resulting IRI in Equation 6.3 falls in the range of 1 to 8 m/km. This IRI range is
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The resulting IRI can be used to predict fuel consumption and emissions according to
various studies. Generally, one unit (1 m/km) of increase in IRI is reported to bring about
1-3% of increase in fuel consumption [138, 193, 241, 251]. As the value adopted to determine
the impact of IRI on fuel consumption and CO2 emissions will probably have large impacts
on the simulation results, two values are adopted in this chapter as a sensitivity analysis,
namely the 1% (lower value in the literature) and 3% (higher value in the literature) case.
Apart from the roughness (indicated by IRI), some research also recognises the macro-
scopic texture (indicated by the MPD) to influence vehicle fuel consumption, as shown in
Equation 6.4. However, the contribution of MPD is ignored in this study as (1) the magnitude
of MPD is usually lower than the IRI; (2) the coefficient a1 applied to MPD in a emission
model is a tenth of the coefficient a2 for IRI [241].
Tail pipe CO2 (tonne per 1000 miles)
= a0 +a1×MPD(mm)+a2× IRI(m/km)
(6.4)
Step 3. Calculating link-level emissions based on simulated traffic flow
The unit CO2 emission per vehicle per road link can be determined in Step 1 and 2. In Step
3, this unit emission is multiplied by the traffic volume (updated at each sub-step) from the
traffic mobility simulation module to calculate the total CO2 emission per link. This step
will produce results on the total emissions for each link in the network, which can be used to
prioritize the maintenance of certain roads that have the potential to offer the greatest carbon
emission savings after receiving maintenance treatments.
Step 4. Calculating network-level emissions
Step 4 is to calculate network-wide infrastructure condition, transport efficiency and CO2
emission metrics based on the results from previous steps. The metrics include:
1. CO2 emissions: Annual average daily CO2 emissions (AAD-CO2) on the whole or a
partition of the network managed by different agencies. The highways are managed
by the California Department of Transportation (Caltrans), while the majority of the
local roads are managed by the SF Public Works. A small percentage of the local
roads are privately managed. According to SF Department of Environment [211], the
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average daily GHG emissions (including CO2, methane and nitrous oxide, etc.) are
4,500 metric tons. This figure includes the estimated contributions of the heavy trucks,
which are not considered in this study.
2. Traffic efficiency:
(a) Annual average daily vehicle hours travelled (AAD-VHT). This indicates how
many hours the whole population of travellers spend in the network. Since the
travel demand (origin-destination, OD, matrix) is fixed, the smaller the value is,
the faster each traveller gets to the destination.
(b) Annual average daily vehicle kilometres travelled (AAD-VKMT). This metric
indicates how long the travellers travel in distance to complete their journeys. A
larger value indicates that some travellers are taking longer routes for, e.g., taking
the highways outside of the city centre.
3. Infrastructure condition: Average PCI of all streets in the city. This is the usual
indicator used by asset managers to evaluate the pavement conditions. It is a numerical
scale from 0 to 100, where an average PCI of 0 indicates the all roads in the city are
totally deteriorated. An average PCI of 100 indicates that all roads in the city are new.
The average PCI of local roads in SF (not including the highways) is usually around
65 to 74 [212].
Interfaces with the traffic mobility and pavement degradation model
The development of the traffic mobility simulation module and the pavement degradation
model have been explained in detail in Chapters 3 and 5. This section highlights some
modifications that are adopted to facilitate the integration of the two modules for system
efficiency and CO2 emission simulations.
The route choice in the traffic simulation module presented in Chapter 3 is based solely
on the link-level travel time at the time of departure. Travellers will choose the routes that
minimise their journey times. However, under certain low carbon travel strategies, some
travellers will instead travel on the routes that minimise the total journey CO2 emissions. In
such cases, the pavement condition data of each street will be transferred to the corresponding
links in the road network graph. The link-level PCI from the pavement degradation module
and link-level average speed from the traffic mobility module will be combined to determine
the link-level emission factor. This becomes the CO2 emissions per vehicle traversing a link
given the current traffic speed and pavement condition. This link-level CO2 emission factor
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per vehicle will then be used as the link weight and to be used in finding the least emission
path using the Dijkstra’s algorithm.
For the pavement degradation and maintenance module, it is modified to receive the total
link-level traffic emissions. The total link-level emissions are calculated by summing the
emissions from all vehicles traversing the link, which in turn depend on the time-varying
traffic speed and the current pavement conditions. The total link-level emissions are stored as
road attributes in the pavement degradation and maintenance module. Under certain emission
mitigation strategies, pavements that can offer the highest reductions in CO2 emissions have
higher priority in receiving maintenance.
Other interactions between the traffic mobility and pavement infrastructure modules are
not fully included, notably (1) the delays and congestions due to construction disruptions,
(2) the reductions in free flow speed or road capacities on degraded roads and (3) the effect
of traffic load on pavement degradation. Construction delays (1) are not considered mainly
because of the computational difficulty. Currently, it takes around 6 minutes to carry out
traffic simulations for a typical day (around 2 million trips). For an analysis period of 10
years, simulating a different traffic patterns according to the daily construction plan would
lead to 300-400 hours of simulation for just one scenario. As a result, the effects of pavement
roadworks on the traffic efficiency and network-wide emissions are only carried out in the
preparatory analysis for one typical day on three different roads. (2) is not considered as
there is no consensus as for the direct impacts on traffic flow speed and capacity from the
literature [242]. The exclusion of traffic load effect (3) in the pavement degradation module
is based on the conclusion from Chapter 5, which may be a result of the data quality of this
study. It is likely that in future studies based on a different dataset, the effect of traffic load
will become a more significant explanatory factor than pavement age since last maintenance.
6.3 Preparatory analysis
The simulation of transportation network-level CO2 emissions relies on a series of assump-
tions. This section presents some preparatory simulation experiments conducted around
two key assumptions. It includes a desktop study that identifies the suitable pavement main-
tenance method and budget constraints based on reports published by the local agencies.
Additionally, as the current simulation speed does not permit a detailed day-to-day analysis
of the traffic delays caused by roadworks, a group of smaller simulations are conducted
to quantify the effects of such disruptions. Although not conclusive, such simulations can
offer some intuition as for how different the results would be if maintenance delays were
considered.
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6.3.1 Pavement maintenance method and budget
The SF road network is mainly managed by two authorities: the Caltrans which is responsible
for the 130 km of highways, as well as the SF Public Works that maintains the 1,400 km of
local roads. In the past, there have been numerous studies investigating the environmental
impacts of highway segments during the construction, operation and maintenance stages.
However, similar works on local roads are rarely seen. This is probably because on local
roads, where the traffic volumes are considerably lower than on the highways, the extra
roadworks to keep the road smooth are often considered not cost effective if the goal is to
reduce the emissions [203]. But in busy urban areas such as SF, over half of the mileages of
passenger car journeys are on local roads. The local roads usually have worse conditions than
the highways (higher potential of maintenance improvements) and the difficulty in roadworks
are also smaller (less traffic disruptions and maintenance costs). Especially considering the
carbon emission and mitigation at the network level, the contributions and opportunities from
the local roads could become an important component.
As the pavement degradation model is built with data from the local road network, it will
continue to be the main focus of the emission reduction analysis. Besides, it also serves to fill
in the research gap and improves the understanding of the CO2 mitigation opportunities from
the local roads. For the highways, it is assumed that they enjoy a stable level of maintenance
funding and their conditions can be sustained at the PCI of 85. This corresponds to an IRI
of 2 according to Equation 6.3 and is in accordance with a Caltrans report stating that the
majority of the highways in the Bay Area have IRI between 1.5 and 2.6 [37]. The emissions
due to the roughness of the highway part of the network will be calculated based on this PCI
value. According to the IRI sensitivity factor identified above, this corresponds to a 1 or 3%
increase in fuel consumption and emissions, compared to driving on brand new roads.
For the local pavement network, the initial PCI at the beginning of the analysis (2017) and
segment-level degradation rates are borrowed from the model from the Chapter 5. However,
the initial average PCI from the model (PCI = 79) does not match the latest observation
released by the SF Public Works, which is 74 [212]. Thus, the intercept term are recalibrated
to reflect this new information. In the results section, a comparison will be included as for
the differences in the outcomes depending on whether the initial PCI of 74 or 79 is used.
Also, it is noticed that the PCI degradation rates from Chapter 5 are rather small (on average
the PCI reduces by 1 per year). This is probably due to the fact that some small localised
pavement repair activities that improved the pavement conditions were not recorded in the
degradation dataset, so the pavements appear to degrade slower. To address this possibility, a
sensitivity analysis is also included to investigate the differences in outcomes if the actual
degradation rates are faster than the regression results from Chapter 5.
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For the maintenance of the local roads, several treatment techniques are found from the
SF Public Works reports (Table 6.3, [48, 49]). In these documents, street block often serves
as the unit of roadworks. A street block is a two-way road segment between consecutive
intersections and is usually around 100 metres. The OSM network adopted in this study
contains 11,296 blocks of local streets, which is about 12% less than the official figure
of 12,855 blocks [49]. This is because the many small streets leading to the entrances of
buildings are considered to be service roads and are not included in the traffic simulation
network. In this chapter, only the repaving maintenance technique is studied, as the cost of
the smaller preservation-type maintenance is cheaper, meaning that they may be carried out
more sporadically. In addition, they may not offer significant improvements of pavement
roughness as well [238]. Reconstruction works can reset the pavement roughness to the
initial value. However, as the agency’s budget is limited, the scheduling of the expensive
reconstruction works should be a more complex process and should prioritise factors such as
the structural safety.
The reports from SF Public Works highlight the importance of budget to pavement
maintenance [48, 49]. With a funding level of 218.6 million US dollars for three years
from a special bond and other sources, the agency is able to preserve, repave, construct and
reconstruct 2,525 street segments in three years. In particular, 148.4 million dollars are from
a special bond that will be used specifically to treat 1,389 street segments over three years.
In reality, the resurfacing program received a larger share of the fund, allowing 1,423 streets
to be resurfaced [49]. As no further breakdown of the funding is available regarding the split
between different maintenance techniques, it is estimated based on the unit cost of Table 6.3
for the total number of repaving projects at two funding levels.
In Table 6.3, three types of pavement treatment methods are listed, including the preser-
vation, repaving and reconstruction. The preservation methods are the least disruptive ones,
with commonly used techniques being the slurry sealing, crack sealing, etc. These techniques
are applied to pavements with medium level of degradation (PCI between 64 and 84) to
correct minor defects. The costs associated with pavement preservations are also the lowest.
The next type of maintenance treatment is the road repaving, which involves milling off the
top layer of the existing road surface and applying a new layer of asphalt. It is applied to
pavements that are deteriorated into a PCI of 50 to 63 and the cost of repaving is more expen-
sive than road preservations. When a road is badly deteriorated (PCI ≤ 49), reconstruction or
similar major interventions are needed. The cost of this type of roadworks is the highest and
the traffic disruption time is also the longest. Combining the usual cost estimation in Table
6.3 with the budget information from the local agency [49], the two levels of budget assumed
in this study are estimated as the following:
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Table 6.3 Pavement treatment categories [48, 49].
Treatment Applied to PCI Average cost per block (in US
dollars)
Preservation (slurry sealing or
crack sealing to extend the
life of the pavement)
64 - 84 9,000
Repave (grind off and replace
the top two inches of asphalt,
sometimes called overlay)
50 - 63 97,800
Reconstruction or resurface
with base repair
0 - 49 436,400 (for reconstruction)
or 140,000 (for resurface with
base repair)
• The "low budget" case: Without sustaining the funding level available with the spe-
cial bond, the pavement maintenance budget will be 218.6− 148.4 = 70.2 million
dollars. This is split into three years, equalling 23.4 million dollars per year. As
preventative maintenance is relatively cheap and construction/reconstruction is rare,
it is assumed that the repaving project takes the majority of budget. Given that it
takes 97,800 dollars for repaving a block of street, the low budget case seeks to repair
23,400,000/97,800 ≈ 200 blocks of pavements each year (1.56% of all pavement
segments).
• The "high budget" case: If the relatively ample funding income can be sustained
as during the special bond funding period in 2011-14, equivalent to 148.4/3 = 49.5
million dollars of extra funding per year will be available on top of the 23.4 million
dollars from the low budget case. This leads to a budget that allows a total of 700
streets to be resurfaced annually, which is identified as the high budget case.
6.3.2 Quantifying impacts to traffic during roadworks
Pavement maintenance could cause traffic disruptions and induce additional CO2 emissions.
As for whether this cause of emissions is significant to gain consideration, different conclu-
sions have been reached in the literature. In Galatioto et al. [83], based on a case study of
an inter-urban road in the UK, it is found that the emissions caused by traffic disruptions
at roadworks are relatively small (1% of the construction process emissions) unless the
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roadworks are carried out during the peak hours or on high traffic volume roads. While
studying a 1,600 lane-km sample of asphalt pavements in California, Reger et al. [193] totally
ignored the emissions from traffic delays on the ground that highway rehabilitations are
usually carried out overnight, so as in Wang et al. [241].
It is desirable to include the roadwork disruption effects into the analysis of this chapter.
However, this will make the computation prohibitively expensive giving the current speed
of the traffic simulation. Currently, it takes nearly one hour to simulate the hourly traffic
distribution of a seven-day week. While in this chapter, it is planned to simulate the traffic
over 10 years under many scenarios. As a result, it is impossible to include day-by-day
variation of traffic due to the construction work. Given it is important to understand the
construction delay and emission increase, several single day simulations are conducted in
this section to investigate the roadwork delay effects.
Three roads are chosen from the network, which respectively have the highest, median
and lower quantile traffic volumes among all local streets on a typical Friday. The locations
of these representative streets are given in Figure 6.4. Simulations are carried out with these
streets being closed on Friday (the busiest day of the week) and various network-level metrics
are calculated and presented in Table 6.4. The daily vehicle volumes on each street without
maintenance disruptions are 302, 5,676 and 94,904, respectively. When maintenance works
are carried out on these three representative local streets (in three independent simulations,
not simultaneously), the daily traffic volumes on these streets become 0 as expected. For
construction works carried out on the streets with low or median levels of traffic, the disrup-
tions to traffic are almost discernible at the network-level compared to the normal operating
conditions without maintenance disruptions. If the roadwork is carried out on the street with
the highest traffic volume, the disruption effects are more visible, albeit still small. The CO2
emissions from the local road network or the whole network are around 0.5% higher than the
normal operating conditions. The total VHT increases by about 1%, while the changes in
VKMT are less obvious.
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It should be noted that in this preparatory analysis, roadwork closures are assumed to
last for 24 hours. While not all roadworks are carried out on high traffic volume roads, the
long-term effects of roadworks maybe smaller than the last column (closing the busiest road)
in Table 6.4. However, on the other hand, maintenance on several sites may be carried out
on the same day, compounding the traffic disruptions in the city. As a result, Table 6.4 does
not provide a conclusive answer as for the maintenance impacts, including the additional
emissions caused by the traffic disruptions. Nevertheless, such results are still useful for
understanding the implications of not including the day-to-day maintenance disruptions in
the full simulation.
6.4 Simulation set-up
Several scenarios are designed to explore the outcomes in terms of the infrastructure condi-
tions, transport efficiency and CO2 emissions under different carbon mitigation measures.
From the traffic side, a change in driver behaviour is introduced by assuming eco-routing at
various participation levels. From the pavement asset management side, an emission miti-
gation oriented maintenance site selection scheme (eco-maintenance) is compared with the
scheme where the maintenance of roads with the worst conditions (PCI-based maintenance)
is prioritised. Furthermore, two sensitivity variables are included throughout all simulations,
namely the maintenance budget and the influence on vehicle emissions due to the roughness
increase (IRI sensitivity). The parameter set-ups of the total 32 simulations are summarised
in Table 6.5. Scenarios concerning traffic growth are presented additionally in Section 6.6.
6.4.1 Scenario 1: PCI-based maintenance
This scenario is designed to reflect a maintenance strategy that does not prioritise the reduction
of the vehicle CO2 emissions due to pavement roughness. The actual pavement selection is a
complex decision coordinated between the pavement asset managers, utility companies and
other agencies. Besides, the distribution of the improvement opportunities need to consider
the equity between commercial and residential areas. According to the City and County of
San Francisco [48], the street repaving program will prioritise the transit and biking networks,
PCI scores, functional classifications, project readiness, equitable distributions and public
complaints. Many of these realistic issues cannot be fully reflected in the simulations. So
Scenario 1 is designed as a simplistic representation of the status quo, namely the pavements
are selected for maintenance solely based on the PCI score. In this scenario, the city-wide
average pavement condition is expected to improve given sufficient budget.
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Table 6.5 Simulation scenarios
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As for the traffic behaviours in this scenario, it is assumed that travellers still choose
the fastest route. In other words, there is no change in travellers’ behaviours compared to
Chapters 3 and 4 of the thesis.
6.4.2 Scenario 2: CO2 emission mitigation oriented maintenance site
selection (eco-maintenance)
The second scenario is designed to quantify the CO2 emission reduction benefits of a new
pavement management scheme. Specifically, the maintenance site selection is assumed to
focus on repairing the pavements for the purpose of reducing the use phase vehicle emissions
caused by pavement degradation. The limited resources are allocated to pavement segments
that can offer the greatest CO2 savings. Pavement segments receiving treatments usually
have low PCI (as in Scenario 1), as well as high traffic volumes. Maintaining pavement
segments that satisfy both conditions (low PCI, high volume) leads to the highest reductions
in terms of CO2 emissions. In Scenario 1, the roads with the most severe deteriorations are
selected for maintenance. However, if only low numbers of vehicles use these streets, the
potential of CO2 reduction will not be significant. Thus in Scenario 2, some less used poorly
deteriorated streets may not be treated with high priority.
In this scenario, travellers are assumed to keep the route choices that minimise the journey
times. As a result, the eco-maintenance scenario is not expected to alter the traffic behaviours
of the travellers as well.
Scenarios 1 and 2 focus on the effects of different pavement maintenance strategies. Such
analysis relies heavily on the assumptions of the underlying pavement degradation process.
In Chapter 5, a spatially correlated pavement degradation model has been proposed. But
Chapter 5 also shows that, in reality, the pavement condition data are highly scattered and
the degradation trends hard to be fully captured by any model. To account for the possible
deficiencies in the pavement degradation model, a parameter sensitivity analysis will be
carried out. This includes an investigation of the following pavement degradation model
parameters:
• Starting conditions: As stated at the beginning of this chapter, the initial condition
obtained from the degradation model for the first year of analysis (2017) is 79. However,
the record from the SF Public Works shows a PCI of 74 on the same year [212].
Recalibrating the model to match this new information, the starting conditions of all
pavement segments are set to 5 less in this chapter. It will be shown how this shift in
the starting conditions affects the simulation results.
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• Degradation rates: Based on the pavement degradation model obtained in Chapter 5,
on average the pavement PCI only drops by about 1 point per year. This degradation
rate is considerably lower than the general perception. Generally, given a pavement
design life of 20 years, degradation from PCI of 100 to around 40 or 50 is expected
to happen. There are multiple reasons for the low degradation rates to be obtained
in Chapter 5. First of all, in the pavement condition dataset used for the regression
analysis, small maintenance repairs that improve PCI slightly are not documented,
making the degradation rates appear to be slower. On the other hand, as the pavement
PCI tends to drop significantly in a short time period after construction (usually within
the first few months), the intercept term (age zero condition) in the regression model
is not fixed to 100. Without this constraint, the slope of the regression model also
becomes smaller. To test if a faster degradation rate makes a difference on the outcomes
of eco-maintenance, a sensitivity comparison on the degradation rate is also included.
• Maintenance gain/quality: It is not guaranteed that maintenance treatment can always
bring the pavement PCI back to 100. Research has suggested a partial recovery of
PCI due to maintenance such as pavement overlay [65]. As a result, the potential of
PCI improvements through maintenance is also investigated as for its effect on the
simulation results.
6.4.3 Scenario 3: eco-routing
In Scenario 3, some travellers start to incorporate the low carbon criteria into their route
choices. In the traffic simulation developed in Chapter 3, all travellers are assumed to choose
to travel on the fastest routes. While in this chapter, it is assumed that some travellers become
more concerned about the footprint of their journeys and choose the routes that will generate
the least CO2 emissions (eco-routing). In this scenario, link attributes, including the speeds
(congestion levels), the gradients as well as the pavement conditions will all affect the traffic
distributions to various degrees. In particular, the congestions and pavement conditions are
time-varying and require the coupled traffic and pavement degradation simulations to be
carried out sequentially for the duration of the study period.
Three eco-routing sub-scenarios are evaluated, with 10%, 50% and 100% out of all the
trips in each hourly travel demand being assumed to switch to the eco-friendly path. The
routing criteria (shortest time or least emission) are randomly assigned to drivers at the
beginning of the simulation, but the total percentages of eco-routing trips (10%, 50% and
100%) are consistent with the sub-scenario specification. To investigate the effect of the
random splitting of eco and non eco-routing trips, repeated simulations with various random
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seeds are included. Compared with the eco-maintenance strategy, eco-routing represents
more of a bottom up behaviour change voluntarily adopted by individual drivers, but this
behaviour can also be incentivised through policies such as emission charges. The current
trip-based nature of the traffic simulation is not sophisticated enough to incorporate complex
traveller behaviours, such as stratifying the population and linking the route choices with
the socio-demographic status. This extra layer of complexity can be explored through
activity-based traffic models in future research.
6.4.4 Scenario 4: eco-maintenance and eco-routing combined
Scenario 4 investigates the outcomes based on the combined eco-maintenance and eco-
routing strategies that were introduced separately in Scenarios 2 and 3. This scenario is
designed to quantify the combined values of implementing different emission mitigation
approaches from two distinct perspectives (traffic operation and pavement asset management).
In particular, due to the existence of interactions between the traffic operation and pavement
asset management, this scenario is important for evaluating the outcomes of simultaneously
implementing multiple carbon mitigation measures in the same system. The following
interactions between the traffic operation and pavement maintenance are considered:
1. With eco-maintenance, the conditions of the local roads will be different from those
obtained with the PCI-based maintenance scheme (in Scenarios 1 and 3). This change
in the pavement conditions will lead to an alteration in the link-level emission factors.
As some road links become more eco-friendly while others less, this might attract or
dissuade the eco-routing travellers from using them.
2. With eco-routing, the traffic distributions will also be different from those obtained
from time-based fastest routing. Although from Chapter 5 it has been decided that these
variations in the traffic distributions will not change the pavement degradation trend
(pavement degradation model uses age as the explanatory variable), they will affect
the maintenance site selections under the eco-maintenance scheme. If eco-routing
leads to more frequent use of certain roads, they will also receive higher priority in the
eco-maintenance process.
To quantify the strength of such interactions, the impacts on CO2 emissions, VHT, etc.
of the combined measures will be calculated. It will be compared to see if they are higher,
lower or equal to the simple sums of the outcomes when different measures are implemented
independently.
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6.4.5 Other sensitivity factors
The calculation of CO2 emissions from the transport system relies on many assumptions
as introduced in Section 6.2. Among these assumptions, some are of higher certainty than
others, such as the widely cited speed-emission relationship and the PCI-IRI relationship.
However, the validity of some other parameters are hard to determine. Specifically, there is
no strong consensus as for how much extra CO2 emissions are caused by a unit increase in
pavement roughness (IRI sensitivity), yet this factor has a foreseeable significant influence on
the analysis outcomes. As a result, two levels of IRI sensitivity are included in the simulations
as a sensitivity parameter: when the pavement IRI increases by 1 m/km, the CO2 emissions
are assumed to grow by 1% as the lower bound or 3% as the higher bound.
The budget level is another sensitivity factor that is carried out throughout all scenarios.
The low budget case allows the repairing of 200 street blocks per year, while in high budget
case, 700 street blocks can be repaired annually. Given the total number of 11,296 local street
blocks, the pavement segments receive maintenance treatments in every 56 years on average
in the low budget case, almost twice the pavement service life of 20 to 30 years. While in the
high budget case, the pavements are maintained in every 16 years on average.
The traffic growth rate is not considered as a sensitivity factor until in Section 6.6. The
reason for not including the increasing demand in the majority parts of the simulations is
to isolate the effects of traffic growth on the CO2 emissions and traffic efficiency measures
from the effects of the maintenance and routing strategies. In Section 6.6, the analysis is
extended to include the traffic growth rate according to the projections by the local transport
agencies [54].
6.4.6 Other simulation set-ups
Due to the computational efforts involved, the study period of each scenario is assumed to
lasts for 10 years in most cases. In the sensitivity analysis related to the pavement degradation
model parameters, the study period lasts for 20 years to demonstrate the longer-term effects.
Throughout the analysis (in this section), the travel demand is assumed to be fixed, i.e., no
annual traffic growth. This assumption of fixed travel demand is made so as to separate
the environmental effects of pavement management and traffic operation from those caused
by the increasing levels of traffic. In addition, forecasting the growth of different types
of vehicular traffic (petrol cars, diesel cars, alternative fuel vehicles and public transits)
and converting the growth to trips (attaching origins, destinations and departure times) are
significantly more complex. However, in order to understand the impact of potentially higher
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travel demand, the traffic growth scenarios are included in Section 6.6 as stated in the above
section.
All simulations are conducted on the HPC facilities. It takes around 6 minutes to simulate
the traffic of a typical day, but the actual queuing time can be much longer. Simulations
of different years that belong to the same scenario (same row in Table 6.5) need to run
sequentially, as the route choices and maintenance site selections of Year 2 depend on the
traffic distributions and pavement conditions of Year 1, and so forth. To reduce the running
time (as well as the queueing time on the HPC), only the traffic on a representative day is
simulated for each year in the study period. Among the seven days of a week, Wednesday is
chosen as the representative day as its total number of trips (1.6 million) is the closest to the
daily average of a typical week. It should be noted that in Chapter 3, traffic simulations are
conducted for a whole week. While in Chapter 4, only the Friday traffic is simulated to reduce
the computational burden while investigating the impacts of the probe penetration rates and
probe data variability. The reason to choose Friday for the analysis in Chapter 4 is because
the travel demand on Friday is the highest, so clearest distinctions can be expected regarding
the outcomes in traffic efficiency due to the different levels of probe data availability and
variability. In this chapter, the Friday travel demand is used in Section 6.3.2, for the same
reason as it is being used in Chapter 4, namely to estimate largest possible impacts brought
by roadworks. However, for long-term simulations as those in this section, it is important
to make sure that the traffic in the selected day is representative of the average case. It
is because of this requirement that Wednesday is chosen as the representative day in the
long-term simulations.
Simulations of the maintenance works are carried out after the traffic simulations. In the
maintenance simulations, the roads are ranked according to their priorities in receiving treat-
ments. The top ranked pavements within the budget allowance are selected for maintenance
and their conditions are subsequently improved. Emissions due to the traffic interruptions
during the roadwork phase are ignored due to the simulation time constraint. The impacts
of construction closures can be referred to in Section 6.3.2 through the three road closure
examples.
6.5 Results
Results of the integrated traffic and pavement degradation/maintenance simulations are
presented in this section. The results are interpreted individually as for the effects of the
eco-maintenance strategy alone (Section 6.5.1), the eco-routing strategy alone (Section 6.5.2)
and then the combined eco-maintenance and eco-routing strategies (Section 6.5.3).
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6.5.1 Eco-maintenance
The features of eco-maintenance
In the eco-maintenance scenario, the road pavements with greater potential in CO2 emission
reduction have higher priority to receive maintenance treatments. This means that the
maintenance decisions are no longer only based on the pavement conditions, but on a
combination of PCI and the traffic volumes that the streets carry. In Figure 6.5 (a), it is
shown that the pavement condition at the beginning of the analysis period, where red lines
denote pavement segments with low PCIs. Under the PCI-based maintenance site selection
scenarios, these red streets receive treatments with higher priority. Figure 6.5 (b) plots the
histogram and the spatial distribution of the CO2 emission reduction potential of all the
streets at the beginning of the analysis. It can be seen that the majority of the streets do not
offer a CO2 reduction larger than 5 kg (annual average daily value) if maintenance works are
carried out on them. In the eco-maintenance scenario, the maintenance of the black coloured
streets in Figure 6.5(b) is prioritised over the others. These streets are not the same as those
deemed critical in the PCI-based maintenance scenario as shown in Figure 6.5(a).
Figure 6.5(c) compares the features of the PCI-based maintenance site selections and the
emission reduction-based eco-maintenance more directly in a space time plot. For each of
the two matrix plots, the horizontal direction denotes the road ID and the vertical direction
shows progress of the simulation years. Each cell, coloured from yellow to dark purple,
indicates the actual reduced CO2 emissions after each maintenance cycle. As long as the
colour of a cell is not yellow, it indicates that the corresponding street has been maintained
in the particular year. Only results of the first 200 streets are shown here for clarity. For
condition-based maintenance, it can be seen that the maintenance pattern is rather sporadic
and almost no streets are repaired more than once in the ten year period. While contrastingly,
in the eco-maintenance case, many streets are revisited every other year. These streets usually
have faster degradation rates and relatively high traffic volumes, so in the eco-maintenance
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Impacts of eco-maintenance on CO2 emissions and other network-level performance
metrics
As it is assumed that the travel demand is fixed, there is no change in travellers’ route choices
and traffic distributions over the study period when only PCI-based maintenance (Scenario
1) and eco-maintenance (Scenario 2) are implemented (without eco-routing). Also, as it is
assumed in the simulation set-up that the highways have a fixed roughness over time, the
emissions from the highway part of the road network are also constant in these two scenarios.
Emissions from the local network over the 10 year study period are shown in Figure 6.6(a)
and (b). Figure 6.6(a) displays the AAD-CO2 of the local roads while implementing the
PCI-based maintenance. Figure 6.6(b) shows the results under the eco-maintenance scenario.
Different line styles represent the results based on each sensitivity factor combinations (thick
lines: IRI sensitivity of 3%; thin lines: IRI sensitivity of 1%; solid lines: high budget level;
thin lines: low budget level). Furthermore, to assist the interpretation of the results, the
CO2 emission level assuming no road degradation is plotted as the horizontal black dash-dot
lines. This "perfect road emission" is the baseline to quantify the extra emissions caused
by the pavement degradation. Given that the traffic distributions do not change in these two
scenarios, the "perfect road emission" lines are constant throughout the analysis period.
From the two plots, it can be seen that, under the PCI-based maintenance scenario (Figure
6.6(a)), the budget level plays an important role in controlling the CO2 emissions from the
local road network. Given a low annual budget that allows only 200 street blocks to be
maintained each year, the emissions cannot be reduced over time. If the budget increases so
as to allow 700 blocks of roads to be maintained annually, the CO2 emissions can reduce
gradually each year. For the eco-maintenance scenarios (Figure 6.6(b)), the emissions from
the local road network reduce under both budget levels. In addition, the downward trend is
more rapid in the first few years, i.e., approaching the "perfect road emission" line faster than
the PCI-based maintenance approach.
The IRI sensitivity factor also affects the magnitude of the CO2 emission savings. When
the IRI sensitivity factor is low, namely the influence of pavement roughness on the vehicle
fuel economy is low, all the numbers will scale down. It can be seen in Figure 6.6 that
when the IRI sensitivity factor is 0.01 (1 m/km increase in IRI causes 1% of additional
fuel consumption and CO2 emissions), the local road network emissions are much closer to
the "perfect road emission" line. As a result, any difference in budget or maintenance site
selection strategies is also less obvious.
Quantitative results of the PCI-based maintenance and eco-maintenance scenarios are
given in Table 6.6. Given the IRI sensitivity factor of 3%, increasing the maintenance budget
from 200 to 700 street blocks per year will lead to 50 t (2.5%) reduction in AAD-CO2 from
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the local roads at the tenth year under the PCI-based maintenance scenario. The same amount
of savings could be achieved by switching to eco-maintenance (with low budget level). In
addition, given the IRI sensitivity factor of 3%, 1.9% cumulative reduction in local roads
CO2 over the 10 year study period is obtained after implementing eco-maintenance compared
to the PCI-based maintenance. This CO2 reduction is only 0.6% if the IRI sensitivity factor
is 1%, i.e., when pavement roughness does not have a significant influence on the vehicle
fuel economy. As no change in traffic demand and routing behaviour is assumed, the network
efficiency metrics, including the AAD-VHT and the AAD-VKMT, are not sensitive to the
maintenance strategies, budgets, IRI sensitivity factors, etc. Thus all the AAD-VHT and
AAD-VKMT values are constant in Table 6.6. However, the average PCI of the local roads
are influenced. It is found that the average PCI of the local roads in Scenario 1 (PCI-based
maintenance) is 3 to 7 points higher than in Scenario 2. The low budget case is not able
to sustain the pavement conditions in both scenarios, while in the high budget case, the
pavement conditions improve faster under the PCI-based maintenance site selection.
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(a) Scenario 1. Without eco-maintenance.
(b) Scenario 2. Eco-maintenance prioritizing reducing CO2.
Fig. 6.6 AAD-CO2 on local road network under Scenarios 1 (prioritise PCI improvement)
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Sensitivity to pavement degradation model parameters
As the eco-maintenance analysis is probably sensitive to the adopted degradation model
parameters, three sensitivity analyses are carried out to understand the effects of varying
these parameters, including the initial pavement conditions, the maintenance "quality" and
the pavement degradation rates. It should be noted that these sensitivity parameters are
specifically related to the pavement degradation model and should not be confused with the
global sensitivity parameters for all the scenarios (the budget level and the IRI sensitivity).
First of all, Figure 6.7 shows the impact of offsetting the initial average PCI from 79 to 74.
This offset is made so as to match the latest PCI observation in 2017 by the SF Public Works.
From Figure 6.7 it can be seen that, while exerting this offset, the estimated AAD-CO2
from the local road networks are about 20 t, or 1%, higher in the first year. But as the roads
get maintained over the years, this difference becomes smaller. Overall, this offset (or the
initial pavement conditions used for analysis) indeed has an impact on the evaluation of
eco-maintenance. When the average road PCI at the start of the analysis is 74, the cumulative
savings in CO2 emissions on local roads due to eco-maintenance are estimated to be 1.9%.
But when the starting PCI is higher (at 79), the cumulative savings of eco-maintenance reduce
to 1.5%. This result is in agreement with the intuition that the eco-maintenance strategy
becomes less effective when the pavements are in better conditions.
Secondly, it is assumed in the simulations that pavement maintenance (repaving) can bring
the pavement conditions back to the perfect state. However, depending on the construction
quality and method, the PCI of newly repaved roads may be lower than 100 [65]. Figure
6.8 shows the CO2 emissions from the local network by varying the maintenance quality or
standard. The purple lines are the results when the pavement maintenance recovers 100%
of the loss of PCI due to degradation. Under this assumption, the CO2 emissions from the
local network are indeed the lowest. The green lines assume that pavement maintenance can
recover 75% of the PCI loss due to degradation. For example, given a pavement segment
with a PCI of 50 before repair, maintenance carried out on this segment will bring the PCI
back to (100−50)×75%+50 = 87.5. While if the condition before maintenance is 20, the
pavement PCI after maintenance becomes (100− 20)× 75%+ 20 = 80. In this case, the
maintenance is not as effective as the purple lines, when the PCI can always reach 100 after
maintenance. As a result, compared with the purple lines, the CO2 emissions on the local
road network are higher for the green lines, when maintenance only recovers 75% of the lost
PCI.
The yellow lines in Figure 6.8 show the results assuming that maintenance works can
only recover half of the loss of PCI due to degradation. Under this assumption, despite
the relatively high funding level (700 blocks per year), the CO2 emissions are not able to
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be reduced through the PCI-based maintenance. While if eco-maintenance is adopted, the
AAD-CO2 emissions will gradually reduce but are still 1-1.5% higher compared to cases
when the maintenance works are more effective. This result indicates that the benefits of
eco-maintenance is dependent upon the "quality" of the roadworks.
The third sensitivity parameter related to the pavement degradation model is the degra-
dation rate. As minor maintenance activities are not recorded in the the SF pavement PCI
dataset, the inferred street-specific PCI degradation rates may be slower than reality. To
account for this, three levels of degradation rates are studied, where the pavement degradation
rates are assumed to be the same, 3 or 5 times faster than the regression results in Chapter
5. In Figure 6.9, the purple lines show the CO2 on the local road network with the original
degradation rates given by the spatial pavement degradation model in Chapter 5 (the same
results as in Figure 6.6 with a maintenance budget of 700 blocks per year and IRI sensitivity
factor of 3%). The green and yellow lines show the results when the original pavement
degradation rates are multiplied by a factor of 3 or 5, but under the same settings otherwise.
When the degradation rates are faster, the CO2 emissions are also higher. In fact, when the
pavement degradation rates are 3 times faster than the original value (PCI reduces by about
3 points per year on average), the PCI-based maintenance (green solid line) almost has no
effect on CO2 emission reduction. While the eco-maintenance site selection can lead to lower
CO2 emissions over the study period, but overall the AAD-CO2 are still 2% higher than
the original case. With a pavement degradation rates 5 times faster than the original value,
i.e., PCI loss of around 5 points per year on average, neither PCI-based or eco-maintenance
site selection is effective in controlling the overall emissions. This is because the annual
loss of PCI due to natural degradation exceeds the speed of repair and a higher budget is
required to curtail the growth of pavement roughness induced emissions from the local road
network. Also from this set of results, the benefits of eco-maintenance are more obvious
when pavement degrades faster: the 10 year cumulative savings in CO2 emissions from
the local roads after implementing eco-maintenance are 1.9%, 2.4% and 2.9% compared to
PCI-based maintenance, when the pavement degradation rates are the same, 3 or 5 times
faster than the regression results based on the SF pavement condition data.
6.5.2 Eco-routing
Under the eco-routing scenarios, certain percentages (10%, 50% or 100%) of travellers are
randomly selected to use the routes that have the minimum journey CO2, while the rest of
the travellers continue to use the shortest time routes. The link-level travel time and carbon
emissions are updated after each traffic simulation sub-step based on the traffic volume and
speed from this sub-step. To follow the least emission routes, journeys priorly taken on the
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Fig. 6.7 AAD-CO2 on local road network with or without re-calibration of the initial pavement
condition.
Fig. 6.8 AAD-CO2 on local road network with different maintenance gains.
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Fig. 6.9 AAD-CO2 on local road network with different pavement degradation rates.
highway may move to the local network and vice versa, so the emissions from the highways
are not constants as in Scenarios 1 and 2.
Impacts of eco-routing on CO2 emissions and other network-level performance metrics
Figure 6.10 shows the emissions from the local road network as well as the highways
separately under the eco-routing scenarios. Figure 6.10 (a) and (b) are plotted with different
absolute values for the vertical axes but nevertheless the ranges and scales of the two y-axes
are the same.
As the percentages of eco-routing travellers increase, the emissions from the highway
part of the network reduce significantly. For example, given the IRI sensitivity factor of
3% and a low maintenance budget, the AAD-CO2 from the highways reduce by 4.5% or
9.4% in the first year when the participation rates of eco-routing trips increase from 10% to
50% or 100%. The underlying reason of this reduced emissions from the highways is that
travellers are choosing shorter routes by giving up the longer but faster detours through the
highways. With an IRI sensitivity factor of 3% and a low budget level, the AAD-VKMT on
the highways reduce by 4% or 11% in the first year when the eco-routing ratio increases from
10% to 50% or 100%. At the same time, the AAD-VKMT on the local network increases
slightly by 1% or 2% due to the combined effects of shorter trip distances and increased use
of local roads. The AAD-CO2 emissions of the local roads reduce by nearly 2% when the
eco-routing ratio increases from 10% to 50% or 100%.
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An interesting observation on Figure 6.10 is that, as the budget for the local road main-
tenance increases, the better pavement conditions of the local roads are attracting more
travellers to use them. In Figure 6.10, only PCI-based maintenance site selection is im-
plemented. For example, at the end of Year 10 and given the IRI sensitivity factor of 3%,
the AAD-VKMT on the local roads increase by 0.3%, 1.1% or 2.3% (depending on the
eco-routing participation ratio) if the maintenance budget increases from 200 to 700 street
blocks per year. Due to this induced demand, the higher budget for local road maintenance
appears to be not so effective in reducing the CO2 emissions for the local road network. In
the most extreme case of 100% eco-routing participation rate, the increased investments in
local road maintenance only lead to 0.5% reduction in CO2 emissions in the local roads, but
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The simulation of the eco-routing scenario involves a few random variables. First of
all, travellers are randomly split into eco-routing and non eco-routing types. Secondly, as
discussed in Chapter 4, the incremental trip assignment order is also random for the trips
departing in the same hourly time step. To investigate whether the randomness affects the
simulation results, 10 repetitions of the eco-routing scenario simulations are conducted. Only
the results of subscenarios 3d, 3h and 3l are shown by the box and whisker plots in Figure
6.10 (a) and (b). The subscenario set-ups are listed in Table 6.5. For subscenarios 3d, 3h
and 3l, the budget is fixed at 700 street blocks per year and the IRI impact is 3%, while
the eco-routing participation ratios are 10%, 50% and 100%, respectively. The eco-routing
simulations are conducted for a 20-year analysis period, as it helps to understand whether the
variabilities in the outcomes change with age.
Figure 6.10 (a) displays the variability of CO2 emissions on the local roads. The lines
connect the median values of the results from 10 random repetitions. The three lines (yellow,
green and grey) correspond to the results at three different eco-routing participation rates
(10%, 50% and 100%). At each point (a combination of year and eco-routing ratio), a box
and whisker plot with outliers are plotted. The upper and lower bounds of the box are the
25th and 75th percentiles of the 10 random repetition results (Q1 and Q3), while the whiskers
extend to the most extreme value within 1.5 Inner Quartile Range (IQR = Q3−Q1), namely
Q1− 1.5 IQR and Q3+ 1.5 IQR. Data outside of this range are plotted as the outliers. It
can be seen that the box and whiskers are very short, almost indistinguishable. The same
observation is made on Figure 6.10 (b). Overall, the results of the repetition simulation with
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Comparing eco-maintenance and eco-routing strategy
The effects of eco-maintenance and eco-routing can be compared with network-wide metrics
obtained from Scenario 2 and 3. They are the two scenarios when eco-maintenance and
eco-routing are implemented independently. To facilitate the comparison, Table 6.8 presents
the simulation results given IRI sensitivity of 3% and maintenance budget of 700. The
combined results when the two maintenance strategies are implemented together will be
presented and discussed in the next section.
In terms of CO2 emission reductions, the effect of the eco-maintenance strategy is
comparable to the case when 10% trips follow the eco-routing choice. When the eco-routing
participation ratio increases to 50% or 100%, it outperforms eco-maintenance in reducing
CO2 emissions.
The eco-maintenance itself does not change the traffic characteristics, but the eco-routing
strategy with high traveller participation rates have negative impacts on the network efficiency.
With 10% trips following the eco-routing path, the average trip duration is almost the same
as the no eco-routing scenarios. When the eco-routing participation ratio increases to 50%,
the average trip duration increases by 1 minute, which is still acceptable. While for 100%
eco-routing, it causes an extra delay of 6 minutes. Given the journey durations are on average
less than half an hour, a delay of 6 minutes is rather significant.
Besides, the eco-routing paths are on average shorter in distance than the fastest paths
adopted in the eco-maintenance scenarios. Similar observations have been demonstrated
elsewhere in the literature. In a study on the various routing options based on the Toyota
city in Japan, the journey length for the fastest route is 9.33 km, but the eco-routing path
is 3.4% shorter [252]. In another example in Boriboonsomsin et al. [29], the eco-routing
distance from the Los Angeles airport to its downtown (26 km) is found to be 23% shorter
than the shortest duration route (33.5 km). From the analysis in this study, it is found that
on a network level, the average trip distance is around 2% or 5% less with an eco-routing
participation ratio of 50% or 100%.
Finally, the eco-maintenance and eco-routing strategies are compared in terms of their
influences on pavement conditions. The highways are excluded from the average PCI
calculation as it is assumed that they have a relatively sufficient source of funding and are
able to sustain their current conditions throughout the analysis period. When PCI-based
maintenance is carried out, the average PCI of the local roads increases from 74 to 86 from
Year 0 to Year 10, given the annual maintenance budget of 700 street blocks. The same
improvements can be achieved when eco-routing is implemented independently. However,
for the eco-maintenance strategy, as the budget and resources are diverted for the treatment
of streets that are not necessarily the most deteriorated, the average pavement conditions are
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lower than in the PCI-based maintenance case. The average PCI for local roads under the
eco-maintenance strategy only increases slightly from 74 to 79 over the analysis period.






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































6.5.3 The combined eco-maintenance and eco-routing strategies
Previous results suggest that both eco-maintenance and eco-routing can contribute to the
reduction of network-wide CO2 emissions. While each strategy also has its limitations: the
effect of eco-maintenance is limited compared to eco-routing with high participation rates,
while eco-routing causes traffic delays and affects the traffic operation efficiency. In this
section, results will be presented and discussed for the cases when the two maintenance
strategies are implemented simultaneously (Scenario 4). It aims to answer the question of
whether the combined approaches can lead to more advantageous system-wide outcomes.
Figure 6.12 shows the CO2 emissions from the local roads and highways under Scenario
4, when both eco-maintenance and eco-routing strategies are implemented. The general
trends are similar to those in Scenario 3 (Figure 6.10). With an increasing eco-routing
participation ratio, the CO2 emissions from the highways clearly reduce, but not on the local
roads. In fact, when the eco-routing ratio reaches 100%, due to the reduced usage of the
highways, the AAD-CO2 emissions of the local roads gradually increase towards the end of
the 10 year analysis period. Nevertheless, the CO2 emissions from the whole network are
still smaller with increasing participation rates of eco-routing.
Quantitative results regarding the combined effects of eco-maintenance and eco-routing
are given in Table 6.9. The results are presented for four network-level metrics. First of all,
for the network-wide CO2 emissions, the combined strategies lead to higher reductions (2%
to 6%) compared to implementing eco-routing or eco-maintenance independently (1% to
5%).
Then, in terms of the traffic network efficiency, the average trip distance and duration
results in Table 6.9 suggest that the combined effects of implementing the eco-routing and
eco-maintenance strategies together are not different from the eco-routing only scenario.
In other words, the induced traffic re-distributions and congestions due to maintenance
rescheduling are not obvious at the network level.
Next, as for the average pavement conditions, it is clear that eco-maintenance is not
helpful if the goal is to improve the overall pavement conditions. Whenever eco-maintenance
is implemented, the improvement in the average PCI is small (improves by 5 points over 10
years). When PCI-based maintenance is carried out, the 10-year improvement in the average
PCI of the local roads can be as high as 12 points. This is not surprising as the conditions of
pavements with low traffic volumes have just the same weight in calculating the overall PCI
as the high traffic volume roads. The average PCI may be an important indicator in terms of
social equality, as people living in less populated neighbourhoods deserve to receive a fair
amounts of infrastructure investments as the residents in the downtown area. Regrettably,
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this equality concern has not be incorporated in the design of the eco-maintenance strategy
in this study.
More detailed results regarding the network-wide metrics under different sensitivity
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6.6 Additional scenarios considering traffic growth
The analysis in the previous sections in this chapter does not consider factors such as traffic
growth, fuel mix change or climate change. The reasons for excluding these factors are two
fold. First of all, their future trends are hard to predict and their impacts would ideally be
handled with extensive sensitivity analysis. Secondly, it is to separate the impacts of pavement
management and traffic operation on CO2 emissions, traffic efficiency and infrastructure
conditions from those caused by the increasing levels of traffic and other factors. However,
in order to have a basic understanding of the implications of the assumptions in this chapter,
an additional set of scenarios is presented in this section, incorporating the forecast traffic
growth into the simulations.
6.6.1 Source of traffic growth information
The source of the traffic growth forecast comes from the ConnectSF project, a multi-agency
collaborative transportation plan for the city of SF [54]. Key government agencies in
transportation planning and management are involved, including the SFCTA, SFMTA, San
Francisco Planning Department and others. As of 2019, ConnectSF has just embarked on its
second phase, which serves to (1) identify the existing and future travel needs and options
in SF, and to (2) develop major projects to meet these needs. To facilitate reaching these
goals, ConnectSF conducted a series of studies, releasing the outcomes of them such as
the zone-level population, employment, trip pattern and travel time changes from 2015 to
2050. Specifically, the trip pattern data from ConnectSF are used to infer the vehicular traffic
growth rate for the analysis in this study [55]. In the dataset, the regions in and around the
city of SF are divided into 15 districts (12 districts within SF and 3 districts representing
the areas to the south, east and north of SF), as shown in Figure 6.13. For each district,
numbers are provided regarding the total arrivals and departures on a typical day by various
transport modes (automobile, transit, walking, etc.). Only trips using driving-related modes
are retained for the study in this section. After determining the total number of driving
trips originating/ending in each district, Equations 6.5a and 6.5b are used to calculate the
annualised traffic growth rates for each zone. As no data in the intermediate years between
2015 and 2050 is provided, the annualised traffic growth rates are calculated based on
the trip counts of 2015 and 2050. The growth rates for incoming and outgoing trips are
calculated separately according to the numbers of trips arriving and departing from each
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Table 6.9 The combined effects of eco-maintenance and eco-routing, assuming IRI sensitivity
of 0.03 and a budget to repair 700 street blocks per year
1. Network-wide CO2 emissions
Baseline average daily CO2 emissions (t) over the analysis period in Scenario
1 (PCI-based maintenance and shortest-time routing)
Baseline value 3,905
Eco-maintenance 3,869 -1%
10% Eco-routing 3,877 -1%
50% Eco-routing 3,775 -3%
100% Eco-routing 3,706 -5%
Combined 10% eco-routing 3,841 -2%
Combined 50% eco-routing 3,744 -4%
Combined 100% eco-routing 3,677 -6%
2. System efficiency in terms of VHT
Baseline average trip duration (min) over the analysis period in Scenario 1
Baseline value 24.4
Eco-maintenance 24.4 -
10% Eco-routing 24.4 -
50% Eco-routing 25.6 5%
100% Eco-routing 30.6 25%
Combined 10% eco-routing 24.4 -
Combined 50% eco-routing 25.6 5%
Combined 100% eco-routing 30.9 27%
3. System efficiency in terms of VKMT
Baseline average trip distance (km) over the analysis period in Scenario 1
Baseline value 9.94
Eco-maintenance 9.94 -
10% Eco-routing 9.90 -
50% Eco-routing 9.73 -2%
100% Eco-routing 9.41 -5%
Combined 10% eco-routing 9.90 -
Combined 50% eco-routing 9.73 -2%
Combined 100% eco-routing 9.40 -5%
4. Average PCI of local roads, Year 0 to Year 10
Baseline PCI improvements over the analysis period in Scenario 1
Baseline value 74 to 86 +12
Eco-maintenance 74 to 79 +5
10% Eco-routing 74 to 86 +12
50% Eco-routing 74 to 86 +12
100% Eco-routing 74 to 86 +12
Combined 10% eco-routing 74 to 79 +5
Combined 50% eco-routing 74 to 79 +5
Combined 100% eco-routing 74 to 77 +3
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district. However, the two growth rates are very similar for all districts, thus presented as a
single number in Table 6.11.
Oi,2015× (1+gi,O)2050−2015 = Oi,2050 (6.5a)
Di,2015× (1+gi,D)2050−2015 = Di,2050 (6.5b)
where Oi,2015 and Oi,2050 are the numbers of trips originating from District i in 2015 and
2050; Di,2015 and Di,2050 are the numbers of trips ending in District i in 2015 and 2050; gi,O
and gi,D are the annual traffic growth rates for trips originating from or ending in District i.
As seen in Table 6.11, the growth of car traffic in SF is relatively slow, with the growth
rates in most districts being less than 1% per year. This could be because of the already
saturated traffic conditions in the city and not so much room has been left for further growth.
After obtaining the district-level trip growth rates, Traffic Analysis Zone (TAZ) level OD pairs
are generated for each year in the decade long study period. These new OD pairs reflecting
traffic growth are then used to calculate the network-wide traffic efficiency, infrastructure
condition and emission metrics. Numbers of trips on Wednesday, the representative day of
week used for the analysis, are shown in Figure 6.14. The total daily traffic at the end of
the analysis period is 9% higher than in the initial year. Over the whole analysis period, the
average daily traffic is 4.6% higher than in the initial year, or equivalently 4.6% higher than
not considering any traffic growth.
6.6.2 Results considering traffic growth
The same 32 scenarios shown in Table 6.5 are simulated again, but this time considering
traffic growth. For the purpose of clarity, only the results from 16 scenarios, namely those
with an IRI impact factor of 3%, are presented below.
As there are more cars on the road, a direct consequence of considering traffic growth is
the increase of AAD-VHT and AAD-VKMT, shown in Figures 6.15 and 6.16. The results
presented in these two figures are divided into eight groups, each referring to a specific
maintenance and routing scenario (shown on the vertical axes of the plots). Each group
contains four horizontal bars, each representing two budget levels (the unhatched bars: 700
blocks of roads maintained each year; the hatched bars: 200 blocks of roads maintained
each year) and two traffic growth assumptions (e.g., grey: no traffic growth; red: with traffic
growth for the AAD-VHT plot). Each horizontal bar consists of two parts: the lighter shade
rectangle on the left represents the AAD-VHT (or AAD-VKMT) of the local roads, while the
darker shade rectangle on the right shows that of the highways. A small number of privately
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Fig. 6.13 Districts in ConnectSF trip pattern data.
Table 6.11 Names and traffic growth rates for ConnectSF districts
No. Name Traffic growth rate No. Name Traffic growth rate
1 Downtown 0.009 9 Bayshore 0.016
2 South of Mar-
ket
0.023 10 Outer Mission 0.009
3 North Beach/
Chinatown
0.006 11 Hill Districts 0.007
4 Western Mar-
ket
0.006 12 Sunset 0.006




0.004 14 East Bay 0.006
7 Marina/ North
Heights
0.004 15 North Bay 0.005
8 Richmond 0.005
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Fig. 6.14 Trip counts on a representative day of week throughout the analysis period.
managed roads are not shown in the figures. According to the results presented in Figure
6.16, due to traffic growth, the AAD-VKMT increases by about 4.8% to 5.5% on the local
roads, about 3% to 3.7% on the highways, or around 4.3% if looking at the whole road
network. These figures are in agreement with the 4.6% increase in the 10-year average trip
counts when considering traffic growth. As for the AAD-VHT, it is expected that the travel
time grows superlinearly with the traffic volume, as the volume-delay relationship (Equation
3.3 in Section 3.5.2) indicates a time delay factor to the power of four with any increase in
the traffic volume. Indeed as shown in Figure 6.15, the vehicle travel time increases by 6.7%
to 8.5% on the local roads, 5.8% to 7.2% on the highways and 6.7% to 9.5% for the whole
network when considering traffic increase. The increase in AAD-VHT is larger than that of
the AAD-VKMT, indicating a longer travel time for unit distance (or a lower speed of the
vehicles) if traffic increases as predicted.
Figure 6.17 compares the 10-year average AAD-CO2 under different budget, maintenance
and routing scenarios with and without traffic growth. As expected, the AAD-CO2 on
the local roads and highways are consistently higher when considering the traffic growth,
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Fig. 6.15 AAD-VHT on local and highways road network with or without traffic growth.
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Fig. 6.16 AAD-VKMT on local and highways road network with or without traffic growth.
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specifically around 6% higher for the local road network and around 4% higher for the
highways. For the whole road network in SF (consisting of the local roads, highways and
privately managed roads), the increase in AAD-CO2 after considering traffic growth is around
5.4%. It should be noted that the magnitude of increase in AAD-CO2 due to traffic growth
alone (not considering cleaner fuel, etc.) is so large that only 100% eco-routing can possibly
offset this increase. However, according to the vision of ConnectSF, despite the increase in
traffic and reduction in vehicle running speed (to 15 mph in 2050), the GHG emissions are
still predicted to be 26% lower by 2050 compared with the 2015 case, thanks to fuel efficient
technologies and the use of low carbon traffic modes such as cycling and public transit [224].
While not incorporated in this thesis, these factors can be incorporated into future studies to
investigate the elasticity of the outcomes given diverse future scenarios.
Lastly, the average pavement conditions of the local roads at the end of Year 10 under
various budget, maintenance, routing and traffic growth scenarios are presented in Figure
6.18. From this figure, it can be seen that the key factors affecting the pavement conditions
are the maintenance strategy and maintenance budget. The routing strategy and traffic growth
have almost no impact on the average pavement conditions. It is a likely consequence as the
traffic load is not found to be a significant factor related to pavement degradation. Further
analysis into the streets picked for maintenance indicates that, in the initial year, the roads
selected for maintenance are 100% the same in both of the traffic increase and no traffic
growth case. This is certainly due to that the travel demand and traffic distributions are the
same for the initial year in both cases. While such similarity gradually decreases and at the
end of year 10, only 64% overlap exists between the roads selected for maintenance with or
without considering traffic growth.
6.7 Discussions
The magnitude of CO2 emissions and reductions
According to a report by the SF Department of Environment, the total GHG emissions from
passenger vehicles in SF in 2017 was 1.67 million metric tons of CO2 equivalent (consisting
of CO2, methane and nitrous oxide, etc.) [211], with which the estimation in this study
of 3,900 tonnes of CO2 per day is in general in agreement. However, the magnitudes of
CO2 emission reduction after implementing eco-maintenance and eco-routing appear to be
small in this study. For eco-maintenance, the cumulative savings in CO2 emissions are only
0.6% to 1.9%, depending on the budget level and IRI sensitivity factor. While for a realistic
eco-routing participation rate of 10%, the 10 year cumulative savings in CO2 emissions
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Fig. 6.17 AAD-CO2 on local and highways road network with or without traffic growth.
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Fig. 6.18 Average PCI of local roads with or without traffic growth.
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are also only 0.7% (it reaches 5% with 100% eco-routing participation rate). To check the
sensibility of the conclusions, these results are compared with existing literatures.
An eco-friendly path searching system is proposed in Zeng et al. [252]. By studying
nearly 8,000 trips (origin-destination pairs), the authors are able to construct an empirical
relationship between CO2 emission savings of the eco-routing with respect to journey distance
and time budget. It is found that for journeys with distance around 10 km (as in the SF case
study in this thesis), 0-6% of savings in CO2 emissions are expected when switching from
the fastest to the least emission routes. Another study reports that for trips with distance
less than 15 miles (24 km), the fuel savings with eco-routing are around 12% on average
compared with the fastest routes [29]. In Ahn and Rakha [1], 3 to 5% reductions in CO2
emissions are reported for the eco-routing system at the network level based on dynamic
User Equilibrium (UE) traffic simulations on two real networks. According to these results,
the CO2 reduction of a maximum of 5% obtained in this chapter appears to be reasonable.
The effect of eco-maintenance is considerably weaker compared to eco-routing in this
thesis. This is expected because only the maintenance scheduling on the local road network
is studied in the analysis. In Wang et al. [240], life cycle analysis is carried out on four
highway segments. The reductions in the use phase emissions of the road with the lowest
traffic level (AADT of 3,200) are only 1% of that of the busiest road (AADT of 86,000).
Similar ideas are also suggested by Santero et al. [203], where an extra rehabilitation is said
to be a potentially cost-effective method for reducing emissions on roads with high traffic
volumes.
The effect of combined eco-maintenance and eco-routing strategies
Results in Table 6.9 show that the combined effects of eco-maintenance and eco-routing in
terms of several network-wide metrics are not different from the simple sum of those when
the two emission mitigation strategies are implemented independently. On the one hand,
this suggests the lack of strong interactions between the traffic simulation and the pavement
degradation modules. Indeed, many interesting interactions are not considered due to the
computational difficulty or lack of evidence. For example, traffic delays due to roadworks
are not included due to the speed of the current traffic simulation module. While the traffic
load is found to be not a good predictor of pavement degradation given the specific pavement
degradation dataset.
On the other hand, the weakly coupled traffic simulation and pavement degradation
models are still able to capture certain interactions. For example, the travellers being "at-
tracted" to use the local roads when local road conditions are improved after implementing
eco-maintenance or with a higher budget, as well as the change in the average pavement condi-
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tions in the long term after introducing eco-routing. However, these localised "compounding"




Conclusions and recommendations for
further work
This thesis presents a study on the effects of various carbon mitigation strategies evaluated
based on the CO2 emission, traffic efficiency and infrastructure condition metrics for a
city-scale transportation network. The innovation as well as the focus here is to adopt an
interdisciplinary perspective that includes not only the traffic operational aspect, but also the
transport infrastructure management knowledge. The city of San Francisco (SF) is chosen
as the background for this study due to the availability of a variety of open data in this area.
As a conclusion of the thesis, this chapter first revisits the research objectives set in Chapter
1 and discusses about how they have been met. A detailed summary of the findings from
each chapter is presented in Section 7.2. This is followed by a discussion on the policy
implications in Section 7.3 and recommendations for future studies in Section 7.4.
7.1 Revisiting the research objectives
Two research objectives have been set for this research in Section 1.2, including the devel-
opment of the city-scale traffic and pavement degradation modelling tools, as well as the
deployment of these two modules jointly for carbon mitigation scenario analysis. In terms
of tool development, a mesoscopic traffic simulation model is presented in Chapter 3. It is
shown to be able to run efficiently with a city-scale network and produce hourly varying
traffic patterns. Preliminary validations against an existing model show good agreements
between them. The validity of the traffic simulation is further investigated in Chapter 4.
It is found that the assumption of "perfect road condition information" being available to
every road user does not lead to noticeable different results, compared with those obtained
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under more realistic assumptions of imperfect, bounded knowledge of the system. Chapter
5 presents the development of the pavement degradation model, which adopts an innova-
tive spatial structure to overcome the drawbacks in the available data, such as missing or
erroneous records. A sub-objective of the tool development is to identify the connections be-
tween the traffic simulation and the pavement degradation modules. For example, pavement
maintenance will lead to traffic disruptions, while changes in traffic patterns will also alter
the use phase CO2 emissions associated with each pavement segment. However, in Chapter
5, traffic load is found to perform worse in predicting pavement degradation compared with
the age-based model, given this specific dataset used in the study. As a result, the impacts of
traffic load on pavement degradation are not considered.
Based on the city-scale modelling tools developed, the second objective involves the
evaluation and comparison of the impacts on the transportation system-wide CO2 emis-
sions, traffic efficiency and infrastructure condition metrics brought by different carbon
mitigation scenarios. This procedure is established in Chapter 6, where the quantification
of the network-wide metrics (especially the CO2 emissions) is achieved by considering the
influences of individual road gradient, speed, pavement roughness in a step-wise manner
before taking a summation over the whole network. Different carbon mitigation scenarios are
then represented by changing the corresponding set-ups in the joint simulation, such as the
driver’s route choice behaviour (from time-based routing to eco-routing) or maintenance site
selection priorities (from condition-based to CO2 reduction oriented eco-maintenance). The
evaluation framework is shown to perform well and the results exhibit reasonable sensitivities
to traffic growth, changes in traffic operations and pavement maintenance practice.
7.2 Summary of the main findings
An introduction of the research topic and the background of transportation system carbon
mitigations are given in Chapter 1. Data suggest that the CO2 emissions produced by the road
traffic are the most significant component in the whole transport sector, while the total CO2
emissions from the road transport sector change over time as the traffic demand increases and
the vehicle fuel economy improves. It is identified that the Intelligent Transportation Systems
(ITS) offers promising new opportunities in managing the vehicle traffic CO2 emissions in the
digital age. Also, it is receiving increasing awareness among the engineers that the pavement
conditions may have important impacts on the fuel consumption and CO2 emissions of the
vehicles. In fact, the use phase CO2 emissions are the dominant component in the Life
Cycle Assessment (LCA) of the pavement infrastructure, especially for high traffic volume
roads. Despite the great opportunities in CO2 mitigation from both the traffic operation and
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pavement maintenance perspectives, there are hardly any existing research that combines
and integrates these two aspects to assess the carbon emissions of a transport system.
To facilitate the understanding and integration of the traffic operation and pavement
maintenance scenarios, existing theories and tools related to the traffic and pavement con-
dition performance modelling are reviewed in Chapter 2. It begins with a review of the
sustainability and sustainable transport concept. Although this study is not designed to be
a comprehensive evaluation of the transport sustainability, it still benefits from the many
examples and indicators developed in the sustainability literature. The second part of Chapter
2 focuses on the traffic modelling literature, which is usually regarded as the feedback
interactions between the road network supply and the trip-level or individual/household-level
travel demand. Trip-based travel demand models are less flexible in reflecting individual
person-level activity schedules and re-scheduling. However, they are less complex (easier to
develop) and can take advantage of the real world data from many existing travel demand
surveys. In terms of the network supply simulations, vehicle flows can be simulated by micro-
scopic, mesoscopic and macroscopic flow propagation models. The speed of the macroscopic
simulations do not depend on the numbers of vehicles, thus making them scale better to large
networks. Microscopic models offer highly detailed representations of individual vehicles’
movements, but are more time consuming to run, especially for large scale simulations.
The mesoscopic models are in between of the macroscopic and microscopic approaches in
terms of complexity and fidelity. Through the selection of the desired model features (e.g.,
the efficient macroscopic interaction rules and the disaggregated microscopic behaviours),
mesoscopic models are deemed suitable for large-scale simulations with some person-level
behaviour considerations.
In the last section of Chapter 2, existing pavement degradation prediction models are
reviewed, with particular focus on their adopted methodologies, inputs data, output parame-
ters (different quantifications of the pavement degradation) and applicability. Like the traffic
models, the high fidelity pavement degradation models based on mechanistic principles are
data and computationally intensive, while empirical or probabilistic models based on statisti-
cal analysis are more preferable for city-scale analysis or for planning purposes. Pavement
age and the cumulative traffic load are the two most widely used parameters for degradation
prediction. While degradations are quantified by individual types of defects (rutting, cracking,
potholing, ravelling, edge breaking, etc.) or a compound index in other cases. Existing
pavement degradation models tend to produce a single or a family of pavement degradation
prediction functions for a representative analysis unit, and the proposed degradation function
may not generalise well to applications outside of the study area.
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Mesoscopic traffic modelling
Based on the literature review, a trip-based mesoscopic traffic simulation model is developed.
It combines the macroscopic Bureau of Public Roads (BPR) volume-delay relationship [34]
with disaggregated travel demand. The travel demand inputs are informed by the origin,
destination and journey time information of the Traffic Network Companies (TNCs) obtained
by a previous study [213]. The traffic distribution patterns are simulated by assigning trips
to their fastest routes based on an incremental Static Traffic Assignment (STA) procedure.
Within each hourly time step, the trip assignments occur in 20 sub-steps. While within
each sub-step, the traffic conditions are assumed to be constant. This updating interval
(each sub-step) is the fundamental justification that permits the parallelisation of the time-
consuming trip assignment computation. As the main purpose of this chapter is to document
the development of the traffic simulation module, the findings from this chapter are mostly
related to the performance of the proposed tool: The proposed model can capture the time-
varying traffic distributions across a city-scale network. Specifically, the traffic simulation
model can produce traffic volume and speed for every drivable road links in SF (about
27,000 road links) at a temporal resolution of one hour. With parallelisation and adopting the
efficient priority-queue based Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm, it takes around 40 minutes
to simulate the route choices of 9 million travellers for a typical week.
The mesoscopic traffic simulation presented in Chapter 3 assumes that all travellers
always have access to the real-time traffic condition information at the time of departure. The
plausibility of this assumption is investigated in Chapter 4 by revealing the traffic conditions
of parts of the road network. In such a scenario, only certain "probe" vehicles can collect and
share their experienced travel time in each simulation sub-step. Thus, for the road links not
used by the probe vehicles in the current sub-step, no data or only outdated information exists
regarding their current congestion states. This probe vehicle scenario is further extended by
varying the probe penetration ratio (percentages of the probes among all vehicles) and the
probe information variability COV (coefficient of variation of time delay per unit distance).
A COV of 1 indicates that the mean and the standard deviation of the unit time delay are
equal, and a COV of 1 or less has been observed in the real life. It is found in this study that
given a probe information variability COV of 1 and a probe ratio of 1%, the average trip
travel time from the traffic simulation is 2 minutes longer than the perfect information case
(COV = 0 and probe ratio = 100%). In other words, the traffic efficiency (measured by the
average trip travel time) is not compromised when the probe ratio is ≥ 1% and COV is ≤ 1.
This condition should be realistic for the case study area of SF, where the probe penetration
rate (e.g., smart phone navigation application users) is quite high. Two other findings from
this chapter also relate to the general assumptions of the traffic simulation model. First of all,
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the variabilities of the traffic simulation outcomes (average trip travel time by hour) are not
big due to the random splitting of trips into sub-steps, according to the variability analysis of
10 repeated experiments. The randomness in the trip assignment order does not usually make
a difference in the average trip travel time of more than 1 minute. Moreover, the average trip
travel time is less than 40 minutes even during the most congested evening peak (6 PM on
Friday), which justifies the assumption of the static traffic assignment.
The mesoscopic traffic simulation module produces spatio-temporally varying traffic
patterns, which feed back to the route calculation as the journey time costs to the next batch of
trips. Various measures of the traffic operation efficiency can be obtained based on the results
of the traffic simulations, such as the Vehicle Hours Travelled (VHT), Vehicle Kilometres
Travelled (VKMT), link-level delays, volume-to-capacity ratios, etc.
City-scale pavement degradation analysis
In Chapter 5, a city-scale spatial pavement degradation model is built upon 20 years of
pavement condition observation surveys for the case study city. The survey reports the
degradations of individual street segments in terms of a compound index, the Pavement
Condition Index (PCI). Other factors that are available from the survey data include the
maintenance dates, a brief description of the material types and functional classes. The dataset
is augmented in this study by linking with the traffic simulation results. The passenger vehicle
volumes from the mesoscopic traffic simulations and the bus volumes based on the General
Transit Feed Specification (GTFS) are converted to the cumulative Equivalent Single Axial
Load (ESAL), a measure of the pavement damage potential of the traffic loading. Pavement
age since last maintenance and the cumulative traffic loading ESAL are the two choices of
the degradation predictors. In addition, three pavement degradation model forms are also
compared. With the training and testing errors both being the largest (Root Mean Square
Error, RMSE, larger than 11), the non-spatial models that divide the pavements into 14
categories (by material types, road classes and bus routes) are found to be insufficient in
capturing the degradation trend. The model performance can be improved by treating each
street itself as a category, i.e., proposing a degradation relationship for every street segment
in the dataset. However, such a model suffers from the data availability and quality issues,
as there are not enough observations per street in the input dataset to justify an individual
street-based model. The last degradation model form tested is a spatial-explicit structure,
where the degradation rates of neighbouring pavement segments are assumed to correlate.
The spatial model leads to a smaller RMSE (7 to 10) than the non-spatial categorical model.
Compared with the non-spatial individual street-based model, the spatial model has similar
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performance in the data fitting, but nevertheless it is able to compensate for the missing data
and lead to an estimation of the degradation rates for all the street segments.
Chapter 5 is important in the overall methodological framework of system-wide carbon
emission analysis, not only for the development of the pavement infrastructure performance
model, but also for determining the interactions between the traffic operation and pavement
degradation. Unfortunately, given various limitations of the data, the effect of the cumulative
traffic load is found to be not as strong as the age effect in modelling pavement degradations.
In fact, when using the log cumulative ESAL as the degradation predictor, the RMSE of
the model is always 1 point (1 PCI) higher than the age-based model. One reason behind
this lack of interaction between traffic and pavement degradation is due to the unavailability
of the actual traffic loading history for the case study area. The vehicle volume data based
on the mesoscopic traffic simulation model may not accurately reflect the real vehicle
load experienced by the pavements. However, another issue that is realised through the
modelling process is that the visual survey based pavement condition observations contain big
variabilities and many inconsistencies. As a result, even with the accurate traffic information,
it is unclear if the model fitting will improve significantly.
The pavement degradation model outputs individualised degradation forecasts for all the
streets in the city. Pavement conditions are set to a higher value whenever the maintenance
activities are carried out to reflect the improvements in pavement conditions due to the
maintenance work.
Transport system-wide carbon emissions, traffic efficiency and infrastructure condi-
tions
The traffic simulation model and the pavement degradation model are combined together
into a system-wide analysis tool in Chapter 6 for the simulation of various carbon mitigation
scenarios. Vehicle CO2 emissions can be calculate as the multiplication of the travel distance
and the unit distance CO2 emissions. The unit distance CO2 emissions again depend on
the road gradient, traffic condition (average speed) and the pavement condition (surface
roughness). The system-wide CO2 emission simulation is related to the traffic simulation
and the pavement degradation modules through two loops. In the first loop, the traffic state
outputs (average link-level speeds) from the traffic simulation module are used directly in
the calculation of the street-level CO2 emissions. While the street-level emissions feed
back to the traffic simulation as some travellers choose the routes that can minimise the
CO2 costs of their trips (eco-routing). In the second loop, the pavement degradation and
maintenance effects are taken into consideration. Pavement roughness increases annually
due to the natural degradation process. The change in pavement roughness directly affects
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the road-level CO2 emissions. Under the eco-maintenance scenario, where the maintenance
site selections prioritise roads with greater emission reduction potentials, the resulting traffic
distributions based on the traffic simulation module affect the decisions of where to carry out
roadworks.
Two transportation system-wide CO2 emission mitigation strategies are tested in Chapter
6. They are the eco-maintenance strategy from the pavement asset management perspective,
as well as the eco-routing strategy from the traffic operation side. Quantitative results
and qualitative observations regarding the independent and combined effects of these two
strategies are listed below. More detailed results are provided in Appendix B. The majority
of the results are conducted without considering traffic growth (to separate the influence of
traffic growth from those of traffic operations and pavement maintenance). When traffic
growth is considered, the changes in the key results are given at the end of this section.
(a) The eco-maintenance strategy:
Maintenance site selections are only carried out for the local road networks due to the
availability of data as well as to fill in the research gap. Highways are assumed to be
in constant good conditions. Streets selected for maintenance under the eco-maintenance
strategy are different from those selected under the PCI-based maintenance strategy. In
the eco-maintenance case, some high traffic volume streets are repaired more often, as any
degradation on these streets will cause bigger increase in system-wide CO2 emissions.
The CO2 emission savings from the local road network under the eco-maintenance sce-
nario depend on the budget level and the IRI sensitivity. The cumulative CO2 emission
savings over a 10-year analysis period are 1.7% to 1.9% compared to the PCI-based main-
tenance case given an IRI sensitivity factor of 3% (1.7% for low budget level and 1.9%
for high budget level). While the savings are only 0.6% if the IRI sensitivity factor is 1%.
It is assumed that the pavement conditions on the highways are constant and the routing
behaviours do not change, so the highway emissions do not respond to the eco-maintenance
on the local road network.
As resources are diverted to roads with higher traffic rather than the worst conditions,
the eco-maintenance strategy is not very effective in improving the average PCI of the local
road network. After a 10-year analysis period, the average PCI under the eco-maintenance
scenarios are found to be 3 to 7 points lower than the PCI-based maintenance, depending on
the maintenance budget (3 points lower at low budget level and 7 points lower at the high
budget level).
The effects of the eco-maintenance strategy are sensitive to the initial pavement conditions.
When the starting average PCI of the local roads move from 79 (predicted by the degradation
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model) to 74 (figures from the local agency), the cumulative savings due to eco-maintenance
changes from 1.9% to 1.5% (high budget level, IRI sensitivity of 3%).
The effects of the eco-maintenance strategy depend on the maintenance gains. When
the road works can recover only 75% or 50% of the loss of condition due to the pavement
degradation, the 10-year cumulative emissions under the eco-routing scenario (high budget,
IRI sensitivity of 3%) are 0.8% or 1.5% higher respectively compared to the 100% recovery
case.
The effects of eco-maintenance are also sensitive to the pavement degradation rates. When
the annual average pavement degradation rates are 1, 3 or 5 PCI, the 10-year cumulative
savings due to the implementation of the eco-maintenance (high budget, IRI sensitivity of
3%) are 1.9%, 2.4% and 2.9%, compared to only implementing the PCI-based maintenance.
(b) The eco-routing strategy:
The effects of the eco-routing strategy in reducing the CO2 emissions of the vehicular
traffic depend highly on the eco-routing participation rates. On the network-level (including
both the local roads and the highways), increasing eco-routing participation rates from 0%
to 10%, 50% and 100% will result in a 0.7%, 3% and 5% savings in CO2 emissions over a
10-year analysis period (high budget, IRI sensitivity of 3%).
Eco-routing is more effective in reducing the CO2 emissions from the highway component
than the local roads. Increasing the eco-routing participation rates from 0% to 10%, 50% and
100%, the CO2 emission savings on the highways are 1.3%, 6.1% and 11.5% over a 10-year
analysis period, while the savings are 0.4%, 1.7% and 0.9% for the local roads (high budget,
IRI sensitivity of 3%).
The above results also depend on the budget level, as increasing budget on local road
maintenance improves the pavement conditions, thus reducing the roughness-induced CO2
emissions on the local roads. However, when the eco-routing participation rate is 100%, the
improved local roads will also attract more vehicles to use them. The percentage of savings
are less affected by the IRI sensitivity.
Variabilities in the CO2 emission results given different random seeds (controlling which
travellers are randomly selected to use eco-routing path) are very small.
Under the eco-routing scenario with participation rates of 50% and 100%, the total
journey distances decrease. The 10-year average daily VKMT reduces by 2% and 5%
compared to the shortest time routing case (all budget levels, all IRI sensitivity levels). While
the reduction in VKMT with 10% eco-routing participation ratio is not obvious. However,
the reduction in VKMT is not balanced in the whole network. On the highways, the 10-year
average daily VKMT reduces by 1%, 5% and 12% from the highways compared to the
shortest-time routing case with eco-routing participation ratios of 10%, 50% and 100%. On
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the other side, the VKMT on the local roads increases by 0.5%, 1.8% and 3% compared to
the shortest-time routing case with eco-routing participation ratios of 10%, 50% and 100%.
The increasing usage of the local roads also creates more congestions on this part of the
network. The 10-year average daily VHT on the local roads increase by 0.4%, 4.7% and 21%
compared to the shortest-time routing case with eco-routing participation ratios of 10%, 50%
and 100%. Due to the use of the BPR volume-delay curve, the delays are penalised to the
power of 4 with a unit increase in the traffic volumes, thus leading to the great increase in
congestion when the vehicle concentration on local roads increase in the 100% eco-routing
case.
The eco-routing strategy itself does not cause a change in the pavement degradation trend,
due to the lack of interaction found between vehicle loading and the pavement degradations
in the previous chapter.
(c) The combined effect of eco-routing and eco-maintenance:
The effect of eco-maintenance, when implemented alone on the local network, has
comparable performance in reducing the network-wide CO2 emissions as the eco-routing
strategy with a participation rate of 10%. However, the savings in CO2 emissions due to the
eco-routing come mainly from the reduction of travel distance, especially on the highway
parts of the network.
The combined emission savings of eco-maintenance and eco-routing when implemented
simultaneously are the greatest among all scenarios. The combined savings in CO2 emissions
of the whole network are not significantly different from summing up savings of these two
emission mitigation strategies implemented individually. However, when partitioning the
savings to the highway component and the local roads component, it can be seen that the
combined effects of eco-maintenance and eco-routing are not the simple sum of any individual
approach, especially when the eco-routing participation ratio is high. The combined eco-
routing (100% participation) and eco-maintenance will lead to a further 1.2% reduction in the
10-year average highway CO2 emissions on top of the 11.5% from implementing eco-routing
alone (high budget, IRI sensitivity of 3%), while eco-maintenance itself does not lead to
savings in highway emissions. However, it is acknowledged that such reinforcing effects are
quite weak for most of the simulation scenarios, e.g., when the eco-routing participation rate
is low or a low IRI sensitivity factor is assumed.
Similarly, the 10-year average daily VHT and VKMT of the combined eco-maintenance
and eco-routing are largely predicted by the values of eco-routing alone (eco-maintenance
itself does not affect the traffic patterns), with the exceptions being the 100% eco-routing
case. When the eco-routing participation ratio reaches 100%, the implementation of the
eco-maintenance will lead to better pavement conditions on the local roads, thus attracting
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travellers to this part of the network. For example, with the combined eco-maintenance and
eco-routing, the average journey duration increases by 2.5% compared with just implementing
eco-routing (high budget, IRI sensitivity of 3%, 100% eco-routing participation). Still, such
changes in the traffic operation efficiency are rather small due to the interactions of eco-
routing and eco-maintenance.
The final local road PCI conditions when implementing both eco-maintenance and eco-
routing are similar to those obtained with just implementing eco-maintenance. As the PCI in
this study is directly influenced only by the maintenance schedules, such results suggests that
eco-maintenance, whether implemented individually or combined with eco-routing, leads to
lower PCI compared to the PCI-based maintenance site selections.
(d) Traffic growth:
Traffic growth scenarios are analysed and presented toward the end of Chapter 6. Con-
sidering a gentle traffic growth ratio of around 1% per year for each district, the average
daily trip counts are 4.6% higher during a 10-year analysis period compared to the no traffic
growth case. Due to the increased number of trips, the traffic AAD-VHT and AAD-VKMT
also increase as expected. Specifically, the network-level AAD-VKMT increases by about
4% and the AAD-VHT increases superlinearly by about 7-10%, due to the power law penalty
on travel time given unit traffic volume increase in the BPR curve. The increase in the
network-wide AAD-CO2 can be as high as 5.4%, equivalent to the savings that are achieved
with 100% eco-routing. But it should be highlighted that the traffic growth scenarios do not
take into consideration the changes in the vehicle fleet compositions or fuel type changes,
which may contribute positively to the eco-friendliness in the transportation system in the
long term. In addition, as no traffic load induced pavement degradation is considered in
this study, the traffic growth has almost no impact on the average PCI of the local roads,
although the redistributions of the traffic do have an influence on the pavement maintenance
scheduling of individual streets.
7.3 Policy implications
Various outcomes from this thesis may be informative to the policy making in transportation
system management. To start with, high levels of eco-routing (with a participation rate of
50% or more) lead to significant (≥ 3%) savings in terms of network-wide CO2 emissions.
However, this comes at a cost of the traffic efficiency. When the eco-routing participation
rate is 50%, the average journey duration increases by 5%, which translates to about 2
minutes in absolute term. This may be considered acceptable, as an additional 2 minutes
could be lost or gained at traffic intersections or the parking lots. However, when the eco-
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routing participation rate reaches 100%, the average journey duration increases by 25%,
or 10 minutes. Even though it leads to the greatest reduction in CO2 emissions (5%), this
compromises the economic aspects, such as the working hours. Theoretically, an eco-routing
participation rate less than 50% is reasonable. While it is unclear how willingly the travellers
will adopt this behaviour in reality. In this sense, additional studies on the real-life barriers or
incentives related to eco-routing should also be conducted.
The benefit of eco-maintenance in terms of CO2 emissions is comparable to that of 10%
eco-routing. However, it should be noted that the adoption of eco-maintenance will inevitably
direct the pavement repair funding to busy roads that carry higher volumes of traffic. While in
real practice, other factors should also be considered, such as the presence of public transits
or equitable distributions of resources.
Furthermore, the results of the combined eco-maintenance and eco-routing scenario
show weak interactions between the two strategies except for the extreme case with 100%
eco-routing. This implies that the two strategies can be studied separately for preliminary
evaluations of the benefits of the carbon mitigation or environmental sustainability policies.
However, for detailed assessments of policy or project-level outcomes, it is still recommended
to consider both aspects together for more rigorous results.
In Chapter 4, it is found that the minimum probe ratio required to keep a satisfying traffic
efficiency level is very low, at only 0.5% or 1%. It is acknowledged that the static traffic
assignment (STA) procedure used for the traffic simulation has its problems in analysing
highly dynamic traffic situations. However, the STA procedure is reasonably applicable
when the traffic conditions do not change fast, such as during the off-peak hours. In order to
balance the trade-offs between the network efficiency and user privacy, it might be useful to
separate the system operations based on the traffic conditions. During off-peak hours, only
probe data from public vehicles, e.g., taxis, should be sufficient to provide the required level
of information.
Lastly, the study presented in this thesis would not be possible without the traffic and
pavement condition input data being available. While on the other hand, the quality of
some data and the missing information also pose constraints in the analyses. For example,
it is difficult to extract a good degradation trend from the scattered pavement condition
observations. The policy implication here is on the importance of the traffic and infrastructure
condition monitoring, which may lead to more sophisticated or reliable outcomes of carbon
mitigation analysis in the future.
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7.4 Recommendations for further work
There are many elements of this thesis that can be further researched, whether within the
same case study area or in terms of applying the methodology to other cities. Some directions
for further improvements are identified as the following:
Compared with the existing studies in the literature, the traffic simulation model adopted
in this thesis is still simplistic in many aspects. For example, activity-based travel demand
generation can be adopted to replace the fixed trip-level travel demand of the TNC companies.
The benefits of implementing an activity-based demand model include the greater flexibility
in modelling individual decisions, such as electric vehicle own rates, working from home or
avoiding to travel during the peak hours. These behaviours all have important implications in
building a more eco-friendly transportation network.
Related to the activity-based demand generation approach is the multi-modal traffic
network simulation. For transportation network-wide carbon emission analysis, it is also
important to consider the role of the public transits.
Also, the authors would like to improve the temporal resolution of the traffic simulations
by moving towards the dynamic traffic assignment (DTA) approach. Dynamic traffic simu-
lations require checking the consistencies of the travel demand and network supply more
frequently. Besides, the supply-demand interactions are also different from those adopted
for the static assignment procedure. It is believed that the DTA approach, though more time
consuming, would lead to more realistic sub-hourly traffic distribution outcomes.
Though the traffic simulation module is efficient for city-scale analysis, the performance
should ideally be further improved so as to allow day-by-day maintenance disruption impact
analysis. The inclusion of activity-based travel demand generation and the DTA would
inevitably make the computation more expensive. However, as currently only 32 parallel
threads are used for the traffic assignment calculation, the parallel computing ability of the
HPC can still be further explored to distribute the work load to more parallel processes.
In terms of the pavement degradation analysis, it is recognised through the data analysis
exercise in this study that the availability and quality of the infrastructure asset management
data pose great limitations on the modelling options. Thus, one potential directions for future
research is to investigate these impacts more systematically and study how the improvements
in infrastructure sensing and asset management data collection may affect the understanding
of the infrastructure performance.
The eco-maintenance scenario in this thesis assumes only one option of the maintenance
technique, i.e., the road repaving. Besides, the material, transport and construction related
emissions are not considered. To make the analysis of the eco-maintenance scenarios more
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complete, other maintenance options, material choices and road work related factors can be
included in future research.
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Appendix A
Determination of the intercity travel
demand for San Francisco
As the main source of travel demand data for the case study area does not include trips that
start or end outside of San Francisco. Additional information has been collected to estimate
this intercity traffic flow between San Francisco and nearby areas.
Geographically, San Francisco pennisula is isolated from the rest of the Bay Area in the
north and east directions. Traffic going into and out of the city mainly goes through four
"gates": (1) Golden Gate Bridge (to the North); (2) Bay Bridge (to cities on the East); (3)
California State Route 1 (SR 1, to the South) and (4) US 101 south and I-280 South (to the
San Francisco International Airport, SFO (show in Figure 3.13 in Chapter 3). As a result, the
intercity travel demand is determined by collecting the traffic counts information at these
four gates. The sources of such information and assumptions involved in data processing are
listed here.
1. Golden gate bridge
• 1,654,022 southbound traffic in November, 2016. Based on http://goldengate.org/
news/transit/trends_traffic-transit.php#ggbtrends
• Assuming southbound and northbound traffic is equal, this is equal to 55,000
daily traffic per direction.
2. Bay bridge
• In the Fiscal year 2016-17, there are 136,813,538 toll-paid vehicles. Based
on https://mtc.ca.gov/about-mtc/what-mtc/mtc-organization/three-agencies-one/
bay-area-toll-authority/historic-toll-paid
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• Assuming eastbound and westbound traffic is equal, this is equal to 180,000 daily
traffic per direction.
3. California State Route 1 (SR1)
• In 2016, at San Francisco Alemany Boulevard, 103,000 southbound AADT and
96,000 northbound AADT. Based on http://www.dot.ca.gov/trafficops/census/
docs/2016_aadt_volumes.pdf
• Assume northbound and southbound traffic is equal, this is equal to around
100,000 daily traffic per direction.
4. Highway to San Francisco Airport (SFO)
• In November 2016, SFO total enplaned (departure) is 2,137,473. Total deplaned
(arrival) is 2,127,669. Based on http://media.flysfo.com.s3.amazonaws.com/
media/sfo/media/air-traffic/as201611.pdf
• Assume every passenger arrives in individual cars, this is equal to 70k daily traffic
per direction.
Appendix B
Detailed results from the sustainability
simulations
B.1 10 year average CO2 emissions
The daily CO2 emissions over a 10-year analysis period are given in this section for further
references. Specifically, the results are given by:
• Scenario 1: PCI-based maintenance without eco-routing.
• Scenario 2: Eco-maintenance without eco-routing.
• Scenario 3: PCI-based maintenance eco-routing. The participation rates of eco-routing
are given in the brackets.
• Scenario 4: Eco-maintenance eco-routing. The participation rates of eco-routing are
given in the brackets.
Also, the numbers of the local roads and the highways do not add up to the values of
whole network, as a small percentage of privately maintained streets are not included in the
local roads (maintained by the San Francisco Public Works) and highways (maintained by
the Caltrans).
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Table B.1 10 year average daily CO2 (t) on the local roads
Budget, IRI impact 200, 0.01 200, 0.03 700, 0.01 700, 0.03
Scenario 1 1891 1960 1881 1931
Scenario 2 1879 1926 1869 1894
Scenario 3 (10%) 1883 1951 1874 1924
Scenario 3 (50%) 1857 1919 1851 1899
Scenario 3 (100%) 1870 1922 1867 1913
Scenario 4 (10%) 1873 1919 1863 1889
Scenario 4 (50%) 1849 1896 1844 1877
Scenario 4 (100%) 1866 1912 1866 1908
Table B.2 10 year average daily CO2 (t) on the highways
Budget, IRI impact 200, 0.01 200, 0.03 700, 0.01 700, 0.03
Scenario 1 1627 1661 1627 1661
Scenario 2 1627 1661 1627 1661
Scenario 3 (10%) 1605 1641 1605 1640
Scenario 3 (50%) 1526 1568 1522 1560
Scenario 3 (100%) 1436 1490 1430 1470
Scenario 4 (10%) 1606 1641 1604 1639
Scenario 4 (50%) 1526 1565 1521 1553
Scenario 4 (100%) 1433 1478 1423 1450
Table B.3 10 year average daily CO2 (t) of the whole network
Budget, IRI impact 200, 0.01 200, 0.03 700, 0.01 700, 0.03
Scenario 1 3820 3934 3810 3905
Scenario 2 3808 3900 3798 3869
Scenario 3 (10%) 3791 3906 3782 3877
Scenario 3 (50%) 3693 3806 3682 3775
Scenario 3 (100%) 3625 3739 3615 3706
Scenario 4 (10%) 3781 3873 3770 3841
Scenario 4 (50%) 3684 3778 3672 3744
Scenario 4 (100%) 3618 3715 3605 3677
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B.2 10 year average daily Vehicle Hours Travelled (VHT)
and Vehicle Kilometres Travelled (VKMT)
The daily VHT and VKMT over a 10-year analysis period are given in this section for further
references. Specifically, the results are given by:
• Scenario 1: PCI-based maintenance without eco-routing.
• Scenario 2: Eco-maintenance without eco-routing.
• Scenario 3: PCI-based maintenance eco-routing. The participation rates of eco-routing
are given in the brackets.
• Scenario 4: Eco-maintenance eco-routing. The participation rates of eco-routing are
given in the brackets.
Also, the numbers of the local roads and the highways do not add up to the values of
whole network, as a small percentage of privately maintained streets are not included in the
local roads (maintained by the San Francisco Public Works) and highways (maintained by
the Caltrans).
Table B.4 10 year average daily VHT on the local roads
Budget, IRI impact 200, 0.01 200, 0.03 700, 0.01 700, 0.03
Scenario 1 337919 337919 337919 337919
Scenario 2 337919 337919 337919 337919
Scenario 3 (10%) 339336 339173 339425 339399
Scenario 3 (50%) 353229 352185 354078 354134
Scenario 3 (100%) 408446 405660 409313 409914
Scenario 4 (10%) 339399 339331 339460 339670
Scenario 4 (50%) 353924 354268 354602 356255
Scenario 4 (100%) 411743 416528 412439 420205
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Table B.5 10 year average daily VHT on the highways
Budget, IRI impact 200, 0.01 200, 0.03 700, 0.01 700, 0.03
Scenario 1 227642 227642 227642 227642
Scenario 2 227642 227642 227642 227642
Scenario 3 (10%) 223828 224182 223874 223906
Scenario 3 (50%) 213385 214913 212891 213479
Scenario 3 (100%) 212781 216553 211539 213170
Scenario 4 (10%) 223986 224161 223667 223853
Scenario 4 (50%) 213292 214330 212591 212399
Scenario 4 (100%) 212161 214626 210353 209949
Table B.6 10 year average daily VHT of the whole network
Budget, IRI impact 200, 0.01 200, 0.03 700, 0.01 700, 0.03
Scenario 1 649074 649074 649074 649074
Scenario 2 649074 649074 649074 649074
Scenario 3 (10%) 648581 648660 648628 648544
Scenario 3 (50%) 680308 681472 681459 681574
Scenario 3 (100%) 814136 814730 810442 814583
Scenario 4 (10%) 648733 648775 648417 648598
Scenario 4 (50%) 681391 682545 681298 681918
Scenario 4 (100%) 817206 826549 812746 820956
Table B.7 10 year average daily VKMT on the local roads
Budget, IRI impact 200, 0.01 200, 0.03 700, 0.01 700, 0.03
Scenario 1 6359246 6359246 6359246 6359246
Scenario 2 6359246 6359246 6359246 6359246
Scenario 3 (10%) 6384963 6381521 6387393 6388883
Scenario 3 (50%) 6467365 6442795 6481574 6476545
Scenario 3 (100%) 6552381 6495491 6579328 6569461
Scenario 4 (10%) 6385477 6382638 6389508 6391084
Scenario 4 (50%) 6471089 6456825 6492018 6508287
Scenario 4 (100%) 6563597 6533760 6602552 6639223
B.3 Final PCI of the local roads
The starting condition of the local roads, in terms of the average PCI, is 74. The final PCI of
the local roads at the a 10-year analysis period are given in this section for further references.
Specifically, the results are given by:
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Table B.8 10 year average daily VKMT on the highways
Budget, IRI impact 200, 0.01 200, 0.03 700, 0.01 700, 0.03
Scenario 1 8507533 8507533 8507533 8507533
Scenario 2 8507533 8507533 8507533 8507533
Scenario 3 (10%) 8415610 8423760 8413961 8416070
Scenario 3 (50%) 8053928 8093169 8040007 8061169
Scenario 3 (100%) 7450814 7540433 7421217 7464205
Scenario 4 (10%) 8415737 8422664 8411900 8414117
Scenario 4 (50%) 8052751 8079903 8029569 8030285
Scenario 4 (100%) 7437713 7490957 7393598 7380146
Table B.9 10 year average daily VKMT of the whole network
Budget, IRI impact 200, 0.01 200, 0.03 700, 0.01 700, 0.03
Scenario 1 15869124 15869124 15869124 15869124
Scenario 2 15869124 15869124 15869124 15869124
Scenario 3 (10%) 15806642 15809970 15806847 15808214
Scenario 3 (50%) 15539471 15547264 15538611 15542365
Scenario 3 (100%) 15017444 15035219 15012200 15022404
Scenario 4 (10%) 15807286 15809158 15806768 15806795
Scenario 4 (50%) 15539537 15546028 15536213 15538098
Scenario 4 (100%) 15012752 15021443 15005969 15003096
• Scenario 1: PCI-based maintenance without eco-routing.
• Scenario 2: Eco-maintenance without eco-routing.
• Scenario 3: PCI-based maintenance eco-routing. The participation rates of eco-routing
are given in the brackets.
• Scenario 4: Eco-maintenance eco-routing. The participation rates of eco-routing are
given in the brackets.
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Table B.10 Final PCI of the local roads at the a 10-year analysis period
Budget, IRI impact 200, 0.01 200, 0.03 700, 0.01 700, 0.03
Scenario 1 73 73 86 86
Scenario 2 70 70 79 79
Scenario 3 (10%) 73 73 86 86
Scenario 3 (50%) 73 73 86 86
Scenario 3 (100%) 73 73 86 86
Scenario 4 (10%) 70 70 79 79
Scenario 4 (50%) 70 70 79 79
Scenario 4 (100%) 70 70 78 77
